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ACT UP Maine
paints town red

50 BOATS MUST GO

A group of activists from
ACT UP Maine took responsibility for red hand prints
and graffiti painted last week
on the State House and the
Blaine House in Augusta and
at Maine Medical Center in
Portland to protest the lack of
progress toward establishing
a state AIDS resource center.
"The rate of HIV infections
in rural states like Maine is
now beginning to match the
rate of new infections in large
urban centers across the
country," ACT UP said in a
statement.
Human Services Commissioner Rollin Ives said his
plans to establish an AIDS
center were set back last
month when Maine Medical
Center officials said they
were no longer willing to
provide the site. They said at
the time that the cost should
be borne by all ~axpayers, not
only their patients. Ives said
his department is continuing
to pursue alternatives, such
as a centrally administered
AIDS center operated
through several hospitals.
''We're waiting to see the
state's plans on paper," said
Toby Simon of ACT UP
Maine. "So far all we have
seen is neglect and a mishandling of efforts to develop an
AIDS resource center, a
decrease in services for AIDS
patients, and a refusal on the
part of the state or Maine
Medical Center to receive any
input from the AIDS community or AIDS patien ts."

We're closing the warehouse til
spring SAVE UP TO 50% (from
MSRP) on in-stock new and used
canoes and kayaks. OUR ENTIRE
INVENTORY OF BOATS AND
ACCESSORIES IS ON SALE.
Bring in your retired boats
and equipment for our largest
consignment sale ever.

5ACORtVER

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: October 8 through 15, 1991.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19 & 20, 1991
(rain dates: 10/26 & 27)
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS

PHOTO-TEES
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longsleeve
25.95

100% Cotton

GENERATED IMAGE1COLOR
COPIES
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Market Street

Quality Bicycle Sales
and Seroice since 1981
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Monday· Friday 8-6 • Saturday 10 - 4
to the
Old
Portland·

TREK

REG

SALE

7000
2100
1420

$699
$935
$869

$575
$825
$725

774•4455

SELECTED
CLOTHING ALSO
ON SALE

Used Bikes & Repain

M-W: 10-5:30
T-F: 10-7
59 Federal St., Portland, ME 04101
Sat: 10-5
(207) 774-2933
BEHIND LEVINSKY'S • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

T'pike \Videners
outspending
foes 7-to-l
Resource expert says. Connors'
cost estimate is "purely baloney"
The group campaigning to widen the Maine Turnpike is
outspending the group campaigning against it by at least a
margin of 7-to-L And the claims made in TV and radio ads
bought with that money are not true, say resource experts.
The Vote No On No.1 Coalition, which is campaigning to
widen the turnpike, has outspent the anti-widening Campaign
for Sensible Transportation by $712,000 to $133,000, according
to state disclosure reports.
More than 25 percent of the money flowing to the prowidening campaign has come directly from the highway
construction industry, according to Barbara Trafton, the Vote
No coalition's chairwoman.
The coalition's biggest contributor was the Bath Iron Works
shipyard, which gave $25,000 and pledged another 525,000 to be
paid next January.
But contractors and construction trade groups from as far
away as Texas, Montana, Oklahoma and California have
contributed as much as $25,000 each, as have trucking organizations from Virginia and New York.
"This list is a 'Who's Who' of highway interests and major
corporations," said Alan R. Caron, spokesman for the antiwidening campaign.
Caron contended the businesses are motivated by profits at
the expense of Mainers.
"What it tells us is who benefits from all this spending on
roads," said Caron. "These guys have had it real good and they
want to keep it that way."
The anti-widening Campaign for Sensible Transportation has
raised a total of $141,000 from 2,300 donors. Among the larger
donations was $2,500 given by Bangor author Stephen King.
Connors' TV claims "purely baloney"
The Vote No campaign is spending a substantial portion of
its money on television advertisements, some of which feature
Maine Transportation Commissioner Dana F. Connors. In those
ads, Connors claims that passage of the Maine Turnpike
referendum plan would cost the equivalent of a 4-penny-agallon increase in the fuel tax.
But those claims are "purely and simply baloney," says the
executive director of the Natural Resources Council of Maine.
"The policy that we have proposed will save money. It won't
cost money," Brownie Carson, executi ve director of Natural
Resources Council of Maine, said Oct. 10.
Connors, whose outspoken opposition to the referendum
plan has drawn criticism from anti-widening forces, said the
extra cost and project delays would have "a Significant negati ve
impact on Maine's transportation users."
Carson cited long-term plans prepared by the state Department of Transportation that envision nearly $2.7 billion in
construction through the year 2000, although available funds
are expected to fall $879 million shy of that mark.
"This campaign could do with a dose of straight talk," said
Carson_
The popular initiative, which will be the first question listed
on Maine's statewide ballot Nov. 5, would halt plans to expand
the 30-mile, southern third of the Maine Turnpike from four
lanes to six.
The proposal would also establish a new state transportation
policy that stresses alternatives to new highway construction.

Casco Bay Weekly's five-part transportation series will
resume next week and conclude with a special VOTER'S
GUIDE issue to be published on Oct. 31.

ACT UP Portland
hands out condoms

J

Members of ACT UP
Portland handed out 500 free
condoms to Deering High
School students on Oct. 11, as
part of an effort to convince
high schools across the state
to supply students with
condoms.
About 15 members of the
group handed out condoms
and literature about AIDS to
students as they filed out of
class.
Members of the same
group, which is not affiliated
with ACT UP Maine, passed
out condoms to Portland
High School students last
month. Organizers of ACT
UP Portland said they plan to
distribute condoms to
students at different high
schools across the state every
other week.

OSHA accuses
S.D.Warren of 17
violations
The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
(OSHA) proposes fining the
S.D. Warren Co_$36,750 for
17 alleged violations at its
Westbrook paper mill.
C. William Freeman III,
director of OSHA's Augusta
office, said Oct. 8 that the
violations include inadequate
protection from electrical

• Continued on page 4

American Oak
Our authentic Southwestern bed is hand rubbed
with Danish oil. Combine with our 30-layer
9 inch thick Ultra futon mattress for a lifetime
of beauty and comfort.
Also available in twin and full sizes at less cost.

,343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Mon & Thurs 10-8, Toes, wed & Fri 10-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
Visa, Masrer"Card, American Express, Dlscvvermulpersonal checks welcome
GuaranJeed • ExIl6B Rt. 295 • Plenty ofFree
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After two years
infitne&5
we've finally

learned to flex.

I~

Memberships start as low as $69. No contract. No strings.
One type of fitness membership can't appeal to everyone. That's why at Bay Club,
Portland's best fitness value, we've designed flexible membership and payment
options. There's something for everyone.
Stretch your dollars with short tenn memberships like our six week introductory or
three month membership. Or maybe you'd prefer to pay month to month, or prepay
your annual membership for even more savings. The choice is yours, with prices
starting as low as $69.
So stop in to Bay Club, and we'D show you just how well we can flex.
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EMMY AWARD WINNER
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772-5444

Portland's best fitness value.
8ay ClUb. One dty Center, Portland SIX week and three monlh memberships available 10 first time buytrs only.
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Allspeecl Bicycle & Ski

On

SALE!!

equipment and unsafe use
and maintenance of cranes.
Of the violations, 16 were
in the "serious category,"
which means they were lifethreatening and should have
been recognized by the
company, said Freeman.
Kim Millick, a spokeswoman for S.D. Warren, said
the company had not received the charges. "We
certainly won't do anything
until we see it in writing,"
Millick said.
S.D. Warren has 15
working days to appeal.

• Learn to maintain & overhaul
your bike with the Allspeed bieycle
repair course
• Liberate your skiing, free your
heels with Allspeeds full-service
alpine & nordic tclemark ski shop
(Swallow, Kazarna, Al(lina boots & ~kiis,
Crispi boots, Vertical Footwear, Voile
bindings & accessories, LifeLine poles)
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Tanker traffic up

KEY

-AND HOW TO AVOID THEM-

Black &
range Pasta.
A Tricky Treat your guests will enjoy!

1. JASON IN THE BUSHES?
- Change the channel.
2. FREDDY IN THE CLOSET?
- Press the eject button.
~ 3. LEAD PAINT IN THE HOUSE?

- Call LEAD DETECTION SERVICES
Avoid a nightmare on your street. Call for a free
brochure and answers to your questions.
Fast. Accurate. Non·Destructive • Affordable

Complete Gounnet meals you prepare in 5 minutes!
We also serve prepared lunch & dinner
Open Daily at 11 am., Wed, Thurs, Fri 'til 8 pm, Sundays 12-5

LEAD DETECTION SERVICES

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146

Because what you don't know can hurt you!

1 800-788-6891

INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

Classic
Porch Rocker in

Solid Oak
Reg. $139

Special $99

14K and 18K Gold Signet Rings for the Holidays

maior credit cards • in.store financing . free parking

POKrLAND

BANGOR

ELLSWORTH

288 Fore Strut
77+1322

170 Park Street
942-6880

Hi2lt Street
667·3615

KUIlalIOO~8~~[]KUIlalIOO

d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange 51. Porlland 772-51 19 · Hours: Sun. 12·5 fv\.oo ·Sol. 10<>, f, i lill 8
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"BEST IN TOWN!"
GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

~
from Harmon s@Bartons)1'\

floral, Hints.

~~~

When bringing your plants
!~
indoors for tlie winter.a<Xllimatc tl.
them slowly by bringing them ill
inside for 6 few hours more
each day, keeping them in a
Ml
highly lighted area. Also checlc ~
for insects.

SPICY BBQ SPARERIBS
FRESH VEGETABLE PLATE
SWEET POTATO PIE

Irl

Special for your parties
call us for
100 or more pieces of
Golden Fried Chicken
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Dinner Hours:
Monday - Saturday 5-9pm
We serve small pa rties.

Call for take out 773-8964

14 VERANDA ST•• PORTLAND

m

Walch for 100'"

~

W~i~~~~r~~~all ~}
for $59.95

Foral HmlA from,~

I-lARMON'
S
584 Congress Street

COOICE
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Shingle Reroof

• Continued from page 3

All 1991
Bicycles
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Portland

Westbrook

774-5946

854-2518

Fret parking a/ both loca/iollS.
All major crtdi/ cards acctp/td on pho"" ordas.
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This summer's closure of a
pipeline linking oil fields in
western Canada to refineries
in Montreal has reversed a
IS-year slump in tanker
traffic in Portland harbor, and
provided a lift to the local
economy.
The number of tankers
unloading crude oil at the
Portland Pipe Line Corp.
terminal is expected to reach
about 120 this year - about
double the average for the
last decade. The number is
expected to rise to 130 in 1992
and could go sharply higher
the year after.
The local economy benefits
from the upswing in tanker
traffic as each tanker and
crew spends an estimated
$30,000 on such items as fuel
and provisions. In addition,
oil shippers must pay 4 cents
a barrel to the state's oil spill
cleanup fund.
Until the mid-1970s,
between 300 and 531 tankers
a year hauled crude to
Portland Pipe Line. But traffic
tumbled after the completion
of a 517-mile pipeline from
Sarnia, Ontario, to Montreal,
allowing refineries in the
Montreal area to substitute
oil from western Canada for
crude that arrived via
Portland. By the mid-1980s,
some feared that the Portland
line might go out of business.
But this summer, the
Sarnia line was closed
because of declining reserves
of oil in western Canada and
increased demand in the
Midwestern United States.

Fleet boss wants
hands on bad
MNB loans
The chairman of F1eetNorstar Financial Group Inc.
said he would like to have
more leeway managing the
bad assets of Maine National
Bank and its parent, the failed'
Bank of New England.
"We've gotten to the point
where we'd like to go back to
the FDIC and say we need to
work with them," said F.
Terrence Murray, Fleet
chairman and executive
officer. "We think there's a
real issue here."

Roll on a New Roof ... in one day!
With Shingle Reroof you can
roll on a new roof directly
over your existing asphalt,
fiberglass or asbestos shingles.

Moose In Back Cove, Oct. 4.

• It's as easy as painting
• Soap and water clean-up
• Protects against ice, wind, hail
• Environmentally safe
• Saves time and money
• 10 year limited warranty

CBW(Tona Harbert

Despite record moose kills, sport hunting is dying

Hunters headed for extinction?
It was a bad week to be a moose. At least 937 were killed
during Maine's 10th annual moose hunt, which ended Oct. 12 .
That's a new record for the six--<lay hunt, and the final count
may rise evton higher, according to Paul Fournier of the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. Said Fournier:
"There are a great abundance of moose out there."
But as fewer young people take up hunting, some experts are
predicting the hunters will die out first.
"Basically, the hunting population is getting older and isn't
being replaced by younger hunters," said Kevin Boyle, a
University of Maine professor who studies hunting trends.
More than 134,000 Mainers hunted in 1950. The number
reached 202,000 in 1981, but declined to 175,000 last year. The
number is expected to keep dropping during this decade.
Meanwhile, figures show fewer young people are taking up
the sport. In 1981, the number of children ages 10 to 15 with
junior licenses peaked at 23,345. By last year the number had
plummeted to 14,490.
The trend is leading some experts to the conclusion that
hunting as it's known now could be replaced by a pastime
involving fewer people and fewer places to hunt, as it's conducted in Europe.
"[ don't want to predict a decline in sport hunting, although
much of the evidence indicates that could be a reasonable
conclusion," said Gerry Barnes, president of the 9,OOO-member
Sportsman's Alliance of Maine.
"I'm not even sure I would disagree that sport hunting could
disappear by the middle of the next decade," Barnes said.
A study by Boyle and Alan Clark, a resource planner for the
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, found that
population shifts, suburban development and land posting that
have made less land accessible contributed to the decline of
resident hunters.
At the same time, the number of non-resident licenses has
grown as southern New England and New York-area residents
come to Maine in greater numbers to enjoy better hunting
opportunities.
As the Maine study surfaced, a study by two sociologists at
the University of Wisconsin at Madison also concluded a
ec1ine in hunting nationally.
"It is not out of the question," the authors wrote, "that there
will be no sport hunting, or a dramatic change in the character
of sport hunting in the United States, by the middle of the 21st
century."

Murray said many
companies have complaints
about the handling of their
loans by the federal government-supervised Recoil
Management Corp.
Recoil was created by Fleet
last June to liquidate, collect
and manage assets from Bank
of New England Corp.'s three
subsidiary banks, which Fleet
took over last summer.

Keg buyers must
register with state
A new law requires
Mainers to sign a form when
purchasing a keg of beer.
The law, which took effect
Oct. 9, requires keg buyers to
fill out a state-approved form
that law enforcement officials
can use to identify offenders

when they break up parties
that include underage
drinkers. The document may
also provide a paper trail if
people who attend keg
parties are later arrested or
involved in an accident.
"Hopefully, having their
name on paper will be a big
enough deterrent to keg
buyers so they won't supply
it to kids," said Robert
laGuardia, an officer with
the state Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement.
Maine became the fourth
state in the country II? enact a
"keg-tagging" rule. The other
states are North Dakota,
Oregon and Washington.
Furnishing liquor to a
minor carries a maximum

• Continued on page 6

Metal Reroof
Don't get soaked!
Metal Reroof forms a seamless,
rubber-like membrane over your
metal roof; waterproofing and
sealing cracks, seams and valleys.
• It's as easy as painting!
• Fonns an ecapsulating membrane
• Several standard colors
• Substantial heat reduction
• Soap and water clean-up

Rufus Deering carries these and many other fine home
improvement products.
d
Let us help you choose those best suited to meet your nee s.

_

~ __ . I

•

Rufus Deering Company
383 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-6505

FALL INTO SAVINGS!
Pine L Double Sleeper ~~~
8175
~~~ "3\
Pine Bi-Fold Frame w/6" All CoHon Futon

·Prices Nev" Low,,"

~,: ~
~

Double Sleeper Queen Sleeper

$149

$165

FALL INTO OUR BEDDING SAVINGS
Blue Cross

OrthoPoslure Firm
SE1'S

/<'/1",,4'0

o~L.'I' Twin Sets ... $99 l1?~s
Full Sets ... $149
Queen Sets ... $198
Ki nil Sets ... $299

Many other sets to choose from

BLUE CROSS

CONTINENTAL

Posluremedic I
Luxury Firm

Back Relief Super Firm

10 Year Guarantee

Twin ••. $199
Full. •• $249
Queen .•• $299
King •.. $459

Twin Sets ... $150
Full Sets ••• $199
Queen Sets ... $249
King Sets ... $350

15 Year Guarantee
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ON AlJ. ITAUAN DISH~

14 Different Entrees

to Choose From
Monday through Friday
4pm to 6pm

CASH

PAID
u.s. Sen. Bob Kerrey,

at left, was one of two White House seekers to visit Maine last week.
CBW(fonee Harbert
About 400 people gathered In Monument Square on Od. 10 to hear the Nebraska Democrat speak.

formerly Cumberland Electronics

505
Ocean St.
(Rt. 77)
S. Portland

767·6500

NEW!

ULTRA·BOND

~=...,

texturlzlng perm ...
add body and .hape to
IifelelUl hair without curL

rREII{) ttl lERt
T.c.If(ak"",· .fa~.f
781-5500

Casco Bay Professional Park
367 U.S. Rt. I. Falmouth

2S years of
experience right
in the Old Port!

White House race heats up
Democrats see Maine as first real caucus battle
The late-blooming campaign for the Democratic presidential
nomination has begun to stir in Maine, a state touted by party
leaders as the first real caucus battleground of the national race.
Recent back-to-back visits by two of the five major candidates are starting to stir interest among would-be caucus-goers
who have little more than four months to scrutinize the field
and decide whom to support.
Longshot candidate Ron Daniels also toured Maine, giving
speeches at Orono and Bowdoin College. Although Daniels has
been affiliated with Democrats as executive director of the
Rainbow Coalition and as assistant campaign manager for Jesse
Jackson, he is running this season as an Independent in hopes of
stirring in terest in a third party.
Maine's Democratic caucuses are scheduled for Feb. 23, fivc>
days after New Hampshire's first-in-the-nation primary and
less than two weeks after the Iowa caucuses that set the nomination process in motion.
But because Iowa is the home state of candidate Tom Harkin,
some Maine Democrats say their state's Importance this year
willl:,e magnified as the first true test of how the candidates fare
in a caucus state.
"Maine is the first real caucus state that's not dealing with a
favorite son setup," said}o Karr of Kittery, the chairwoman of
the Democratic State Committee. "It's the first caucus state
where everybody's going to be on an even playing field."
Andy Schulkind, the party's executive director, agreed,
suggesting that the "de-emphasis" on Iowa will impel the
candidates to spend more time in New Hampshire and Maine.
On Maine's "Caucus Sunday," thousands of Democrats
throughout the state will gather in their hometowns and cities
to select state convention delegates who reflect the proportional
support for the various presidential candidates. The delegates,
in tum, will determine the makeup of Maine's 31-member
delegation to the national convention.
The Republican process has drawn far less interest in Maine
because the GOP caucuses are scattered over several weeks,
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GP sells out
Georgia-Pacific Corp. says

e=;

f-""":).

it is selling 80 percent of its

.

~.~:; '~atch &
Clock. Repair

Classic
Impressions
51 Exchange Street

Old Pori

874-6980

• Continued from page 5

penalty of $1,000 and one
year in jail for the first
offense.

Great Northern Paper Inc.
operations in Maine to a
Connecticut newsprint
manufacturer for $3()()
million.
The sale to Bowater
Incorporated, announced Oct.
10, reduces the paper products giant's holdings in
Maine just 18 months after its
merger with Great Northern

diluting the impact of the final outcome and setting it back to a
time when results from bigger states will take center stage. With
President Bush facing no apparent challenge, interest in the
Republican caucuses is likely to be even lower than usual.
On the Democratic side, activity picked up with visits by Bob
Kerrey of Nebraska on Oct. 10 and Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts on Oct. 11. Kerrey toured the Portland Fish Exchange and
addressed a noon rally in Portland's Monument Square.
Tsongas spoke at South Portland High School and Bates College
in Lewiston.
The flurry of campaign activity is renewing interest in
politics but indications are that most Mainers want to take a
closer look at the candidates before making any firm commitments.
Schulkind suggested the party's Jefferson-Jackson Day
dinner Oct. 26 in Rockland could bring the five major candidates onto one stage. While Tsongas is the only one who has
already accepted the party's invitation, the other four have
indicated that they will try to fit the event into their schedules.
"No one has said no, which I see as a real positive," Schulkind
said.
Party leaders are also looking ahead to January when they
plan to sponsor a primary debate. Plans call for Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell and other prominent Democrats to
question the candidates in the televised debate, Karr said.
During previous campaigns, Maine's proximity to New
Hampshire has made it a convenient stop for candidates
seeking media exposure.
But the Maine caucuses - now No.3 on the Democratic
timetable - are being viewed more and more as important in
their own right because a victory here would give the winner a
post-New Hampshire lift that party leaders suggest could carry
through to March 3, the date set for primaries in Colorado and
Maryland and caucuses in Alaska, Idaho and Rhode Island.

Jerry Harkauy/ Associated Press

Nekoosa Inc., the largest
merger ever in the forest
products industry.
Great Northern is Maine's
largest landowner, with 2.1
million acres of forest land.
Under the agreement,
Bowater, a $946 million
newsprint manufacturer, will
acquire 80 percent of the
Great Northern Paper
opera tions for $300 million in
cash.
Bowater, based in Darien,

Conn., will manage Great
Northern Paper and will have
the option to purchase
Georgia-Pacific's 20 percent
interest after June 30 for
another $22 million.
The deal gives Bowater
Georgia-Pacific's mills in
Millinocket and East
Millinocket, Maine; hydroelectric assets that power the
mills; an Ashland, Maine,
lumber company; and about
2.1 million acres of timber-

land.
Bowater said it envisions
major investments at the
mills, including the immediate installation of a newsprint
recycling facility.
Completion of the sale,
contingent on federal and
state regulatory approval, is
expected by January.

Lamb has declined to
comment.
Looking Up has won
several awards for proViding
emergency services, education and retrea ts for male and
female incest survivors. Last
year the agency served about
15,000 people, Woodsum
said.

Baby rape case
handled OK

Yarmouth to get
offices, not shoes

on selected sportswear

The head of Maine's
Human Services Department
says an internal report
cleared departmental caseworkers and Portland police
of "negligence" in the
handling of a baby rape case
last month.
But Portland Police Chief
Michael Chitwood maintained that his department,
despite counterclaims in the
DHS report, had brought the
child's living situation to the
attention of state personnel
three times priol- to the rape.
And Attorney General
Michael E. Carpenter, in his
separate statement, said the
attorney general's office had
warned in 1988 and 1989 that
there was a "crisis" in
Maine's child protective
system and added, "I believe
that the child protective
system has not improved
since 1989 and is in fact ready
to collapse."
The DHS report issued by
Commissioner Rollin Ives
said the September rape of a
six-month-old baby in
Portland, which was reported
to have happened while the
child's mother was in jail, did
follow one direct contact in
recent months between
Portland police and the
department and another that
touched on other members of
the family.
Bu t the report suggested
that the initial referral did not
convey specific enough
information about the child's
status to trigger a follow-up
DHS investigation.

Cole-Haan Footwear has
dropped plans to build a
loo,OOO-square-foot warehouse in Yarmouth, but will
proceed with plans to build a
$10 million office complex on
the Route 1 site, company
officials said.
The company decided to
send its shoes to a New
Hampshire distribution
facility owned by its parent
company Nike instead of
building the new warehouse.
But Cole-Haan will move
forward with plans for a
90,DOO-square-foot office
complex on the 6O-acre site.
Construction is expected to
begin in late spring, pending
state and town approval.

JONES NEW YORK

Incest survivors
support group
founders quit
The co-founder of Maine's
only incest survivors' support
group has resigned to protest
the elimination of the entire
staff because they complained about mishandled
finances.
Barbara Bostad of Mount
Vernon, who founded
Looking Up in 1982 along
with Gayle Wood sum, said
she is "outraged" because of
the firings by the board and
executive director.
The co-founders contend
the four staffers were fired
two weeks after they filed a
17-page complaint charging
Kathy Lamb, the new
executive director, with
misuse of an unspecified
amount of funds.
Woodsum, the former
director for eight years, said
she has read the complaint
and said it contains "substantial documentation" of
alleged misappropriated
funds.

Time is running out!
50 % OFF
select Jones New York separates
-a/so-

2 for $29 sale
FACTORY STORE
Mon· Thurs 10-6 • Fri, Sat 10-8 • Sun 10·5

31 Main Street • The Mikasa Building
Freeport. ME
865-3158

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of 4" prints J!.lus
Free film every day of the" week!

Reported I1y Eric Hannelius,
Monte Paulsen and the
Associated Press.

Pictures bring it home.
Two conveniellt locatiolls:
30 0/\ Cemer, Port/and 0 772-7296
71 US ROUie I. Scarhoroug" 0 883-7363

weird news
orA dog that fell into a vat
of sewage at a Portland
treatment plant showed its
appreciation for rescuers by
biting them. The 3D-pound,
part-German shepherd was
found swimming in the 370foot sewage vat at the
Portland Water District plant
on the city's Eastern Promenade.
When a worker walked
onto a catwalk to approach
the dog, it lunged and bit his
fingers. Later, the dog latched
onto Portland Police Officer
Donald F. Krier's leather
glove after he managed to
pull the animal, to safety.
"He clamped his teeth into
my hand and he wasn't going
to let go of me until we let go
of him," said Krier. When
they let go, the dog darted
away and hasn't been seen
since.
or A Maine bank executive
said he couldn't remember
embezzling more than
$365,000, but pleaded guilty
to the crime after authorities
convinced him he must have
done it.
Paul V. Wood, who suffers
from depression and "episodic amnesia," pleaded
guilty in U.S. District Court
to 25 counts of embezzlement.
"They have proven to me
that I was guilty," said Wood.
Prosecutors said Wood, 36,
transferred the money from
other people's accounts into
his own accounts.

abacus is Maine's favorite source for
contemporary American crafts and jewelry.
We feature more then 300 of America's finest
artisans, so you're bound to find something
fun, beautiful or useful for yourself or to
give a friend.
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Instant intimacy
Intimacy has no shortcu'ts

We speciafize in 13~~aifast ana Lundi
using on[y tfie 6est ingrecfients to ensure
your compUte compUte satisfaction.

• By Kathryn Robinson

Dally Specials & More
Monday, Thursday, Friday 6-2. Tuesday, Wednesday 6·'
Saturday 7·2 Sunday 8-1 (breakfast only)

'l<f,a! fwmutUuu food with atmospfu.re to match!

1~~vi~1Po~
7 Main Street. Gray • 657-4848

Kids' Gear Is Here!
WEATHERPROOF YOUR KIDS
I and 2 Piece Snowsuits· Polar
Plus Jackets· Rainwear •
Waterproof Rain & Winter Boots
• Wool Sox & Warm Hats •
Sweatsuits • Waterproof Mittens
& Gloves· Swea rers • Long
Underwear· Kids Shoes

Brambilla France,
American Widgeon, Cherry
Tree, Chuck Roast,
Crescent Down Works,
Sara's Prints, Weebok,
Baby Bag Co" Toddler
University, Bear Basics,
Echofield Cotton, Lacrosse
Waterproof Boots. Sabi
Boots. F1aphappy. Wigwam
Sox and more.

Baby Bags and
}Aercba1\&se
accessories in stock.~ev.: '1\,& Dai\)'
Newborn sizes & up! j\rU"\
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273 Congress St., Portland 772·5357 • Mon·Sat. 8am·5pm,

WE'VE MOVED
Come See Us At Our New Location

57 Exchange St.
Comer of Middle & Exchange Streets
in the heart of the Old Port
Call us at

773-4457
Vicki & Dean Murphy

Modern
Americans have
an odd
relationship with
the concept of
intimacy.

One afternoon not long ago, a friend from New York and I
found .ourselves on a pair of LifeCycles down at the gym, idl y
watchmg an aerobtcs class and talking about things.
"It was amazing," my friend marveled, relating her first
impressions of a new editor at the publishing house where she
worked. "Her first day on the job, this woman told me about
her painful divorce, her recovering alcoholism, her body image,
her son's learning disability ... "
My friend cringed. "Did she think I really wanted to know
this stuff? On the first day we met?"
As she spoke, I couldn't help but register the dozens of
effectively naked men and women around us who had no
apparent problem leaping, stretching and sweating in the
company of strangers. My friend looked exasperated.
"Is it just me, or have we completely lost our regard for
privacy?"
From what I've seen, modem Americans have an odd
relationship with the concept of intimacy. It seems we've come
to value it, in all its varied permutations, above most anything
else- above the privacy, certainly, that intimacy tends to plow
over in its determined path.
Like my friend, I've been startled lately by the disclosures of
strangers. Recently, when I ran into a woman I knew only
slightly back in high school (and hadn't seen since), she
hunkered down beside me and launched into a very unsolicited
report on her depression medication. A few weeks later, a
couple of women in the gym locker room tossed chatty comparisons across the showers, on topics ranging from daily
cal~ric intake to substance-abusing mothers to the buoyancy of
their breasts to their lovers' insufficiencies. "My name is Nancy,
by the way," offered one on her way out.
Have we no pride?
These days, tender topics that might once have taken years of
stead y, trust-building friendship to broach carefully are liable to
pour out all over the introductions. On the face of it lies a patina
of common sense: the more transient and rootless our society
becomes, the more impatient we become to forge instant
intimacies. In the long dance of history-sharing, individualityestablishing, and power-jockeying that's called becoming
friends, early disclosures of the personal kind can seem like a
fine way to demonstrate vulnerability, depth and honestyand, in doing so, cut to the chase in the relationship.
But I can't shake the suspicion that those who tell prematurely are doing it more for their own sake than for the sake of
the friendship.
At the heart of the culturally transforming group therapy
and addiction-recovery movements lies the therapeutic value of
disclosure - the very real healing benefit of stripping off one's
emotional clothes before one's peers. This sensibility has now
permeated the cultural psyche. Go to any AA meeting, and
you'll encounter an apt metaphor for what's become the trend
in the culture at large: individuals sharing their deepest wounds
with people whose last names they don't know.
Recovering addicts tell me that this kind of unburdening
before a nonjudgmental audience feels like pure acceptance.
That, in the context of an addict's unique hopelessness, strikes
me as being as miraculous as grace. But from this we seem to
have decided that a kind of absolution lies in the telling.
I think of Kitty Dukakis, a woman [greatly admire, whose
memoirs read like an opened vein. There is a desperate quality
to her confessions, as though she believed that the more
strangers who knew she had wrenched the cap off a hair-spray
can to suck out the alcohol inside, the more forgiven she'd be.
The currently accepted disease model of addiction has seduced
many into the belief that to admit one's errors is to have taken
sufficient responsibility for them. Dukakis' personal divulgences struck me as a pitifully misplaced play for absolution
through public confession, something no amount of mere
disclosure can ever impart.
What makes this so troubling is that real intimacy, the rare
and astonishing oneness of two, has nothing to do with this
strange the-more-you-tell-the-better-off-you'll-be impostor. A
friend who was a young adult in the '60s wistfully remembers
her encounter group, a place where women candidly revealed
their profoundest fears and feelings. "Did [ feel intimate with
those people?" she reflects. "At moments, I think. But only at
moments. It wasn't the lasting kind."
Anyone who's ever experienced it knows that authentic
intimacy is earned, through days and months and years of
uncertain emotional steps and vanquished fears. Much as we
might wish otherwise, there doesn't seem to be any way of
"cutting to the chase," not even through the most personal of

disclosures. Beside true intimacy, ronfessions such as these ring
as forced and superficial as one-night stands do beside
lovemaking.
What we have is disclosure masquerading as intimacy, and
danger lies in being taken in. Since true ronfessions have
become the dernier cri of mental health, they can no longer be
regarded as yardsticks of intimacy. Now that trust isn't a
prerequisite for disclOSing, no longer can one trust in a
confider's particular love. Now, the sordid secrets of one's life
are merely factoids in a biographical whole, and dozens of
people - the bank teller, the yard man - are likely to have
heard them before you,
There's an even more insidious danger. Earlier this year,
when the loutish lover of a dear friend of mine took off for
greener pastures, she spent long hours mulling over his flaws.
"He never could communicate," she grumbled one
evening. '1 think what he really
had was" - her voice dropped
to a dramatic hush - "an
intimacy problem."
Having sat in on a stunning
number of similar armchair
diagnoses in which the problem
(any problem) finally boiled
down to somebody's (usually a
man's) "fear of intimacy," I
began to suspect that perhaps
the trappings of disclosure ha ve
taken on an inAated righteousness. Truth, honesty, sharing,
getting it off our chests, taking
risks, admitting, confiding this seems to be the new
checklist defining emotional
correctness.
Just because something is the
truth doesn't necessarily mean
one ought to tell it. An old
college friend tells of her
married boss, who recently felt
compelled "in the name of our closeness" to confess what he
had decided was his love for her. In doing so he altered, in the
blink of an eye and whether he meant to or not, every last
aspect of their personal and professional relationship. Even if
the telling took the burden off his back, it placed it squarely on
hers.
This honesty-at-any-price ethic reminds me of something
that Path DaVls, daughter of Ronald and Nancy Reagan, said in
Vanity Fair regarding her upcoming tell-all book - which will
reveal, among other things, her mother's "emotional abuse,"
"sexual rivalry" and "Dickensian toilet training." "I don't write
to hurt people," she wrote in the article. '1t's not my intention,
and that's all I'm in rontrol of. There is more dignity in telling
the truth. Keeping secrets is bullshit. Any schmuck can keep
secrets."
Would that more schmucks did.
Not only can disclosure place an unfair burden on the
listener, it can reek of manipulation. "Whenever a person tells
me too much too early -like the woman who told me during
her job interview that her husband had died of cancer - I feel
like I'm being cajoled into friendship," admits one woman, who
herself cherishes a highly developed sense of privacy. "I felt like
she was trying to rope me into feeling for her, before I even
knew her,"
Conversely, what about the diminishment of self that too
much sharing can engender? What about the value of independence preserved? A recently divorced woman I know admitted
sadly that she might have done well to leave a little more in her
marriage unrevealed. "Biggest mistake I made was never
shutting the bathroom door," she said, her melancholy halfsmile revealing an underlying seriousness. "There's got to be
some mystery."
Where, indeed, does this new emphaSis on disclosure leave
mystery, the delicious ambiguity that necessarily dwells in
romance? Where does it leave privacy, the guard at the gates of
one's interior life? Too much telling can pierce the veil of
mystery that imparts meaning to the unsaid, to the long and
loaded spaces between words which deliver us from our own
pathetic literal-minded ness.
And in the end, I fear, too much telling undermines its own
ostensible aim. When I look around I see a lot of people nurturing a lot of superficial intimacies. Perhaps that is because early
disclosures can be smoke screens, staged to foster feel.good
"intimacies" with many and real intimacies, with none.
"I don't know why, but I get the feeling she's throwing out
decoys," reflected my New York publishing friend on her new
disclosure-happy boss.
"She tries to portray herself as an open book, but she's
sharing exactly what she wants us to know. I could tell you her
whole troubled history, recite a litany of her insecurities - but I
don't think I'll ever disrover anything about her. 1 don't think
I'll ever know her." •

WE'RE NOT JOKING.
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"Includes FREE 6 Month Locker Rental
Body Composition Testing $5

FREE YOGA STRETCH/STRENGTH
DEMO CLASS
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Portland Regency
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

GET FRESH
• Gourmet Catering
• EthniC Cuisines
• Luscious Desserts
Exciling menus, personalized 10 suit
your needs, who lever Ihe occasion.
Service oriented, atlenlive 10 delai!.

For further informotion or consuhalion, please call

926-3338

AFFORDABLE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE
• Family Payment Plans
Same Day Emergency Care
• Evenings & Weekends By Appointment
• Children To Seniors Welcome
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Don't suffer any longer. Chiropractic
corrects the cause a/your pain.
ABETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC
2063 Outer Congress
(next to UNUM) Portland
879-5433
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"Click"
I often hear people say, "We only watch the educational
station." They say this with a catch in their throats because it
isn't true. It would only be true if the educational station were
the only station they could get. Human beings are inherently
curious. In the aboriginal phase of our cultural evolution, we
hunted for the evening meal or went on walkabout. Now we
change channels. We stop and look at things that catch our eye,
and we look at them until they no longer interest us. It's
instinctive behavior. Television simulates exercise and travel
and social interaction, but it is only a simulation and requires no
physical exertion or skill.
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"Click"
I have long been suspicious of educational television because
it is largely sponsored by the great corporate polluters, the
powerful reactionary forces that threaten the existence of the
planet. They sponsor documentaries on sea otters while killing
sea otters with oil spills. They keep the most highly educated
and politically aware 2 percent of our population isolated from
each other with "better" programming that glosses over the
terrible ecological catastrophe befalling us.

That's how I felt when my mother needed
nursing and personal care. Then I found
out about health care from Kimberly
Quality Care. By
making just T n e ...
phone call to
'\
'

arranged for all the services my
mom needed. And she's where .'
.
J' ,
,,,:,, ~
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she most wants to roI. .. on :
al home.
Consulting with her
doctors and hospital
personnel, KQC's
And they worked with us to find the
licensed professionals
best way to handle costs. My mom
coordinated and
and I made the right choice
managed all aspects of my
when we selected home
mom's home health plan. They
health care services from
made sure we knew exactly what
Kimberly Quality Care.
to expect, every ste of the way.
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Changing channels

775-5651

- Amaryllis&

In which the author gives up television
and talks to others about the habit
"Click"

Still going strong!

I don't own a television. During the war against Iraq, I
listened to the radio and relayed the news to friends who
couldn't pick up anything other than network propaganda.

"Click"

Shown herethe "Nita"
coatdress,
both a dress or
long fitted
blazer available
in burgundy-

I stopped watching television in 1969, the year I quit college.
It was relatively easy for me to stop because I hit the road and

lived out of a backpack for a few years, and there was. no way I
could carry a television with me. And then I joined an organic
gardening commune where television was forbidden. 1£ it
couldn't be safely composted, we didn't use it.

"Click"

~/~5
AMARYLLIS
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange St, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available. open ·til 9 thurs-sat

"Click"
During the summer, I work with teenagers who want to be
writers. The first thing they must do, if they are to have any
hope of creating original prose, is to stop watching television.
The imagination sector of the mind seems to atrophy in those
who watch television. Perhaps television acts as a primitive
external imagination. The redundancy and predictability of its
patterns deaden our ability to invent anything other than
imitations.

CRITICAL KEYS TO WEIGHT LOSS
• KCept yourself regardless of your weight
- understand how you use food to protect
yourself and feel safe
• recognize the difference between bIologIcal
hunger and emotional hunger
• learn how to satisfy emotional needs
without food
• share personal experiences In a supportive,
carlng environment

Shortly after the United States began bombing Iraq, I visited
a friend who had been watching television coverage of the war
for many hours without a break. He was jittery and wild and
babbling incoherently. With his permission, I turned off the
television and took him out for a beer. After a pale ale or two,
my friend put his hand on my shoulder and said, ''Thanks. You
saved my life."

"Click"
I realize that my untelevisionarianism is as threatening to
many people as vegetarianism is to confirmed meat-eaters. 1£
the statistics are true, giving up television, for most Americans,
would be giving up the main activity - the very definitionof their lives.

Following a barrage of urgings from friends, and despite my
distaste for David Lynch's big-screen creations, I watched two
early episodes of ''Twin Peaks." I traveled to a friend's house
and we ate popcorn and watched the show and the ads. They
seemed to mesh perfectly, those dazzling commercials for cars
and sexy young women who come with the cars and the unreal
light and titillating camera angles of the ''Twin Peaks" aesthetic.
I felt as if I were watching erotic robot theater. Or maybe it was
a highly symbolic ritual play. Whatever it was, the images were
too small for my cinema-hungry mind, and the dialogue made
me anxious and queasy.

"Click"
Giving up television creates huge expanses of open time. I
have used the hours previously spent watching television to
learn to play the guitar and the piano, to write novels, to grow
gardens, and to spend thousands of hours alone and with
others, exploring the mysteries of our thoughts and feelings and
dreams.

"Cllck"
"The ecological benefits of television?" says a doubtful
biolOgist friend . "Maybe population control. Television replaces
the sex drive with the drive to identify and possess objects.
Television is all about acquiSition. It addicts us to getting things
instead of getting sex. That's why they tried to get people in
India hooked on television, but it doesn't work with Hindus.
They prefer actual sex, whereas we prefer the possibility of sex,
Continued on page 12
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THE FOCUS
Of the Individual or group therapy Is to

examine the emotional/ psychologIcal
components to weight loss.

FACILITATOR:
Maryanne Vltolllus, PsychotherapIst, M.S.Id., M.S.W., focuses

545 Congress St., Portland

879·1676
M,T,W.&:f 9:30·5:30, Thurs. till 6:30
Sat 9:30-5 pm, Sun 12·5
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RAISE YOUR
VIBRATIONAL
LEVEL
Ecuadoran Sweaters $489S
Guatemalan Quilts
Jackets from ThaIland II: Ball
SterlIng SlIver 30% Off
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on compulsive eat1ng, relat1onshlps, anxIety. and depressIon.
She works with adults, couples. and teens and has taught 1,
courses In communlcat1on skills, parentIng, assertiveness
traInIng and the development of Int1mate relatIonshIps.
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TIMBERFRAME CONSTRUCTION

CONCEITS
New England's
premier collection of
vintage and
contemporary
fashion jewelry, gifts
and decorative
accessorIes.
Only at Conceits.
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET
PORTLAND MAINE 04101

761-4681

A timber frame Is the second life of a tree.
Our company is committed to replenishing
those trees that we use, a consdentious cyde
that remembers tomorrow.
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"Click"
• By Todd Walton

Inwear••.••

I call a friend and tell him I'm writing about television and
that I find it very difficult. He says, "Tell them that television
has destroyed our culture." What do you mean? "I mean, when
I was a kid we used to go outside and play, and now the kids
stay inside and watch television instead of going outside and
playing." So are you saying television is destroying childhood?
" It is childhood now. It's all they see." Maybe outside is too
scary these days. "Sure, because television tells them they'll get
killed out there." Maybe they will. "It's a vicious circle. AliI
know is, they prefer television to real life. They find reality
boring because they're used to the flash of television." So are
you saying that television has surpassed reality? ''They think so
because they don't go outside and see what reality really is."

1
•

"Click"
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The government of Kenya subsidized the introduction of
television to that country in hopes of creating a cohesive
national communication system. It began by showing programs
from Europe and America, but the people were disinterested.
The goverqment declared the system a failure, until someone
made a video of Kenyans farming, eating, talking ... and
suddenly everyone wanted to watch television to see what their
lives looked like.

emotional needs and make us feel good.
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"Click"
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I call a woman who believes that the cosmos never makes an
error. I ask her what she thinks the cosmic purpose of television
is. "To unite us," she replies. "We're still exorcising lizard-brain
fear stuff, the kill-kill-kill-war-is-good-men-are-better-thanwomen phase of spiritual evolution, but we'll pass out of that
soon into a healing time where higher truths are revealed. Then
virtually everyone on earth will be galvanized into dramatic
lifestyle changes. It can only happen through television. No
other source is so omni-connected."

Impact

Where To Begin

1-----------------------------1
i• DIETS DON'T WORK i1
! Diets
don't work for many women because food Is a
i•
1
powerful substance often used to satisfy Important

"Click"
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-MAN AND illS BIRD"

a, Loll Mastro

- Contemporary Craft works .
Enamel jewelry, silver jewelry.
pottery. abstract pen & ink
drawings. watercolors
and so much more
OPEN DAILY 9:30·5:30
RI. 302, Raymond 655·4952
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STUDIO WORKS

You'll be amazed at how big
a small shop can be.

AFFORDABLE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE
Do You Suffer From:
Headaches
Sciatica
Back Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Fatigue :'z, , Arthritis
Tension
.' NeCk/Shoulder Pain

li
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With the family pwn, receive the care you need
for only $200 a month.

A BETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC
2063 Outer Congress
(next to UNUM) Portland
879-5433

CJ:\ftTfRI ft l
O~JfCTS
484 Congress Street

Portland, Maine 04101
774-12410 Sunday 12-4

Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30
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SOUL
MUSIC
Celebrating the
Life of the Spirit
In

Worship, the Arts &
Community Service

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
30 2 Stevens Avenue
Portla nd, ME 0 4 103
1707) 7728777

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday

Childcare provided

CHANGING CHANNELS
Continued from page 11

Use the Well ness Directory as your guide to practitioners

because we're an essentially Christian nation founded on the
belief that sex for pleasure is sinfuL But we're human, too, so
sex is what we want. And television is the perfect way to be
sexually stimulated without actually sinning, Except in our
minds."

"Click"

creative arts therapy

acupuncture

Being alone. I have read hundreds of biographies of writers
and artists and scientists and thinkers and naturalists and
travelers and politicians, and somewhere along the line, each
and everyone of them credits being alone in silence as a key to
their great discoveries and creations, Spending time alone with
your thoughts and feelings is what all therapists recommend to
those who are desperate to discover the source of their unhappiness. Being alone is what television makes impossible.

Devereaux Hopkins
and
Anne Riesenberg

"Click"

Portland Center of

I call a friend who watches certain programs religiously. "LA
Law thirtysomething," she says in a single gasp. "They speak to
me. They make me feel hopefuL They talk about what's really
going on." She pauses. "Well, not really, but sort of. They
respect our intelligence." She pauses again. "Or at least I think
they do, except I hate it when the characters are also in the ads. I
really hate that. I wrote them a letter about it, which is amazing
because I never write letters."

Classical Acupuncture

RICK WATSON
An exciting mix 01

folk/rock, blues &
bluegrass on
guitor and
keyboard.

Wed.8- 11pm
Thu a- midnight
Frl JSa! 830pm- 12:300m
Free Parking

T(jP
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Porlland
775-5411

LIFE
CONSULTATION
CENTER
-i15 Congress St. Suite 206
Off Exchange St. between
City Hall & First Parish Church

761-5818
By Appointment

WORKSHOP
SAT,NOV.2

10AM-3PM
$10 Registration

SPIRITUAllTY

vs.
REAllTY

Obstacles that stand in
the way of being
conscious,
"Spirituality" can be very
confusing, People sometimes
tend to categorize many things
they do not understand in the
domaIn of "spirituality." Know
something or be honest and say
you do not know, TIle difference
betweeen knowing and believing
is also the difference between
seeing rund not seeing, feeling
and not feeling , Allow your life
to be a practical experience and
not a self-deluding mental
conversation, Some people deem
it necessary to change, when
actually acceptance and insight
can be more valuable,

Ocr'/NOV. SQIEDULE
Mondays - Addictions Group
Tuesdays - Bereavement &
Terminal Illness Group
Wednesdays - Family Group
Thursdays - Singles Group
Fridays - College Group
Saturdays - Personal Growth

Steve Farrell M.S.

Individw.I, Group & Family Cou=Ung
By Appomtment

I meet a friend for coffee_ I say to him, "Television." He
closes his eyes, takes a deep breath and replies, '1 didn't watch
it very much when I was little, but I did watch 'Howdy Doody'
and 'Adventure Time: I loved those, and I think I wrecked my
teeth watching television, because Ilay on the rug with my
hand on my chin and I'd hold that position for hours, and my
orthodontist said that's probably what shoved them out." Now
a sad smile flickers on his lips, "My mother and I related best
around television, watching 'I Love Lucy' together, laughing
until we cried. I think it was the only time we shared emotions
other than anger or frustration. It was our one deep pleasurable
connection, I mean, we just howled together, laughing at Lucille
Ball."

"Click"
At the bus stop I engage an older man, who reminds me of
my grandfather. I say, "Any thoughts on television?" He frowns
and nods and replies, "The thing is, television is connected to
the whole car thing, you know? I began to see this when] had
to stop driving after my eyes got bad. It's like they both encourage the instant gratification thing, You know wha~ I'm saying?
You don't like something, you change the channel or you drive
away. You like something, you drive over and get the video.
And it's like on television you see car ads, and when you're in
your car you see billboards for television shows. The/feed off
each other, And here's my bus."

Announce the Opening of
their Acupllncture Practice
at the

145 Newbury St., Suite 2B
Portland, Maine 04101
207 -775-0058

Call for an appointment,

Healing of Persons Exceptional
Individual. Marriage & Family Counseling
Insurance Reimbursable
Evelling Apf>ointments Available

883-9040

Susan D. Scott, M.s., Ed.
Sherry L. Hanson, M.A_. LS.A.C-

139 Park St.

Psychological, Spiritual Exploration

725-8226

DONNA GACETTA, M.S., RTC

Pleasant Ave.
Portland, ME 04103

Mctrtbcr· Ma ine C hLro pract lc A ssoci<l hon

a

Mary Taylor, leGE 829-3362

By Appointment

n2-6892

Westwood Childrens Center

I~cady

·
"~ ,.

Classes in prepared child birth,
early pregnancy, breastfeeding,
new parents support group.

Counseling for Individuals,
Couples, Groups
Faculty, InstHute for Reality Therapy
48

chiropractic

Df. Kathleen
Norris,
D.C.

~~~ Atlantic
Chiropractic

Portland ME

• Family Ilealth Care
• Nutritional Counseli ng
• Massage Therapy
• Exercise Instructio n

For all appoilltmellt or illitial
cOllsultatioPi at PlO charge

772-6411

Call for an appointment
797-8776

Pamela Richards, CMT

& Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on

Joan E. Herzog, RD, CD
Nutrition Specialist
Registered Dietician
• weight control
• sports nutrition
290 Baxter Blvd_ A-1
Portland 772-0049

Craig Williamson
formerly of
Orthopaedic Associates
Rehabilitation is opening
his private practice in

775-2190

A neuro-muscular therapy

Member of
American Massa8" Therapy Association

which
• decreases pain
• increases f1exiblity
• improves posture

Seferlls & Trottier
Counseling Associates

Therapeutic Massage Associates

Spee/dzlng In

Cristina Christensen, RN

871-8134

Intimacy & Passion
COUPLES GROUP
now forming

~

Assistance in recognizing
destructive patterns in your
life, overcoming rear and
living life joyfully.
Yarmouth. 846-1260

TransjormaJive Psychotherapy
Intuitive Readings

775-2833

•

TROUBLE SETTING
CAREER GOALS?
Find the career for you_
Take charge of your life_
Career Counseling
Patty Williams, M.A. • 774~780

774-2550

heaUngtouch

Hiromi Dolliver
799-2117

Tilt: Ct:Hrt:r lor l't:r::;oHru Grow!.b

~

Counseling

Individuals, groups, and couples in the addictions,
codependency, and parenting.

MASSAGE
... .....
... .........THERAPY::
..• ...................,........... ......•
-,'.-.-,

'

- -

'

Stress management. Injuries
Body awareness/ acceptance
Adults . Children , In{anlS , Pre-natal
772·2442 . AMrA. 158 Danforth ST

VISIONS

e

I

with a

a

massage

o

Groups

with Pam Chubbuck, MACBT
Nov. 2nd, 9 am - 4 pm
We will dance, both seriously
& playfully, with the energy

Look for Maine's
Monthly Newspaper

By Appointment, • , • 865·0672

ODYSSEY

S75-ree/pre-register
S25-deposit

ca1/62S-7447

Pam has over twenty
years experience working with
mindlbody/emotional connections.

--------------DaY" A Week

of life, focusing on:
• the ability to move foward,
• being in touch with
ourselves & the earth,
• releasing and balancing anger.

Moving Toward Personal
& Planetary Wellbeing

TAl - CHI - CHUAN
Larry Landau. Jane Wendelken

846-0800

• Seasonal introductory classes.
• On-going classes in solo form,
two person set.

POlARITY
THERAPY TRAINING
Lc:am to work with the Healing Energy
of the: lif~ Force.
160 hour wee.kend Cerliftc.ation Program
Begins Nov, 16-17,

,,..

Polarity Realization Center

P\

Scarborough

Coleen Connolly, R.N., M.Ac .

d

SATIJHDAY MOIINING WORKSHOP
Meditation in Motion:
An Introduction to Kripalu Yoga
NOV 9·9:30·12:30
874·2341
K,m Chandler
10 Ex change ST

Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve You.
399 Fore St. 2nd floor
Portland

Call
828-0059

yoga

workshops

lNNERblGHll

on your health care needs

x

USM S'JUDIlNT Hl!Al.11f SERVlCFS
Con.6dcntial • Low CoM • pQftland/Gofham lilieS

C.). JUNG CENTER

Plan A:. UICr ree aa.~ eYeIl more SS per viait
Plan B: awcienl inautancc offen .ood covcnac at

Yoga not Yogurt!

of Brunswick

Thursday Noon Yoga
Kim Chandler
10 Exchange ST
874-2341
Portland

Info

modem.., price

780-4336

781-2671 ::"'..:.::....~

BODVWORKS
THERAPEUTIC DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
SPECIALIZING IN
STRESS MANAGEMENT - PAIN REDUCTION
ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
EMOTIONAL AND SPIRITUAL HEALING

SUSAN PORTER & SCOTT BUERHAUS

797-5851

MEMBERAMTA

772-0C>66

·1 NNE It 1. I G H T

Licensed Acupuncturist

Rebecca Booth, RN

761-5889

• Workshops
• Consulting

• Preventing Health Maintenance Improving
Muscle lOne • Retard the Aging Process.
• Complete Relaxation.

USM Students:

swedish· deep tissul! • polarity

... TA ........

GROUNDING
ANGER
&
AGGRESSION

(207) 775-6956

r

take the time to

r

CORE ENERGETIC WORKSHOP

Wholistic approaches to
personalized growth and
organizational developement

THERAPEUnC MASSAGE
KAREN AUSTEN, M.A., LM.T.
LICENSED MASSAGE THERAPIST

~

812 Stevens Avenue, Suite B, Portland, ME 04103
Convenient location with on-site parking.

workshops

Founder-Director

4,

for class schedule and
information call 799-5749
free first class

854 Broadway
South Portland, Maine 04106

; ;

729-0839

98 Pleasant St, '1A, Portland, ME 04101

r

Enjoyable corrective
exercises which retrain you
out of pain and stiffness and
into health

polarity therapy

-+E:Y9Tf . ~tt",S§BYi.

Brunswick

MARIA JACKSON PARKER
Certified Teacher

Debra G. Sanborn,

Save time, money II hassle

NANCI SHIlLER-RACE

THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE

Committed to improving the quality of your health

SOMATIC
MOVEMENT
CLASSES

.facia massage

in Shin Do acupressu""

Portland

wholistic learning

health services

Individual Sessions
799-5749
&

.11Urtu~ mas.safee

tber~Nc

n2-5575
22 Cushman Street, Portland

10 Exchange St, Suite 202
929-4087
985-6621

SOMATIC
INTEGRATION

massage tberapfst

• Food

Training HlMion. offered tor tharapl ....
222 St, John St, ' Portland, ME 001102

Donna Godfrey, M.S.

V

Christina Lyons

• Body Image
• Sexuality
232 st. John St.
775-7927

John

"Click"

NUTRITION
SOLUTIONS

Sw~h

Inclividual

Contact:
Carroll, M,S, 775-5903
Nanci Shiller-Race, M.A, n:;'2833

counseling

• Acupressure • Escalon
Nourishing and Relaxing

Clinical Psychologist
olndividual Depth Psychotherapy
oDream Analysis

Pathways to Potential

Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E,D.T.

• nd Counseling

Quality Chiropractic Care
for the Wbole Family,

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

775-6636

IndNictJeJa • couplea • fJfOU".

WINKLER CHIROPRACfIC
980 Forest Ave, Portland, ME

Elke Rosenberg
158 Danforth St. 774-8889

EnrIchlna Therapeutic Massage

775- 7798

Eric klon Hypnoth....py

NeuroMuscular Therapist

7

holistic counseling
psychosynthesis
polarity therapy

• Accidents & Whiplash
• Sports & Mortial Arts Injuries
• Work-related InJuri es
• Back & Neck Pain, Ilcadachcs
• 12-Step Recovery Support

Certifj~

772-6411

Naomi Kronlokken, MA

142 HlghSt.

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

affordable treatment.

healing & bodywork

Care for:

Services include:

"Learning Through Play·
has openings in ils Developmenlal Day Care
Morning Nursery School.
Also After Kindergarten care with
transportalion from area schools available,
Call 17S-0413 for more Information
587 Ocean Ave" Portland

for Ule Holidays'?

Individual & Group Counseling
Family in Transition. Step Family
Revisiting Birth Family
Kate Potter. NCCMHC • 797-0090

222 St John St.• Suite 322

I stand before a group of third-graders, about to begin a
group writing exercise. "OK," I say, "] need a noun to start
with." Hands shoot up. ] choose an eager girl with brilliant red
hair.
"Um ... Bart Simpson," she says.
"A single word," [say,
"Just Bart then."
"Bart is a name," I explain. "[ need a noun."
More hands shoot up. [ choose a boy wi th glasses.
"Um ... Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles."
"A single word," I repeat. "A single noun."
Hands shoot up. I point at a girl who groans for my attention. She says, "Um .. . mutant."
"Fine," I say. "'Mutant' is a noun and an adjective. Words
that are both tend to be quite powerful."
For some reason, my saying this makes the children laugh,
and their laughter gives me hope.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
Enjoy a healing,
stress releasing

educational services

Healthy Beginnings

• facilltated support groups
• facilitator training
• stress reduction &
self-esteem programs
• workshops
• speakers bureau
• counseling

For Information, call 1-800-339-HOP~ or write us at
P.O. Box 276, 52 High Street, South Paris, Maine 04281

·871.827"

CuoliDc

775-2233

Portland, ME

ASTROLOGER

H,O,P,E, is a state-wide nonprofit organization devoted to
fostering well ness through
attitudinal healing, We otTer a
variety of services lo individuals,
schools, businesses and nonprofil groups including:

Donee/Movement Therapy •
Authentic Movement Groups·
T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes •
Midday Movement Break •
Rental Space with Spirit •

662 Route ODe, Scarborough
( 1/ 4 Mile South of Dunstan Comer)

astrology

Jan Moody

psychological services

Frank Loungo, Ph.D.

W"""'" 's aHiependaJ1C)l fPO'II>S,
[)Qy IJM AWning gmwps tiIt)"ik1hk.

"Click"

I am in my garden, thinning my carrots and watering my
squash_ A frenetic mockingbird is skating through his riffs like
Charlie Parker on speed, while my cats sprawl on the gravel
path, watching me with solemn curiOSity. My neighbor looks
over the fence that separates our patches of ground and says,
"Hey, the Giants are on the tube if you want to come watch.
Will Clark's coming up next inning."
[ am torn, because I like my neighbor and I want to be
sociable, but I don't like seeing baseball on television, and I
want to stay outside and finish thinning my carrots. And after
that I want to harvest the dangling snow peas, and after that I
want to pick a bouquet of coreopsis and dazzlers for the kitchen
window, and then maybe I'll go get my little AM radio and
listen to the end of the game while I water the basil and the
onions. Yeah, that's what I'll do. I'll bring a lawn chair out and
water the basil and listen to the murmur of the mythiC baseball
crowd and get lost in Hank Greenwald waxing poetic about the
boys at Candlestick, the boys I see in my mind, the boys who
are all versions of me and my friends when we were boys and
played ball until dark. •

WELLNESS DIRECTORY

of the healing arts in Greater Portland. Remove it from the
paper and keep it by the phone, we're confident you'll feel
better for it The next Wellness Direclory will appear in the
January 23 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.

"Click"
Appeari ng in (ktnher

13

Harraseeket Health
& Rehabilitation
o Biofeedback
o O1ronic Pain
Will Taylor, MD
1745 Freeport Rd, Freeport 865-1469

Herbal Consultations by

CORINNE MARTIN
Certified Oinical Herbalist
and author of "EarthmaaIc"
647-2724

Bridgton

Kenneth Hamilton
& Walter Christie
present
HEALTH & THE HOLY:

Two Physicians Search
for the Diamond Body
A sur~eon and a psychiatrist will
exp ore with participants the
energetic forces of the subtle
body that underlie spirirual &
psychological wholeness, A
nutritional lunch will be offered
as part of the teaching,
Sat. Nov. 16 9:30am-4:30pm
Alurrmi House,
Bowdoin ColI':9,e, Fee:$35
Registration I ormation:

729-0300

PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO
CERTIFIED
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IYENGAR YOGA

asks more & gives mo,., in ,.,turn

<
"

El,'"'
& ,~~"
McGillicuddy
797,5684
616 Congress ST

"penetral£S /0 the manow of /be bone
and the depths of the heart"
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DARE TO DREAM
"Last night I dreamed l went to a
party with n.o clothes on. Luckily I
had..a ~at haircut. "

KUTZ
86 MIDDLE STREET PORTLAND MAINE

773-9717

LYN MIR

KITTY COLLOPY

Be a voice
far choice.
Let your health
care dollars
preserve a
\.OOTTUIn's right

knowall the facts,
all the rime.

WOMEN'S
$ CHOICE
I

health & family planninl,1
re~()urce~ f()r w()men

to

WrmlL'Jl'.~ C/uJk:('

(Jf
I'lannall'llre,uhwJ
N"rt/u:m N,'U
England

L\ U St.'Tt1k."C

or

Quality, affordable and
convenient woman-centered
health care.
• Open Evenings
• VISA & MasterCard

874-1099
500 Forest Avenue, Portland

~
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Myth America

Chiropractors in
partnership with
the Community
On October 19.1991 free spinal health exams
will be performed in exchange for canned goods
and clothing to be donated to the Preble Street
Resource Center.
Each Exam includes:
-Case History -Neurological Exam -Postural
Analysis -Consultation -Report of Findings

CALL TOOAY TO SCHEDULE WITH YOUR LOCAL SPONSOR

A Better Way
Chiropractic
PORTLAND

Yarmouth
Chiropractic
YARMOUTH

879-5433

846-1481

Chiropractic Family
Wellness Center
SCARBOROUGH

883-5549

There she is, Miss America
There she is, your ideal.
The dream of a million girls,
Who are more than pretty
May come true in Atlantic City.
For she may turn out to be,
The queen of femininity!

A NATURAL
APPROACH TO
BEAUTIFUL HAIR
In sync with nature - herbal
extracts.
In tune with our environment aco-responsible packaging.
Systeme Biolage by Matrix.
Responsive Hair Care in Harmony
With Your World. Recommended by
our salon experts.

Wmatrix·
HAIR AND SKIN CARE

iHAIR-EXCHANGE]
... and Jacial salon
8 EXCHANGE STREET
8:30 - 7:00 M-F
PORTlAN MAINE
775·2555 8:30 - 5:00 SAT

• By Emily White

That the queen of American femininity is crowned in one of
this country's most rapidly declining cities is indicative of the
place she holds in our imaginations: Miss America is the
Atlantic City of womanhood. She was at her prime in the 19505.
In a new insider's book by former pageant judge Ann-Marie
Bivans, "Miss America, in Pursuit of the Crown," a 1953
titleholder explains: "It was a great time to be Miss America.
They hadn't burned their bras yet and there was still some hero
worship left."
Ever since the '60s, Miss America has been subjected to harsh
scrutiny by feminists; she has been asked questions a queen
should never have to answer; she has verged on obsolescence.
The pageant's hero, Bert Parks, has grown clumsy and demented. At the 1990 competition, he rattled on for an embarrassingly long time, and made no sense. Our queen has fallen
on hard times, yet she perSists, she endures. One must admire
her for keeping a smile glued on her face even as Atlan.tic City
falls apart.

While earlier Miss Americas were lush and zaftig, the
modem contenders are often strung-out and aerobicized, with
fake Ii ps and breasts and a speedy, diet-pill energy. These days,
contestants are under intense pressure. It is no longer enough
for them to walk around in high heels and a bathing suit or in a
shiny evening gown. The pageant is no longer a beauty pageant, it's a "scholarship pageant." In order to win, Miss America
must prove she has "depth." Judges are asked to evaluate her
on "intelligence and personality." She must display talent, must
be a "whole woman," not just a vapid beauty queen.
Showing the judges that you are a whole woman is no easy
task, and the pageant has come to resemble a kind of glamorous
torture, with women running around performing overwrought
violin solos, Tahitian dances, or earsplitting vocal solos, then
describing how they are going to save the environment or end
child abuse. By the end of the show they are glassy-eyed and
winded as they stand in line, waiting to hear the winner's name.
Every year the new Miss America receives $40,000 in scholarship money (still the largest single amount of scholarship
money women can win in this country through open competition), public-appearance fees amounting to $150,000, and a new
car. After her reign, she might go on to host morning talk shows
or represent a line of cosmetics. Recently, I saw one former Miss
A. on an ad for adjustable beds.
The "deepening" of Miss America has coincided with the
past two decades of the women's liberation movement. Miss
America must now be, as Bivans phrases it, a "thinking woman
of the day." While judges are "not afraid for her to think," what
she thinks musl be sweet, familiar and unspecific; her rhetoric is
that of Disney songs and pep rallies. Like her face, her speech
must be blank and cheerful, without blemishes, deviances or
contradictions.
The notion that liberated, "whole" women are still enslaved
by the beauty queen inside them is what propels Naomi Wolf's
much-hyped "The Beauty Myth: How Images of Beauty Are
Used Against Women." Like Miss America, Wolf's middle-class
American woman is caught in a limbo between her depths and
her surface: She's worried about the state of the world, but she's
also worried about her complexion. Wolf charts the rapid
growth of the youth-and-thinness industry over the past 20
years, but the most interesting part of "The Beauty Myth" is her
thesis that where "housework" ended, "beautywork" began.
Like housework, beautywork is a fruitless, never-ending task
that drags women away from fulfillment and a meaningful life.
For Wolf, beauty imagery - in magazines, videos, porn6graphic films, etc. - is the source of everything from rape to
anorexia. 'The culture," in Wolf's scenario, is poisoning
women's and men's minds - they cannot see each other
through this wall of images.
Wolf's book is being lauded as some kind of breakthrough
feminist treatise. Germaine Greer calls it "the most important
book since The Female Eunuch.'" Granted, it is a passionate
book, and Wolf's statistics are alarming and affecting. The
picture she creates of what women of a certain class are doing to
themselves every day - vomiting up their dinners, stapling
their stomachs, spending thousands of dollars on fake tans and
silicone breasts - is important.
Wolf is also original in her examination of the language of
the beauty industry as a kind of religious rhetoric; women are
indoctrinated into the faith of Clinique or Lancome, and they
. blindly await their salvation via anti-aging creams and magical
night lotions.
But 'The Beauty Myth" is also a deeply careless book full of
exasperating generalizations ("the maleness of power itself")
and a relentlessly blurred logic. Wolf moves back and forth
between a kind of essentialist feminism, claiming that women
are "naturally" nonviolent, good, and nurturing, and a sense of
femininity as an historical phenomenon, a faith that will pass
away.
The most troubling aspect of the book, though, is Wolf's
vision of the future. In the chapter entitled "Sexuality," she
speaks of a kinder, gentler sexuality founded on the brilliantly
vague premise that "women, by and large, take men as human
beings first." It becomes clear that Wolf's truly free woman will
heterosexual who never listens to rock music (Wolf
be,a happy
.
and Tipper Gore have a lot in common on this subject), who
never has a depraved or pornographic thought, who's never
greedy or selfish, who never craves the rush of power.
In many ways, Wolf hasn't escaped the logic of the beauty
pageant, where women are asked to display a depth without
contradiction; where they dream, but never of bad things. In
Wolf's book everything is being "done" to women; they have no
part in it. They are passive. They are possessed.
While Wolf writes about everyone from James Joyce to Guns
N' Roses, a significant absence in her book is that other Miss
America, that other dream of a million girls: Madonna. This is a
glaring exemption, given that Madonna has parodied the
beauty myth to the breaking point. She has reveled in her
surface to such an extent that her shallowness has grown
profound. But perhaps Madonna's ambiguous sexuality and
fleeting identity, her unabashed love of power, have no place in
Wolf's rigid, strained utopia where everyone is polite, where
there is no rage or darkness, and where the world is clean and
well-lit, opening out in front of you like a runway. •

W e offer professional,
pennanent hair removal at
a reasonable price. Using
state-of-the-art equipment
and the highest standard of
sterilization, the Electrology
Center provides a clean,
comfortable, relaxing
atmosphere that is always
private and confidential.

o

ur staff consists of the owner, Carolyn J. Nilsen, C.P.E., a
graduate. of the Electrology Institute of New England, certified by the
InternatIOnal Board of Electrologists, and Anita Leblond, C.C.E., a
graduate of the ~nternat~onal <;:enters for the Study of Electrolysis in
Atlanta, georgla. She IS certIfied by the National Commission for
Electrologists. Together they offer the only method of pennanent hair
removal approved by the Food an.d Drug Administration's Department
of Health and Human Services as both safe and effective.

I f you are tired of
constantly combating
excess hair with
temporary methods
and wish to eliminate
the need for painful
waxing and plucking,
contact the
Electrology Center
today for a lifetime of
trouble free beautiful
skin. You 'II be glad
you did!

The Electrology Center of Maine
775·5060

726 Forest Avenue, Portland 04103

Professional
Penn anent
Hair Removal

MEN IN RECOVERY

Proactive Recovery Groups
MEN IN RECOVERY. groups for men with one or more years in successful recovery seeking a
pragmatic, action oriented approach to solving dally life dilemmas.
Life skills developement Indudlng:
· Setting personal bounderies & limits
· Intimacy & sexuality-Issues for men
• The art of negotlatlng with your partner

· Taking care of yourself financially
• Rediscovering ·play" as an adult
· Surviving the stress of the 90's

. Groups start monthly. Insurance reimbursable

For more in~ormation call Dr. David Margolis. 781-2185. If unavailable. leave day and
evenmg phone numbers. All calls personally responded to by Dr. Margolis.

""
-V

THOUGHT I HAD LOST EUROPEAN

"

STYLE SKIN CARE WHEN I LEFT

See what your shin has

CANADA_ BUT AT L'EsTHETIQUEs
been missing. L'Esthetiques -

IT'S AS CLOSE AS PORTLAND_"
home of the two-hour facial.

"" M'. BRUNSWICK

ilL.a
, .

L' Esthetiques

Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road, just off Route 1
Falmouth, Maine
781-5100

IS

tions of modernist composers like Ornette Coleman
and Steve Lacy. Shows are
at 9 & 11. Call 772-8114 for
more info.

• See some trails, man:
Today is Trails Day at
Capisic Pond Park in
Portland from 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Bring gloves. Call 767-4688
for more info.
• How weather works:
Beginning today from 1:302:30, WCSH-TV meteorologist Russ Murley will teach
a two-session class at the
Children's Museum of
Maine, 746 Stevens Ave.,
Portland (on the campus of
Westbrook College). The
second class will be held
Oct. 26 at WCSH studios.
The program is free with
museum admission.
Children must be schoolage, and accompanied by
an adult. Reserve a spot by
calling 797-5483.

You'll be happier after you've herd this woman,
Saturday, Oct. 26.

• "Wh re is the Middle of
the World?" Frank Gohlke,
internationally known
photographer, will present
an illustrated discussion of
his work tonight at 7:30 in
Beam Classroom, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick.
Gohlke has held exhibitions in the United States
and in other foreign
countries, and is well
known for his documentation of changes in the
landscape caused by
natural as well as human
activities. The lecture is
free. For more information
call725-3697.

• Tonight and tomorrow,
the Tony Gaboury Quartet
will make their third visit
to the cafe no (20 Danforth
St.). Guitarist Gaboury will
be joined by bassist Ben
Street, tenor Chris Speed,
and drummers George
Schuller & Matt Wilson.
Seems more like an octet,
really. But why quibble? At
$5 admission, that's more
beat for your jazz buck: a
synthesis, in fact, of genres
and styles in the jazz
cannon from straightahead and bop-inspired
ensemble playing to the
more adventurous harmonic and melodic innova-

• Stories in stone: Survey
Maine's geological history
and tour the evidence of
past events visible in the
rocks at Wolfe's Neck
Woods State Park in
Freeport, today at 2 p.m .
Meet at the benches by the
second parking lot. Call
865-4465 for more chapters
in the story.

the distant planet of Solaris
to investigate some strange
activity. When he gets there,
he finds the orbiting space
station deserted except for
two nearly mad scientists.
Were they driven to despair
by the Russian economyor something even scarier?
Find out tonight at 7. It'll
cost you $3.50, but that
includes subtitles. Call 7729600 for more bizarre
details. Da? Da.

• If the history of highway

transportation in Maine
doesn't float your boat, find
out about "Transportation
by Water in Maine - A
Tradition." Tonight at 5:45,
Ben Fuller will lecture as
part of Maine Maritime
Museum's fall lecture series.
Fuller is a nationally
renowned maritime scholar
and former curator of the
Mystic Seaport Museum.
He'll trace the history of
water transport of goods
and people from war canoes
to sailing vessels to steam
vessels to present-day gas
and diesel-powered craft.
The cost is $3 for MMM
members, $5 for others. The
museum is located at 243
Washington St., Bath. Call
443-1316 for details that'll
transport you.

• Work and manhood:
Counselors Mark Nakell
and Pierre Shevenell will
address work as livelihood,
creative expression,
victimhood, meaning, labor,
play, product, self-definition, competition, transformation and, finally, as
manhood. What works for
you? If you can't find
something on the exhaustive list above, you have
more work to do than you
thought. This free program,
one of a series, is sponsored
by Mercy Hospital and
USM, and will be held
tonight from 7-9:30 in
Mercy's Medical Staff
Memorial Auditorium, 144
State St., Portland. For more
info, call 879-3486.

• "The Green Dream
Vessel: Save Me": Tonight
from 5:30-8:30, the Danforth
Gallery (34 Danforth St.)
will hold an opening
reception for "The Green
Dream Vessel: Save Me," an
instaUation by Cynthia
Thompson on the state of
our environment. The vessel
is a fabric and wood labyrinth with a singular
message that may provoke
a lot of questions. See it
through Nov. 29. Gallery
hours are Tuesday through
Saturday, 11-5. CaU 7756245 for more info.

• New England
Storytelling Festival: The
country's first modern
storytelling festival returns
to Scarborough today and
tomorrow to present eight
of the country's most
exci ting storytellers in a
series of four concerts:
Tonight at 7:30 see "Stories
of the Supernatural";
tomorrow at 10 a.m.,
"Animal Tales," at 12:30
"Maine's Finest Student
Storytellers," at 2:30
"Dreams and Heroes," and
at 7:30 "Comedy Extravaganza." "Most of the pieces
are original, written by
performers, rather than
retellings of old folk tales,"
says festival director David
Neufeld. "It's not just for
children anymore; it's
dramatic entertainment."
Tix: $8 for adults, $5 for
children 12 and under.
They're available at
Bookland stores. The
festival will be held in the
Winslow Homer Center for
the Arts, Scarborough High
School, on Gorham Road (a
quarter-mile west of Route 1
and the Oak Hill Burger
King). Call 883-4723 for the
rest of the story.

photographer Berenice
Abbott opens today at
Portland Museum of Art, 7
Congress Square. The
exhibit encompasses five
major themes in Abbott's
work, including a selection
of images from "Portrait of
Maine," a photographic
study she began upon
moving to the state in 1959.
The show also includes
Abbott's portraits of artistic
luminaries such as James
Joyce, Andre Gide & Djuna
Barnes; her startling images
of New York City in the
193Os; seminal work of
scientific photography fro.m
the 19405 and images from
her travels along U.S.
Highway 1 in 1954. Admission to the museum, which
is open today from 10-5, is
free from 100noon; otherwise, $3.50 for adults, $2.50
for seniors and students,
and $1 for youth 6-18. Call
775-6148 for more info.
• A mellifluous voice: The
Portland Folk Club presents
Priscilla Herdman tonight at
8 in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland.
Herdman is primarily an
interpreter of other people's
music, bringing startling
range and beauty to the
songs of Stan Rogers, Utah
Phillips, Judy Small & Bill
Staines, among others. Tix:
$8 in advance, $10 at the
door, children half price;
caU 773-9549.

Cheap thrill: hayride to the Great Pumpkin Patch
LInus was right. There Is a Great Pumpkin Patch. And
aptly enough, It's In another place with a mythology all
Its own: Freeport.
If you've. been too busy lately to do more than kick up
leaves In the gutter as you walk home from work at
night. take yourself out to the Good Earth Farm before the leaves have drifted away and you find yourself trudging through snow, warmed only by visions of
flaming autumnal foliage.
Transported by a tractor/hay wagon combo, you'll
take a tour of the farm then explore the pumpkin
fields, choosing one glowing orb to keep. After your
visit to the pumpkin patch, you'll find cider and an
apple waiting back at the barn - as well as farm
animals for the kids to play with: pigs, chickens,
turkeys, donkeys and a rabbit.
This burst of autumnal activity costs a mere
S2.75 per person, S2.25 for groups of 10 or more
(who should make reservations). Good Earth
Farm Is located at 55 Pleasant Hill Road. It's open
seven days a week, from 9-5, through Oct. 31,
when the Great Pumpkin Patch will vanish for
another year in a puff of burnt leaf smoke. So
call 865-9544 now for directions
to a myth.

• Sci-fi on Exchange Street:
If you thought the recent

developments in Soviet
politics were strange and
enlightening, wait till you
see "Solaris," the mindbending tale of a scientist
from Earth who is sent to

Submissions for
Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received In
writing on the Thursday
prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and
Listings Information to
Ellen Uburt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.
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SATURDAY ... OCTOBER 19. 8pm
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 20 ... 3pm
Overture to Candide. Selections
from West Side Story. On the Town.
and On The Waterfront
SARAH FACHADA. soprano
SHARON jUNKEN. mezzo
ROBERT RANDLE. tenor
TICKETS: $10. $17. $23. $28
Half·Price Student Tickets Available

IDRTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
Pub!;. C.bIf~

Oct. 26.

The Casco Bay Weekly
Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be Infonned, get
Involved and stay amused.

',.-

~ ~

This man Is part of a
modern vision at
Portland Museum of
Art. Say yes you will
yes you will Yes see
him there Saturday,

NorhmUtM. . ofil .... tN..p-~

wine

ULL · great music
• 10/17 from Boston: pianist
Frank Carlberg & vocalist
Christine Correa
• 10/18 & 19The Tony
Gaboury Quintet
• 10/24 from Boston: bassist
Dan Greenspan aOO vocalist
Milli Bermejo. Latin Jazz
• 10/25 & 26 So Called Jazz
Kwlntet
• 10/29 Poetry Reading:
Portland Coalition Press
open jozz jam ounday 4:30·8pm
reservalions welcome

elDRed monday.

20 danforth .t .• 772-8114

BUY YOUR CHEESECAKE
DIRECTLY FROM USI

...

AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989.1990.1991

...
FEATURING OVER
20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES
...
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103

...
207-797-WW

flavors and tastes that
will wake up your senses
at prices that won't
excite your budget.

QE<I)TAUQANT

Iso

breakfMl. kmch I1S

.

l!IJ!J.y::l

58 Pine Street 773-8223

books
HEALTHY
foods

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCX)KSfORE

THE

(.I'0-~f~Wt.QT
C)IDE

GOOD

..... Ih.lr .....tIw.y Ih_

Penn & Teller
Ocl. 28. Bp1l Tickels: $15
Morrell Gymnasium on lhe
Bowdoin College Comp.rs. Brunswick
hdJi.dwl.ae/t. a-.oiIabIt 01 ilCOld E.:hon~

~Moov;t::-(OI~tl!torr~~t.&to·

d..~•• by"""'.011715-310 1. 8 J(}5.Mf

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7
SAT 9:30 TO 5· SUN 12 TO 5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

I
I
: 151 Ma.1ne St., BrunswiCk:
.. _ _ _ ~5.:.!~9_ _ _ _
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• Omtinutd from 10-dRy CALENDAR

Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's

Relevant Fiction
Competition
Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished short
stories on topics relevant to modern life in the Casco Bay
region. A panel of three judges will choose the most compelling, well-written stories for inclusion in Casco Bay Weekly's
Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb. 20, 1991.
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of
everyday life here in the Ca sco Bay region, and we are
looking for stories that d e mand
T -l rr111°~\IJ to be told: fiction that is evoca__
~l'.l"l
_ _ _ _ oJ!
__
tiveand finely tuned to the
author's intention . (Please do not
,
submit stories in the" genre"
traditions of erotica, fanta sy,
mystery, science fiction , the
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.)
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less will be
accepted until 5 p.m., Friday, Jan. 10. (Longer stories will be
disqualified.) The author's name, address and phone number
must appear only on the cover page of the manu script. Subsequent pages should be identified by story titles and page
numbers only. Do not submit unfinished stories. Proofread
your stories carefully.
Send your manuscript by Jan. 10 to:
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
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DI~NE

POWEHS

FORMt:RLY ASSOCIATED WITII TIlE
CUMnERI.ANI) CO UNTY
DISTHICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE TilE OPENING OF IIER
LAW OFFICE CONCENTRATING IN :

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Aoad, S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Oct 18-24
Shows times tentative;
call ahead to confirm
DeceIved (PG-131
1, 3 :15, 5 :30, 7:45, 9:55
Ernest Scared stupId {PGI
1,3:05,5:107:20, 9:20
Frankie and Johnny (R)
1 :30, 4, 7 :15, 9:45
RIcochet (AI
1 :50,4:25,7,9:25
Necesaary Roughnesa (PG-131
1 :45, 4:10, 7:10, 9:40
The Commitments (AI
1 :35, 4 :15, 7, 9:30
Robin Hood (PG-131
3 :25,9

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Ad., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Oct 18-24
Shows 1-4 Mon-Thurs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Freddy's Dead {AI
1 :30,4:20,7:40,9 :50, 12:15
The Super (AI
1 :40,4:30 , 7,9:15,11 :40
Shattered (R)
1 :20,4:10,7:30, 9 :45, 11 :55
Other People's Money
1 :10, 4, 7 :20, 9:40, 11 :50
Paradise (PG-13)
1, 3 :50, 7:10, 9:35, 11 :45
Fisher King (R)
12:30, 3 :20, 6:30, 9:20, 12:05
Terminator 2 (A)
12:40, 3 :30, 6 :40, 9 :25, 12:10
The Doctor {PG-131
12:50,3:40, 6:50,9:30, 12

CRIMINAL DEFENSE· ]UVENILELAW

The Movies

PEIISONAL INJUHY • WORKERS' COMPENSATION

10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
The Killer
Oct 16-20
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat-Sun 1
Solarls
Oct 19-22
Sal-Sun 3
Sun-Tues 7
Stop Making Sense
Oct 23-27
Wed-Fri 7, 9
Sat 9
Sat-Sun 1

DIANE POWERS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
41 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04101
(207) 774-3004

Nickelodeon

'TIS THE SEASON
Vinyl Window Replacements
Storm Windows
&
More

FREE ESTIMATES
FULL SERVICE
GLASS COMPANY

One Industrial Way
Portland • 797-0801

==========

Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Oct 18-24
No weekday matinees
Barton Ank {AI
1:10, 6:50, 9:10
Dead AgaIn {AI
1 :20, 7:10,9:20
Pari. I. Burning (NA)
1:30,7,9
Thelma & Louise {AI
1 :35,6:40
La Femme Nlklta {AI
9:30
The Borrower {AI
1 :40, 7:20,9:35
The Vanishing (AI
1 :45, 7:30, 9:40

STAGE

SILVER
SCREEN

Entertainment

Ethan Coen (left) and Joel Coen (right) on the set of "Barton Fink,"
Photo: Mtlinda Sltt Gordon

That Barton Fink feeling
• "Barton FInk"
Directed by Joel Coen, starring John Turturro
and John Goodman
At the NIckelodeon, corner of MIddle & Temple
streets, Portland

uI wouldn't think it's the most interesting thing in the world, a
writer sitting in front of a typewriter," Ethan Coen points out
unnecessarily to someone who makes a living that way. But if it's
hard to show a writer writing in a movie, it's even harder to show
one not writing, as Ethan and his brother Joel frequently do in their
latest film, UBarton Fink." The Coens have built a career on rising to
such challenges, lending excitement to the most mundane incidents.
In fact, the thirtysomething brothers wrote this story about writer's
bloc\< to cure their own writer's block in the middle of scripting
"Miller's Crossing."
"Barton Fink" harks back to Hollywood' s standard practice in the
1930s and '40s of seducing any writer who had turned out a
successful play or novel. The scribes were hired at salaries that
seemed enormous to them, often to grind out formula pictures to
which their names would lend a touch of class. They arrived with
ideals, hoping either to change the industry for the better or to earn
enough to go back to doing what they wanted to do. Some helped
create a few good pictures, some managed to escape; many became
alcoholics, if they weren't already; and some never wrote another
worthwhile thing in any medium.
Barton Fink (John Turturro) has a vision of creating a theater "by,
for, and about the common man." His agent, encouraging him to
accept the offer that arrives with the rave reviews of his first
Broadway play, as sures him, "The common man'lI still be here
when you get back." Opting for something "a little less Hollywood,"
Fink checks into a room with a resident mosquito and audibly
peeling wallpaper at the d ecaying Hotel Earle (where the motto is
"Check in for a day or a lifetime"), and reports to Capitol Pictures.
Studio head Jack Lipnick (Michael Lerner), who describes himself
as "bigge r and meaner and louder than any other kike in this town,"
gives Fink his first assignment: "Wallace Beery's a wrestler. Of
course he gets involved with a bad element, and there's a romantic
interest - or a young kid, an orphan .... " Lipnick has no idea what it
is, but he wants "that Barton Fink feeling" in the script. At the hotel,
Fink meets what passes for common men in Hollywood, especially
Charlie Meadows (John
Goodman), the insurance man
("I sell peace of mind") next
door. They become fast friends,
but when Fink is stuck for a story idea, he ignores Meadows, who
keeps saying, "I could ten you some stories," and is the embodiment
of the common man he wants to write about.
While Joel maintains that the movie's "emotional meaning means
more to us than the intellectual meaning," it succeeds on both levels.
At this year's Cannes Film Festival, it became the first film in 44
years to win the Pal me d'Or for best picture plus awards for best
director and best actor (Turturro). Although the brothers share
writing credit, Joel is the director of record and Ethan the nominal
producer. In reality, however, "we're both on the set during the
entire shoot," Joel says. "We essentially co-direct the film." The
brothers made their debut in 1984 with "Blood Simple," which they
also co-wrote.
The success of that twisted, low-budget film noir marked the
Coens as the flavor of the month. Their next film, the screwban
comedy "Raising Arizona," confirmed their initial promise and
performed decently at the box office; but when they tried to follow it
with the gangster drama that became "Miller's Crossing," the script
didn't come easily. In the midst of a writing process that took
several months, Joel says, they took a break and knocked out
"Barton Fi nk" "in three or four weeks."
The Coens never take the traditional approach, either to a single
shot or an entire film; they're obsessed with details. An extreme
close-up of a mosquito on a woman's body was, Joel says, "ordered
from Oxford Scientific HIm, an English company that specializes in
microphotography, especially with animals."
"For the wider shots," Ethan adds, "we had a freeze-dried
mosquito."
"It was flown in from New Orleans and glued in place," Joel
continues, "and we blew it with a tiny fan to make it look alive."
As concerned with sound as Sight, the Coens had fun deciding
such things as what peeling wallpaper should sound like . "We
wanted something liquid," Joel says. "And adhesive, gummy
sounding," Ethan adds.
The artists who create such sound effects are also fun to watch.
Notes Joel: "It's not often you get to watch middle-aged guys in
shorts and high heels."

screen

Sttllt Warrtn

Barton Fink An idealistic young wriW is
lured to 19405 Hollywood intending to
create theater 'by, for, and about the
COITVTlOn man .' Trying to do something a
'little less Hollywood: he takes up residence at the Hotel Earle (·Check in for a Paradise Melanie Griffith and Don Johnnight or a lifetime·) and encounters
son star in this film based on the French
writer's block and a mollie inciJstry that
film 'Le Grand Chemin' (The Grand Highseduces writers, often destroying them.
way). in which a couple estranged over
Stars John Tarturro; drected by Joel
the death of their chid take in a friend 's
Coen. wrinen by Joel & Ethan Coen
10-year-old boy in Paradise. Michigan
('Miller's Crossing').
- and reignite their feelings for each
Th. Borrower John McNaughton's ('Porother.
trait of a Serial Killer"') science fiction Pari. I. BumlngJennieLivingston'sdocugenre-busting film about an extraterresmentary about black and Latino gays
trial who is sent to Earth to steal human
who compete in drag balls in Paris.
heads to survive.
Ricochet Denzel Washington plays an
ambitious young cop tumed assistant
district attomey who is stalked by the
psycho (John Lithgow) he put in jail.
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the legendary hero of Sherwood Forest in this
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among
the ensemble are Christian Slater, Morgan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio.
Shattered Thriller about a developer who
suffers amnesia after a car crash and
changes into the man his wife desires.
Then he starts having flashbacks and
begins to question whether the crash
was really an accident. Starring Tom
Berenger, Greta Scacchi and Bob
Hoskins. Directed by Wolfgang Petersen
(' Das Boor).
The Commitments Director Alan Parker's
('Mississippi Burning: 'Midnight Ex- Solarls Ascientistfrom Earth is sent to the
press') tale of an Irish rock band devoted
distant planet of SoIaris to investigate
to black American soul music.
some strange activity. On his arrival he
finds the orbiting space station deserted
Dead Again Suspense thriller about a
except for two scientists who have both
woman who thinks she's been reincargone mad. Immediately he iadrawn into
nated. Starring Kenneth Branagh, Andy
the maelstrom. Possessed of a mysteriGarCia , Derek Jacobi and Emma
ous intelligence. the planet itself is a
Thompson .
sentient being. Hallucinations form and
dissolve in its oceans, a kind of collective
unconscious out of which one's thoughts
-desires. fears, memories. and dreams
- mate rialize. Directed by Andrei
Tarkovsky (Russian. subtitled).
stop Making Sense Shot during three
1983 performances by the Talking
Heads. thIS is a pure concert film. All

~.~

music. no interv iews , almo s t no

cutaways. even to the audience. The
stage is elegant in its plainness. Here
are musicians not depending on glitter
and skin , giving their performance in the
austerity of a single locus. Directed by
Jonathan De mme (' Sile nce of the
Lambs'").
Deceived Goldie Hawn stars in this thrille r
about a woman who finds out her husband of rIVe years isn't the man s he
believed.
The Doctor W~liam Hurt stars as a surgeon who becomes a patient and eventually a better human being.
Ernest Scared Stupid Emest accidenUy
unleashes a 200-year-01d troll from his
prison. The troll proceeds to steal town
~ildren .

Fisher King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical
deeiay anempting to redeem himself with
the help of Perry (Robin Williams), a
charismatiC. visionary street person and
former professor of medieval history who
believes , says director Terry Gilliam
(· Brazil·). that his own salvation lies in
claiming the Holy Grail from the upper
East Side town house of a Trump-type
Manhanan developer - with the help of
the deejay.
Frankie" Johnny AI Pacino and Michelle Pfeiffer star in this film about a fry
cook andawaitresswho find love in New
York City. Based on the celebrated 1987
play 'Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de
Lune: by Terrence McNally. Directed by
Garry Marshall (' Pretty Woman·).
Freddy's Dead The last installment in the
' Nightmare on Elm Street' marathon .
Th. KIII.r A professional hit man on his
last job before retiring from a life of crime
catches a cabaretsinger in the cross-fire
then befriends her. Haunted by guilt, he
agrees to another assignment, a contract on the head of a '*og syndicate. in
order to raise money for her treatment.
Written and directed by John Woo (Chinese. subtitled).
La Femm. Nlklta French thriller in which
a woman becomes a secretagentfor her
country to escape a death sentence for
ki.ing a policeman - then falls in love
and begins to question the morality of
her line of work. A jolting, Intelligent
thriller.
Nec ....ry Roughne .. Comedy about
the ups and downs 01 a college football
team.
Other People's Money Danny Devito
stars as a real estate developer who
enjoys spending other people's money.

Th. Super Joe Pesci plays an evil New
York s lumlord who is forced to live in one
of his buildings.
T.rmlnator 2 A bigger, more explosive
s e quel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhe,arted
cyborg from the future who does battle
this time with another. not-so-kindhearted
terminator . Splendid special effects.
Thelma" Loul •• Two women leave their
crummy menfolk at home to head out on
the road. They encounter crummy men
everywhere they go. Thank God there
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan
Sarandon.
Th. Vanishing Belgian suspense thriller
about (you guessed it) someone who
vanishes.
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"Th. Boys Next Door" The Theater
Project presents this funny and poignant
account of four men - three retarded
and one schizophrenic, living together
and sharing a counselor - details their
struggles, successes and failures, and
presents a moving and honest picture of
this population and their relationship to
others. AIThe Theater Project. 12 School
St, Brunswick. Oct 25-Nov 11 . Call 7299584 for times and ticket prices.
"Bus stop" Studio Theater presents William Inge's comedy/romance about a
bus from Kansas City that unloads at a
roadside diner in the middle of a howling
snowstorm, forcing the passengers to
stay there for the night. Oct 18-20. Fri &
Sat at 8. Sun at 3. Tix: $10/$8. The
Chocolate Church is located at 804
Washington St, Bath. Call 442-8455 for
reservations.
Com.dlans Tim Ferrell, Joann.
CM.sI. and K.vln Shon. love: bad
TV. political coups. poetry, extreme emotional displays. big hair, religious epics.
tabloid journalism, contorted bodies,
phony foreign tongue. obscure historical
references, grotesque celebrities, and
small children with puppies. They transform these passions and any passions
you might suggest into a two-hour comedy bonanza. Just like snowftakes. no
twoshowsarealike.Thiscomedymiracie
unfolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the
Cave (29 Forest Ave, right next to Zootz).
Just bring $3 and Tim, Joanne and Kevin
wiU take you from there. For-more info
call 879-0070.
Comedienne Paul Poundstone, winner of the 1989 American Comedy Award
for Funniest Female Comedy Club
Standup, will perform Oct 18 at 8:30 pm
in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Admission:
$12 public, $5 with Bowdoin ID. Tix available in the EventsOfrlQl, Moulton Union.
Or call 725-320 1.
"Dartt Tales" is a celebration and connection to the archetypal past, of pagan
belief and superstition. A past where the
dead come to life, and rational life trips
and faits into the chasm of imagination.
Mime. magic . dance, fire, juggling,
shadow play. special effects. scary stories, dark humor and visitors from the
spirit world will be featured . Leland
Faulkner and CQ:S popular Halloween
show returns to Celebration Barn Oct 18.
19 & 20. 25. 26,27 &31. and Nov 1 & 2.
Showsareat8 pm Thurs-Sat. 7 Sun. Tix :
$7. Call 743-8452 for reservations.
"Dirty Works In High Place." A teenage melodrama, presented by Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake Nov
8,e , 10, 15, 16. 17 .22 . 23&24 ; Fri&Sat
performances at 7:30 pm, Sun's at 2.
The center is located at intersection of
routes 35 & 114 in Sebago Lake Village.
Call 642-3743 for more info.
"Dracula" Schoolhouse Arts Center presents a quick-fire procession of thrills.
shudders and sensations in this mystery
of mysteries. Villagers in costume will
greet audiences as they drive up the
driveway, and will serve them dessert in
the village cafe. Playgoers who enjoy a
good scare will be surprised as they go
on a hun lor Dracula's tomb at the conclusion of the evening. Oct 18-20, 24-27,
29-31 , eves at8, Sundays at 2. Tix :$10
adults. $6 seniors. children & students.
The theater is located north of the juncture of routes 35 & 114 in Sebago Lake.
Call 642-3743 for reservations.
"Loved Her, Hated Hlml" Big 2 Do
Productions presents Marie Pressman
in this gender-bending cabaret conceived
& directed by Edward Reichert. This
show features the song ' Jonathan
Wesley Oliver Jr: a tribute to the men.
women & children who have died of
AIDS and whose lives are celebrated
through the Names Project AIDS Ouilt.
Tuesdays. Oct 22 & 29 at 8 pm (doors
open at 7:30) at the Cave, 29.5 Forest
Ave. Portland. $8 cover. Call 773-06343
for reservations.
"Murder at the Cafe Nolr" A 19405
mystery movie come to life at Portland's
only dinner theater. Journey to the island
of Mustique in thewastem Caribbean for
a detective thriller in the ctassic Bogart
tradition. You'lI meet a cast of characters
who look as though they just stepped out
of a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila
Wonderly, femme fatale ... Anthony
Cairo, black marketeer. .. Madam
Toureau, proprietress of the cafe ... and
Rick Archer, a private eye who will need
your help in soving the myriad mysteries
of Cafe Noir. The doors open [Nery Saturday at 7:30 pm and the show begins at
8. The cost is $29.95 per person and
includes the fuD-length show and a fourcourse dinner. In The Bake(sTablebanquet room. 434 Fore St in the Old Port.
Call 693-3063 or 1-800-834-3063 for
reservations.

• Continutd on p<lgt 20

WE'RE DEAD SERIOUS
ABOUT EVERYTHING WE SAY.
WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES,
'I~

SELECTION, SERVICE, HUMOR
I
AND UNDERSTANDING,
Crazy ED'S MUSIC
774-7592
622 CONGRESS ST PORTLAND ME

ASTOUND YOUR FRIENDS BY DRESSING & ACTING SILLY!

Thursday, October 31 • 8:00PM· Sonesta Hotel
Featuring Music By

Papa Loves Mambo
$700 Cash for Best Costume
~ I00 lo r BCSI Carved Pumpki n
Prizes for BCSI Group. BCSI Couple. BeSI Hislorical.

Campiest, ScaricsI , Most O Ul ragcous

Tickets: $ I 210 Advance/ $ I 'j allhe Door
Avall anlc al Whip & Spoons, Ra fll c·s. Drop Me A line,
Soncsla HOlci. OClavias. rWAC & Victory Dch
"" mn,urnlll) (,I" 1. 11,,) \\ n u~ \1 .•).;. 'I \ \\ \ I( ,.., M , Ih 'n ,••, .., 1 ll1h. \\'M" II \1.11 ...·1 1.. ~·. ( ,n u lf'. ""!I<-~ I . L 11"",1
\ 1,. "..- 11, _.1,1,1 ••1111,1.0' ,,,, , I hllnk~ _ I .1') ")mlll~I "1I IIN\\ Ilfl" W ••p h)
Ii.lnnl . '.11K)' "'"m.'n 1t .•rh;' I" \!o; nlt
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ALL SPEARMINT TOOTHPASTE

11Z PRICE
4 oz, Spearmint Toothpaste wi Flouride only 99C
4 oz, Factory Irregulars only 19C

\,1\\I , l',7'mll

tt' rlh( fumla,

'H(H~Rl\fRFE

Also featuring our selection of EARTHWISE and
natural skin care products
Tom's Natural Outlet

5 Depot St. (off Rt #35)
Kennebunk, ME • (2071985-3874
open Mon-Sat 9 to 4:30

:?or-
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Entertainment

Acoustic Op.n Mlc Night with Bill
C.m.ron (b.y.o. acoustic jam) The
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards. 39
Forest Ave. Portland. 77!>-1944.

The Portland Symphony Orchestra
(ctassical) 8 pm. PorUand City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St, Portland. A Sat ute
to Leonard Bernstein, featuring selections from West Side Story with guest
vocalists Sarah Fachada. Robert Randle K.n Grimsley (acoustic) Bramhall Pub.
769 Congress St. Portland. 773-9873 .
& Sharon Junken ; the Overture to
Candide, On the Town : 3 Dance Epi- Th. Tony Gaboury Quintet Oazz) cafe
no,2O Danforth'St, Portland. 772-8114 .
sodes, and On the Waterfront Symphonic
Suite. Tix : $10-$28. Also performed 101 J.nny & The Wood·m.n (acoustic) Fa20/91 at 3 pm. 773 -8191.
ther O'Hara's Public House. 45 Danforth
St, PorUand. 871-1579.
Th. Jigsaws .nd Scumflow.r (rock)
Geno·s. 13 Brown St, Ptld. 772-7891 .
Scott O.kl.y Trio (jazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773·4500.
Luk. Garrett (Christian music) 6:30 pm,
BIoc;kh.ads (rock) Moose Alley, 46 MarSouth Portland Church olthe Nazarene,
ket St. Portland . n4-5246 .
525 Highland Ave. S. Portland . Free .
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
642-3417.
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
The Second Annu.1 Por1land InterBop Harv.y (blues) Raoul's Roadside
faith Council Sacred Music Festival
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave.Ptld n3-6886.
(sacred music) 3 pm, 159 State St. PortTh.
Wave Break... (blues) Spring Poinl
land. $5 donation . n2-8277.
Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S. Ptld. 767·4627 .
P.ter GI •• son & Arnie Schussler
(acoustic duo) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton
Tara Hotel, S. Porttand . 775-6161 .
Big Bambu (rock) The Wrong Brothers
Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave.
Portland Symphony Orch. .tr. (clasSiPortland. 775-1944.
cal) 9 :30 & 11 am, Portland City Halt
Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland. A
youth concert version of "A Salute to
Leonard Bernstein: Tix : $2 . 773-8191.

FRIDAY 10.18

• Continued from

•

COpIes
Now 'til Thrkey Day
48 Fn:e Street. PonJand' 207-775-2444
Validated Parking. Pick-up & Delivery Available
Cash - Check - Credit Card • Some restrictions may apply

icharas
AN & AMEIUCAN CUISINE

ExtemitJe Beer & Wine Selection
Tu",day - Sawrday:
11 :30-2; Lunch. 5-9; Dinrnlr
CaUfor Daily Special., R ........'io,.. Accepted

ROUTE 123

~

729-9673
NORTH HARPSWELL, MAINE

.: Port
~fJk Bake

205 Commercial
Our Old Port
Sandwich &
Bakery Shop

House

CALL:
773·2217

• LUNCHES-soups. sandwiches. salads
• MORNING PASTRIES for meetings
• CAKES for birthdays. celebrations
• FRESH BREADS. PIES & PASTRIES

FREE DESSERT*
* free BIG cookies with your lunch order
• Old Port area deli very,

$15.00 minimum, please.

•

100%

corroN

Kitty Can't
Cope Sack

MADE IN
MAINE

100% CATNIP

p"gt
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"The Pa. .lon of Drac:ula· In its first
production of the season. Mad Horse
Theatre explores the mythic power of the
feminine Dracula in this ageless legend
of sex. death and rebirth by Bob Hall and
David Richmond. Runs through Oct 20,
whh curtain at 8 Thurs·Sat and 7 Sun.
Tix : $15, $13 for students and seniors.
Reservations are required ; call 797-3338.
"Pet.r .nd the Wolf" Young People's
Center for the Performing Arts presents
its Junior Ballet Company in this baltet
for children, Oct 27 at2 :30, at Catherine
McAuley High School Performing Arts
Center, Stevens Avenue , Portland. Tix :
$3 children , $5 adulls. For info, call 7662857 from 9-11 am or 7-10 pm. Tix can
also be purchased at the door.
·Pump Boys .nd Dlnett"· This rollicking musical went from on-Broadway to
Broadway where it enjoyed a long run . It
embodies the value 01 friendship and
life's simple pleasures. Through Oct 26,
curtain isat8 pm. The ThaxlerTheatre is
located at 420 Cotlage Rd. South Portland. 799-7337 or 799-7338 .
Ram Isl.nd D.nce and Berg. Jon" &
Sarvis wil join forces for performances
on Oct 17, 18 & 19 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center. The program
wil include lWO dance premieres as well
as lighting design by three visual artists.
They'lI begin at 8 each evening. Tix are
$7 for Thursday, $10 for Friday & Saturday, available at Ram Island Dance and
Amadeus Music. Call n3-2562 for more
info, or n5-4019.
·Rumo...• Community Liltle Theatre presents Neil Simon's fast-paced, doorbanging, who's who farce on Det18, 19,
25 & 26 at 8 pm. There will also be a
senior citizen/student dress rehearsat
Oct17 at 7:30 pm at the Performing Arts
Center, Great Falls School . Auburn . All
seats $9. ForreservatlOnscalt795-5858.
"True West" USM student Mary Ellen
O'Hara will direct this play by Sam
Shepard, set in the American Southwest. that presents two brothers struggling with their relationship and the circumstances of their lives only to fall prey
to the governing power of chance. Oct
17-20.7:30 pm; Del 19. 4 pm; Del 20, 5
pm. $4 at USM's Lab Theatre, Russell
Hall, Gorham. Call 780-5483 for info .
·Walt Untlt Dark" The Originals will
present Frederick Knott's suspense
thriller Oct 18, 19, 25 & 26 at 7 :30 pm al
The Saco River Grange Hall in Bar Mills.
Susy Hendricks, a young blind woman,
inadvertantly gets mixed up with drugsmuggling criminals. The tension builds
toward the final scene in which she
matches wits with a seasoned killer in
her Greenwich Village basement apart·
ment. Tix : $7 adults. $5 students & senior citizens. For info and reservations
caN 929-5412. A dinner theater package
with the Salmon Falls Country Club is
also available. Call 929-5233 lor reser·
vations.

ny1l
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FELI NE FROLI C
& LOW IMPACT AEROBI CS

IS YOUR KITTY:
• in need o f exercise?
• stressed out ?

• b ulli ed by the
neighborhood dog?

If so then we can he lp. For $3. 1H each (tax induded) we wi Jl
send as many " Kitty C an't Cope Sack s" as you th ink your cat
will need. Each sack is 4" x 4" and contains only the frcshcs t
catnip avail abl e. better yet it's made in Maine. T o ship y our
" Kitty C an ' t Cope Sack (s)" pl ease add $ 1.00 for the first sack
and $.25 per addilional sack(s).The " Kitty C an't Cope Sack "
will be the only cat toy your cat will pl ay wilh!

P.S. With the holidays around the corner ...
"Kitty Can't Cope Sacks" make great stocking stuffers!

Back Bay Pet Co.
15 Fessenden Street Portl and. Maine 041 03

CERTS
THURSDAY 10.17
Darien Brahnw (folk) 6-9 pm, College
Room, USM Portland's Campus Center.
Free. 87.H,598 .

FRIDAY 10.18
Bowdoin Ch.mb.r Choir .nd
Collegium (early music by women cornposers) 8:30 pm, Chapel. Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Music of Hildegard of
Bingen and Francesca CaednL Free.
72!>-3201 .

SUNDAY 10.20

Rlch.rd II (I.mel Hoban) passes his power to Henry
In the June 1990 production of "Richard II."

Neehman)

James Hoban brings classical
theater to Portland
• American Renaissance Theater gives Shakespeare
center stage
James Hoban grew up in Queens. He moved to Portland in
1981 for romantic reasons. He stayed because he had fallen in love
with the city. "I fell in with this vibrant group of creative people,"
he explains, "and experienced this wonderful sense of community." Having settled the issue of where to live, Hoban had only
one other question: What he was going to do with his life?
Hoban loves Shakespeare. And he believes that every great
city, if it's to call itself one, should be comprised of certain
essential elements: a symphony, an art museum, a ballet company
and an established classical theater. He couldn't help but notice
that Portland had all of these essentials save the last. He decided it
was up to him to see that Portland got its classical theater. What
he has provided for his adopted city is the American Renaissance
Theater.
MM: How did the American Renaissance Theater actually come
about?
JH: Well, it had been a long-held personal ambition of mine to
get a Shakespeare project going. It surprised me after I moved
here to discover that Shakespeare was performed only sporadically, and then only outside of Greater Portland. So the idea had
been percolating for quite a
while. But what galvanized
the action was that Kris Clark
and Tim Ferrell landed the
Wherehouse back in February (of 1990), and made it available as
a n alternative performing space. With their help, especially with
their making the space available very reasonably ... well, that just
made it all possible.
MM: What is your background in Shakespeare?
JH: I have a BFA in acting from SUNY-Purchase .. .. I also spent
the summer of 1987 with the National Theater of Great Britain.
MM: How do you cast?
JH: We hold open auditions. We put announcements in the
paper. Anyone can audition, including amateurs. What separates
the pros from the amateurs? It's all a matter of personal distinction. I consider myself a pro, though I don't make my living at it.
It's all personal interpretation.
MM: What kinds of people show up and audition?
JH: Predominantly local Portland people, but with diverse
theater backgrounds. We get people who have worked with a
number of local and regional companies, and many who have
never done Shakespeare before.
MM: So compared to ensembles or equity theaters, what kind
of theater is ARTI
JH: An Emerging One. No, seriously, I guess it's easier to say
what we're not. We're not an ensemble that devotes all its efforts
to a handful of people, to the exclusion of all others. We're
obviously not a professional theater in the union sense. Ideally I'd
like to think of us as an open-ended organization committed to
bringing classical theater to Portland.
MM: How receptive is Portland to what you're doing?
JH : Extremely receptive. "Richard II" (performed last June) was
sold out every night. We were turning people away.
MM: Do you think you could fill a larger hall?
JH : Yes, without question. But I have a very good rela tionship
with Kris and Tim, and I like the intimacy o f the space. Also, like
many people, I'm concerned when I see things moving out of the
center of Portland, which would be financially necessary if we
went to a bigger space. I think it's extremely important that arti stic
organizations stay rooted in the city. When they do they feed off
each other, and it adds to the vitality of the city. People aren't
driving to an isolated destination for one event. I think we'll try to
solve the problem by having more performances.
MM : What do you see as the future of ARTI
JH: Right now I'm doing a series of Shakespeare's history plays
known as the "War of the Roses" cycle. Although they are an
historical continuum, each play stands extremely well on its own,
and audience members shouldn't worry if they haven't seen the
last play in the series. This project will probably stretch into the
winter of '92-'93. (ART's next production will be "Henry IV,"
opening Nov. 2).
Then I look forward to producing a wider range of the canon.
It's a long project, but I think it's unique in that it provides
Portland audiences a long arc to follow .... I would like to attract
people who ordinarily wouldn't go to see Shakespeare. I think not
only would they find that they understood it, but tllat they liked it.
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MONDAY 10.21

SATURDAY 10.19

TUESDAY 10.22
Rlch.rd Roberts (piano) 7 :30 pm, Ludeke
Auditorium. Westbrook College, Stevens
Avenue. 'lfT4lrovisationsand Fantasies,'
including works by Mozart. Schumann ,
Bartok & selections from Roberts' own
compilation, ~ Improvisations on Diverse
American Melodies: Free. 797-7261.

UPCOMING
Los Ang.l.s Gult.r QWlr1et 10125191
(guitar ensemble) 8 pm, Portland High
School Auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave.
Tix : $12. $8 students and seniors. n28630.
Thomas Parchm.n & Ellen Chickering
10125191 (clarinet & soprano) 8 pm .
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorhamcarnpus. T ix: $81$4. 780-5555.
USM Concer1 Band & WInd Ensemble
10127/91 (n ew symphonic work) 3 pm.
Corthell Concert Hall. USM Gorham campus. Tix: $31$1 . 780-5555.
Priscilla Herdman 10126191 (folk) 8 pm.
Luther Bonney Audilorium, USM Portland campus. Tix: $8 in advance, $10 at
the door. children half price. 773-9549.
Walt Michael & Co 1012619t (traditional
strlngband) 2 pm, United Baptist Church,
Lewiston. Folk to Cellic to a capella
gospet and bluegrass: a musical adven·
ture of the history of American music.
Tix : $81$4. 782-7228.
Southern Maine Music Society 101271
91 (dassicat) 7 :30 pm, Trinity Episcopal
Church . 113 Coyle St, Portland. Haydn't
Octet in F for winds. the Mendelssohn
String Sinfonia in D. & PDQ Bach's Trio
for two ftutes, tambourine and tuba. Tix :
$8, available at the door.

WEDNESDAY 10.23
Tom Perrozzl (acoustic) Father O'Hara's
Public House, 45 Danforth Sl, Portland.
871-1579.
Bachelo..• Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. n4-5246.
Pe ...on 2 PenlOn (rock) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Lonnie Brooks (blues) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland .
773-6886.
Th. Don & H.rvey Duo (acoustic) Spring
Point Cafe , 175 Pickett St, S. Portland.
767-4627.
Bill C.m.ron and Jeremy L.st.r
(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St.
Portland. n3-0093.
Open Mlc Night with the Cool Whips
(b.y.o. rock jam) The Wrong Brothers
Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave ,
Portland. n5-1944.

DANCING
Gotta D.nc •• Inc,. Thompson's Point.
second floor Bldg 1A. Porttand. Srooke
and chern-free dances with swing, Latin
& baOroom musil; Fridays from 9-12 pm
& Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. n3-3558 .
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nighUy, 8 pm on ... Fri·Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are College Alternative night. No cover with college 10. $1
without. 871-Q66.'l.
Salut.s. 20 MilkS" Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774·4200.
T-Blrd's. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun :
football afternoon, comedy night; Mon ,
football party; Wed. local bands; Thurs,
college night; Fri & Sat, bands and/or
deejay, all contemporary danae music.

K.n Grimsley (acoustic) Bramhall Pub.
769 Congress St, Portland. n3-9873.
The Tony G.boury Qulnt.t (jazz) cafe
no, 2O Danforth Sl, PorUand. n2·8114.
Jenny & The Wood-m.n (acoustic) FatherO'Hara's Pubtic House . 45 Danforth
St. Portland. 871-1579.
Skip Tracer and NY (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. n2-7891 .
Midnight Rider (rock) Gritty McDuff'S,
n3-8040.
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
Wh.rehouM Ch.m-Fre. Danc. Club.
Scott O.k1eyTrio (jazz) Little Willie 's, 36
29 Forest Ave, Portland, Progressive
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
rrusic. Fri-Sat, 9 pm-1 am. 874-9no.
Blockh.ads (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar- Zootz. 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed :
kel St, Portland. 774-5246.
Progressives. Thu: Visual Vibe. Fri:
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Deejayllive Music; Sat: Cutting Edge
Moulton St. Porttand. 774-0444.
Dance; Sun: Request Night. n3-8187.
L1ttt. Jimmy .nd the Soul Cats (blues)
Raoul's Roadside Allraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
Shirley L.wls Exp.r....nc. (blues)
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickell St. S.
Portland. 767-4627 .
Straight Lace (rock) T ipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. PUd. 775-6161 .
Big Bambu (rock) The Wrong Brothers
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest }we .
Portland. 775-1944.

· SAT \01.19 ~ UTJLf JIMMY
.sOUL
· MON·1012·1 ~()PENMIKE-NITEW/flANOY
8PM ., .. ,.
· TUE 10122)0 2-FOR-1 DINNER'W/ACOUSl1C'MUSIC BY BRENDA MOORI!
: WW1 !l'2~ ~ ~QN~I~ QROQK$ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . .
OJ24 TROUT fiSHING

:J~~;
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865
TICKET INFO: 773-6886 • ENTERTAINMENT HOTLINE: 775-2494

-HJ4!Pt1?tY !FlO~!Mon·j'ri 4 p.m.-7p ,m.

MONDAYS &
WEDNESDAYS

'lJfack,<JJtan Cnifi $2.50
Pint oJ'lJass $1.50
Sa71lJria

TUESDAYS .&
THURSDAYS

'J{acfws wfITie. 'WorK,> $1 .95
!MaroaritilS $1.00

FRIDAYS

j'ru 'Buffet
P.'B.'l(, Pint 95t

Call for Information about
Christmas Parties
and Special Events

OPENING

\:4..
,/
~il,!)!t

'Under :Njw Management
Mle

Serving Lunch & Dlnller 11:30am·l1pm
Lounge Hours 11:30am·lam
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland, 772·7713
& VISA Accepted "Ample Parking' Formerly Blue Moon

MONDAY 10.21

CLUBS
THURSDAY 10.17

OnlyMotlona (rock) FatherO'Hara'sPublic House, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 871 1579.
Super '1IOs Bash with Host. . . Barbara Ann (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portland. n2-7891.
Network (rock) Old Porl Tavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Big B.mbu (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 ForeslAve, Ptld. 773-6886.
The WllYe Br.ak... (blues) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Ptld . 767-4627.
Pet.r GI.ason (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. PUd. n5-6161 .

: TONITE:>:BI:G M~ij : ': .

ART

~~\\{I}li@'

n2-8114.

· .. . . . . . . . . I

SUNDAY 10.20

Jo. Markley (Irish music) FatherO'Hara's
Public House, 45 Danforth St. Portland .
871-1579.
Danny & Matt (blues) Gritty McDun's.
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
J.nny & Jer.my (rock) Moose Alley , 46
Market St. Portland. n4-5246 .
TrllJlon(rock) OldPorlTavern. 11 Moullon
St, Portland. n4.Q444 .
Sunday Brunch In the B.llroom (clas·
sical) Portland Regency.20MilkSt. Port·
land. 774-4200.
John Sebutl.n (blues) Raoul's Road·
side Attraction , 865 Forest Ave . Portland. 773-6886.
Acoustic Con nectlon with D,J. Landry
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell The Danforth G.II.ry. 34 Danforth Sl.
Portland. Opening reception Oct 24 from
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
5 :30-8:30 for "The Green Dream VesW111 Turner (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52
sel: Save Me: an inslallation by Cynthia
Wharf St, Portland. n3-(X)93.
Thompson on the state of our environment. The vessel is a fabric and wood
labyrinth with a provocative message .
Showing through Nov29. Gallery hours :
Tues-Sat. 11-5. n!>-6245.
TrllJlon (rock) Old PortTavem, 11 Moullon Greenhut GaU.r .... 148 Middle St, Portland. Opening recaption Oct 17 from 5-7
St, Portland. n4.Q444 .
for recent paintings by Sarah Knock and
Monday Night Football at Moos. AINancy Brown, showing through Nov 10.
ley. 46 Market St, Portland . n4-5246.
Knock paints and photographs and was
Open Mlc Night with Randy Mor.blto
selected by the Famsworth Museum in
(b.y.o. jam) Raout's Roadside Attrac1989 to participate in the Carina House
tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Residency to paint on Monhegan Island
Monday Night Footb.lll1t T -Birds. 126
for six weeks. Brown shows iri Portland.
N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040.
Connecticut and Virginia; her recent
Open Mlc Night wIth Ken Grlmsl.y
paintings are abstracted color studies
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End. 52 Wharf St,
that evolve from tandscape/seascapP.
Frank C.r1berg and Christine Correa
Portland. n3-0093.
themes . Hours: Mon -Sa~ 10:30-5:30 .
(jazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth Sl, Portland.

~~

2 I

Gerbil In • Blend.r (acoustic) Wharf's
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. n3-0093.

RESTAURANT & TAVERN

n2-2693.

Katahdin ....taurant, comer of Spring
& High streets. Portland. Opening Oct 20
from 4-7 pm for -Hidden Persona: an
exhibit of Deborah Rule's masks. Rule
Slade ClellY. . (blues) Gr~ty McDuff's,
views her works as a powerfullransfor396 Fore S~ Portland. 772-2739.
mative tool: -Each person has many
Person 2 PanlOn (rock) Old Porl Tavem ,
faces: she says. 'Masks are a way to
11 Moulton St, Portland. n 4-0444.
identify, externalize, and integrate our
Brenda Moore (acoustic) Raoul's Roadinner selves. When we voice our obside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portscure emotions in a concmte way lhrough
land. 773-6886.
mask-making ,we release them, and they
Open Mlc Night with P.t.r GI.non
no longer control us.' Through Nov 15.
(b.y.o.jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
n4-8059.
St, S. PorUand. 767-4627.
• Continued on p"gt 22
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Super chowders
Fresh seafood
Scrumptious desserts
Weekly beer specials
And Much More!

On the Waterfront In the Old Port
84 Commercial St. Portland, Maine

774-3550

'.
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Portl.nd MUMum of Art. Soven Con- EI.ment. Gallery. 56 Maine St,
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues,
Brunswick. "Tokonorha'- mixed media
show of wall art and objects in settings
Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10
inspired by Japanese architecture. Part
am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Adnission:adulls
offour-galleryexhibit"lntegrauon: Crafts
$3.50, senior citizens and sludents w~h
10 $2.50, children under 18 $1, group
in Architecture.' Through Nov 9. Hours:
Mon-Sal, 10-5; Sun 12·5. 729·1108.
rate $3. Museum admission is free 10
am-noon Saturday. 773-2787.
Hobe Sound Gallerl .. North. 58 Maine
St, Brunswick. -Landscape Art.- part of
PortlandWln•• ndChe .... t68Middle
St. Portland. Oil paintings by AI Waterman
fourlIallery exhibilion "Integration: Crafts
• Continued from page 21
and watercolors by Frieda Lundberg
in Architecture: Works by artists including Juan Cross, Lynn Duryea, Paul
showing till Oct 30. 797-9450.
Horoux. Sam Shaw & Sharon ThompRaffles. 555 Congress St. Portland. ·Imson. Through Nov 2. Gallery hours:
ages of lIle Male," black and white phoThurs-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191 .
tography by Lauren Zust, showing
Icon Contemporary Art. 19 Mason
through October. 761·3930.
Street. Brunswick. -Chairs," a show 0118
R.N. Cohen Gall.ry. 547 Congress St,
din ing room chairs by 13 artists including
Portland. -Recent Paintings & Limited
the Breton Flannery Woodworlls, Jamie
Edition Prints by R.N. Cohen and John
The Maine Art Gallery. USM Gorham.
Johnston. Greg Lipton &Duane Paluska.
Holub.- showing IIlrough October. n2Mixed media exhibilion by Maine Coast
Part of four-gallery exhibition "Integra0633.
Artists of Rockport. This juried show wil The Spirited Gourmet. 142 St. John St,
tion : Crafts in Architeclure." Showing
present two and IIlre&-dimensional worlI,
through Nov9. Gallery hours: weekdays
Portland. David Dupree's recent works,
oils, watercolors and drawings. Closing
1-5, weekends by chance or appointshowing through Nov 15. Hours: Monreception Oct 19 from 1-3 pm. Hours:
ment 725-8157.
Fri, 10-6; Sat, 10-2. 773-2919.
Sun-Thurs, 12-4. 780-5409.
Th. Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland. Maine Audubon Soclety.Gilsland Farm,
Sun Gallery. 496 Congress St. Portland.
118 Route I, Falmouth. Charlene Lee's
-Imagery in Etched Glass.- sandblasted
Opening reception Oct 19 from 4-7 for
watercolor landscapes and Pegge Anne
art depicting a variety of subjects from
worlls of Doug Frati and Myles Danaher,
Mack's vegetable-inspired sculpture,
Fred & Ginger to the African Series and
showing IIlrough Nov 16. Frati·s works
pottery and wearable art will be on view
more. Imaginative , seductive graphics
are painted pieces on wood, induding
through October. Hours: 9-5, Mon-Sat;
by four contemporary glass artists .
saJipture, paintings and painted furninoon-5, Sundays &holidays. 781-2330.
Through Nov 20. Gallery Hours: Monture. Danaher's work consists primarily
Sat, 11 am-6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772- Ma.t Cove Gall.rl.. II. Schoonors
of landscape paintings. Gallery hours:
Wharf, Ocean Ave. Kennebunkport.
9072.
Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm or by appointWorlls of 20 artists on continuous disTho."
Moser
Cabinetmake
...
415
ment. 828-4760 or 773-8816.
play. Gallery hour: 10-5 and 6:30-8:30
Cumberland Ave. Portland. -The Rusdaily. 967-3453.
sian Album.- an intemational photography exhibition featuring a collection of O'Farrell Gallery. 46 MaineSt. Brunswick.
"1/8" • \".- large-scale applications of
black & white photos by Nikolai
crafts as applied to architecture, includChesnokov and selected images from
ing an installation by FrosVSlaade,
-Foto Eva," an exhibit of amateur and
Afrtcan lmporu and New Enliland Arts.
George Mason's large ceramic wall reprofessional photos from the intema1 Union St, Portland. Alrican crafts. jewlief pieces. and Richard Remson'ssculptional community. Showing through Nov
elry and sculpture as well as New Enlures of glass and steel. Part of four29
.
Hours:
Mon-Sat,
9-5.
774-3791
.
gland cralts, art~acls and arts. Gallery
gallery exhibit "Integration: Crafts in Arhours: Mon-Sat. 10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-9.
chitecture: Through Nov 10. Gallery
772-9505.
hours: Mon·Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 729-6228.
Art Gallery at Six Deerlnll st....t, PortOlin Arts Cent .... Bates College Muland. Watercolors by Carl Schmalz,
seum of Art, Lewiston. Two exhibits:
showing through Oct 26. Gallery hours:
-Robert Indiana: The Hartley Elegies.Tues-Sat, 11-5. until Oct 19; anerthat by
an exhibition in the upper gallery of
chance or appointment. 772-9605.
Indiana's 10 most recentsilkscreen prints
Th. Baxt... Gallery. PorUand School of
created as an homage to artist Marsden
Art. 619 Congress St. "To Support, To
Hartley, a Lewiston native. In the lower
Acknowledge, To Promote .• works by 11
gallery, lIle Marsden Hartley oil painting
Maine artisls who have been awarded
"Morgenrot, Mexico- and selected draw·
individJal artisls' fellowships by 1he Maine
ings and photographs from Bates' Hartley
Arts Commission or the New England
collection wiN be on display. Both through
Foundation lor the Arts: Mary Anderson,
Dec 20. 786-6330.
Brell Bigby, FraaslSlade, Linden
Thomas Memorial Library. 6 Scott Dyer
Frederick, John Gallagher. Rebecca
Rd, Cape Elizabeth. -Re-Percussion,'
Goodale, Mark Johnson, Michael Lewis,
Rhonda Wilson-Ervin's mixed media
Rose Marasco, Betsy Meyer & Nancy
paintings. showing thru Nov9. Hours: MO'Neal. Showing through Nov 10. GalSat, 9-5; Tues & Thurs, 9-9. 799-1720.
lery hours: Tues-sun, 11 -4; Thurs 11-9.
Yarmouth Hlstorlcat Society. Museum
775-5152.
of Yarmouth Hislory, third floor of Merrill
Congress Squar. Gallery. 42 Exchange
Memorial Library, Main Street, Yarrrouth.
St, Portland. Oil and oil pastels by Meg
-Collections,' an exhibit lIlat looks at
Brown Payson through Nov 9 . Gallery
who collects Yarmouth history, why indihours: Mon-Sat. 10:30-5;Thurs-Sateves
viduals collect things. and why t1ey doli1l9; Sun noon·5. 774·3369.
nate them to the museum. It shows how
Dean Velentgas Gall.ry. 60 Hampshire
a museumconection grows, and Includes
St, Portland. "VisionS/Divisions'- paintguidelines for selecting historical mateings of Larry Hayden. Cites influences Th.... Views Arts. 112 High St, PorUand.
rial. It also addresses the issue of ensurincluding mystical Persian poetry and
Cheryl Cayer's lyrical ren<itionsof street
ing lIlat a museum collection reflects the
the Chinese oracle, I Ching, Hayden
scenes, rtgures & sculptures; and Judy
rich diversity of a town's history. A wide
creates images which are starry, expanFausrs humorous and controversial
variety of objects from the museum colsive and penetrating, suggestive of both
found-object sculptures & other works.
lection illustrate the theme. Showing IIlru
inner and outer vastness. Through Ocl
On view IIlrough Oct 26. Gallery hours:
November. Hours: Tues·Sat, 10-5. No
27. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8, Frl & Sat
Fri & Sat, 9-5; Sun, 12-5. 772-1961 .
charge; donations welcome. 846-6259.
12-5, Sun 12-4, and by appointment by
York Institute Museum, 371 Main St,
calling 772·2042.
Saco. "Forgotten Connections: Maine's
Fro.t Gully Gallery. 411 Congress St,
Role in the Navajo Textile Trade, 1880Portland. A new group exhibition featur1930.- an exhibit that explores the fasciing the worlls of all gallery artisls, includnating but little-known contact between
ing oils. watercolor, pastels, and sculp- Bowdoin Colleg. Museum of Art.
Mainers and Navajo craftspeople at the
ture in a wide range of styles and subWalker Art Building, Bowdoin College ,
tum of lIle century. and fealures bianjects by Dalav lpear. DeWitt Hardy, Eric
Brunwick. -The Here and the Hereafter:
kets, saddle blankets, rugs, pillow covGreen. Laurenze Sisson , Alfred
Images of Paradise in Islamic Art.- a
ers and other textiles - all owned by
Chadboume. Martha Groome, Sharon
major exhibition that examines the
Maine families 50 to one hundred years
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
subtlety and richness of Islamic conago. On view through Jan 26. Hours:
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
cepts of the afterl~e as a paradisiacal
Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm;Thurstili 8. After Nov I ,
appoinlment. 773-2555.
garden through the presentation of some
the museum is open Tues & Wed, 1-4 ;
The Lewi. Gall.ry. Portland Public liof lIle finest art produced by this culture .
and Thurs 1-8. 282-3031 .
brary, 5 MonumentSquare. •ASpirit and
Consisting of 50 Objects lent them from
Feeing Called Atkhangelsk and the Winmuseums across the country. the works
ter Magic of Kargopol." Dennis Marrotle's
include illustrated manuscripts. tiles and
color photographs of lIle Norlhern Rus·
other ceramics , textiles. metal and
sian region of Archangel. On view IIlrough
enamel work which are represented in
Oct 30. Library hours: Mon, Wed &Fri 9an installation incorporating aspects of Call for Entrle. for a Halloween show
6; Tues & Thurs noon-9; Sat 9-5. 871Islamic architecture created by Charles
with the possi bi~ty ofinstallations& multi1710.
W. Moore. On view IIlrough Dec 15.
medialperlormance art, sculpture , inside
"Mixing lIle Elements:Science and Art in
Maine Pott.r. Market. 376 Fore St,
and out, paintings, music, voice & instruPortland. Elegant simplicity in functional
American Culture.- works on paper sement, poetry - are all being considered.
lected from the museum's permanent
pottery by Robyn Langhorst through Oct
You are invited Oct 18, 19 from 9-5& 20,
20. Hours: 10-6 daiy. till 9 Thurs-Sat
collection, through Nov 3. "Twentieth
from 12-5 to bring your art or your idea
Cenlury Art: Selections from lIle Permaeves. 236-6112.
for it to 3 Views, 112 High St, Portland.
nent Colection.- a showing that proThe Pine Tree Shop and Bayview GalThe show will run from Oct 31-NOv 3.
vides an opportunity to study works dallery. 75 Market St. Portland. Selected
Call 772-1961 or 839-3340 lor more info
Ing from World War Ito the present day
works by Sally C. Fisher and William
or to discuss ideas.
Including artists as various as Stephen "Chari.. Moore and His Work" Slide
Beebe through Oct 30. Gallery hours:
Etnier , Marsden Hartley. Alex Katz, An10-6. Mon·Sat. 773-3007.
lecture by Charles W. Moore, fetlow,
drew Wyet1 & William Zorach. showing
American Institute of Architects, O'Neil
through Feb 9. The museum is open 10
Ford Centennial Chair in Architecture,
the public free of charge. Hours: TuesUniversity of Texas at Austin, and deday-Saturday, 10 am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5
signer for the exhibition installation for
pm. For furlller info, call 725-3275.
"The Here and the Hereafter: Images of
Cry of the Loon Gallery. Route 302,
Paradise in Islamic Art: Oct 22 at 7:30
Soulll Casco. Second Annual Lake Repm in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
gion Juned Exhibition, for which Bruce
Center. Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Brown. curator of Maine Coast Artists
Call 725-3275 for more info.
and Martin Dibner. founding director of
Westbrook College's Payson Gallery,
selected 36 worlls out of 55 entries,
including watercolors, sculptures, photographs , oils & other media. Showing
through Nov 3. Hours: daily 9:30-5:30.
• umlin",d on p"ge 24
655-5060.
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THE MOON
DANCE CLUB

•

MR. MIX Spins
the jammin tunes

• THE MOON DANCE CLUB· 427 FORE ST. • 772-1983.

Proud Recipients of the
Gourmet Diner's Club of
Amcrica's Silver Spoon
Award two ycars running
Dinner served daily 5 - Wpm
OPEN YEAR ROUND

'.

C.K.C. ALL BREED
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GROOMING SCHOOL
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Ask about our easy payment plan
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BUDGET GROOMING
Call about our low-low prices.
See our newly renovated pet-supply store.

PET LOVERS CORNER

~

797-2414

1087 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME
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VITAMINS

Great Prices for Great Food!
Everything you need

·Portland·s
orig inal whole
foods store."

G©DDAY

MARKET

CLEANERS
42 Elm St., Portland
1 Block from Library
774-7228

Established
in 1970.

C O O PERATIVE

-oJ

OTHER

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IHtl(,j:M

I w14 n[!)

e£(\

FREE YOGA CLASS
SATURDAY, OCT" 19 AT 1 PM

SPECIAL EVENT- Fri. Oct. 25, 5:30-8:30 pm
Slide Show & Discussion wlFrancois Raoult
• Special For the Holidays.
4 week yoga session Nov t 8 - Dec 20

Qfj
THE
YOGA

CENTER

BUildinQ IA. Sewall St. , Thompson's Point, Portland

799-4449

,

COOI<IN

AROUND TOWN

OUT OF TOWN

155 Brackett Street, Portland • Open 7 days a week· 772-4937
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Meg Brown Payson: "Grey Birch," 011/011 pastel, 42"

lC

40", 1991.

Meg Brown Payson gets taken
over by the process of painting
• "Water's Edge": new works by Meg Brown Payson
Congress Square Gallery, 42 Exchange St., Portland
Through Nov_ 9
"One of the things I love best about painting," says Meg Brown Payson, "is the way the
process has a life of its own, and will take over if
you let it." Payson's current exhibition at the
Congress Square Gallery includes paintings that
are three-dimensional- and tha t is their
intriguing effect.
One is of Monhegan Island, and you feel as
though you're standing on the high spine of the
island, looking at all of its dramatic dimensions
at once. 'The idea sort of came to me, rather
than I to it," Payson explains. "It was something
that"started with another idea - a screen that I
painted on
both sides
(included in
this exhibit) .
It was successful. You could walk right up to it,
and because it had a three-dimensional surface
instead of a two-dimensional one, you could
engage with the painting in a completely
different way." Payson decided to continue
working with this concept, and has done a series
of small oils and oil pastels on boards that form
either two or three-plane surfaces.
Rather than viewing the painting as an
outsider looking through a window into another
world that the artist has experienced, the viewer
is invited to join the artist in the scene itself. I
would call this "participatory viewing ." The
painting is inhabiting the same space the viewer
is. When a painting is behind glass, Payson says,
no matter how wonderful it is, the viewer is
separate from it.
Payson also explains that in a sense, painting
doesn't represent reality at all - because
perspective and point of view change not onl y
from person to person, but on a second-tosecond basis. The painter's choice of perspective
at any given moment is entirely arbitrary.
Where you are is what you're seeing; but a split
second later or earlier, everything's differentthe light, the shadows, the wind, and whatever
else has wandered into or out of the scene.
Another illustration of how the process can
take over involves a set of six charcoal drawings
Payson had exhibited in the 10 x 10 show last

.

'

winter. "I stuck them up on the wall," she says,
"and they started to work together as a group
very differently than they had indiVidually."
This observa tion reinforced her awareness of
how perception shifts with time and movement.
"So I started to do what Monet did . He
would paint the same thing over and over
again. And I do, too - the same rocks, the same
white pine, fir and water -looking for the
things that change for me ; the company, the
mood . And what I paint is from my imagination, it's not literal." As she paints, the same
essentials she constantly changes - say, the
point of focus from the foreground to the
background; or the colors, incredibly vivid,
from warm to cool- give multiplicity to a
single event. Jennifer Bartlett does something
similar: She builds a long series of pictures by
taking the same subject matter and, using
different colors and symbols, shifts them in as
many ways as she can, presenting them finally
as a single piece.
A constant in Payson's paintings is an
enigmatic figure that is painted into the foreground. The effect on the viewer is to create a
certain indecision as to where to focus. There
you are, "in" the painting, and all of a sudden
you realize that you are not alone. The figures
are subtle - hiding in plain sight. So subtle that
in some of the paintings, it takes a while to
notice them.
Payson explains that the inclusion of the
figure is an extension of her conviction that
point of view is arbitrary. "I rarely approach
nature alone," she says. "So you walk along or
sit with a person in silence, thinking your own
thoughts, seeing your own visions. Then you
realize that there's a whole world of imagination going on inside his head, but you can't See
it. All you can see is the landscape with his
head in it. So you say, 'What are you thinking
about?' And it could be anything; lunch or
immersion in the cosmos, It shows you just how
blind you are to his point of view, and that
there are definitely more of them than your

KATAHDIN

ctober is a beautiful month. but a lot of people have a hard
time getting used to the cooler weather. You'll be glad to know that
here at Katahdin we offer many delicious ways to help you shake off
the chill of autumn evenings, including hot cider, warm soups. hearty
chowders, and steaming platefuls of homecooked food. We even have
a fireplace in our back dining room. It doesn't throw off a lot of heat,
but it's easy on the woodpile.
Since we first opened in April we have had many requests to
open for lunch_ We thought it over and decided that it would be
difficult to do so while maintaining the high quality of our dinner
menu. Making everything from scratch requires hours of prepatation
each day. We start chopping, peeling, blend ing and baking at eleven
every morning and are usually rushed to be ready when we open at
five. However, next month one of us will grab a razor blade (Don't
jump to conclusions. prep work isn't that bad!) and scrape the words
"Shut on Sunday· off our front door.
Weare pleased to announce that Katahdin will be offering a
Sunday Brunch beginning on November 17th. We're still working
on the particulars , but there will be pancakes, breakfast breads,
muffins, pasta dishes, sandwiches, and much more. And wait until
you see the wonderful things we can do with eggs! Our brunch will
be homemade, innovative, delicious, and priced to put a smile on
your face. In these respects, it will have much in common with our
dinner fare.
We've saved the best news for last. Our first Sunday brunch will
be a benefit for the Maine Health Foundation. This important event
is still in the planning stages and we should have more details for you
in next weeks ad . In the meantime , come on in, get warmed up, and
have a bite to eat. We're waiting to serve you here in Portland's most
exciting new restaurant.

j~1iL"'L&ry~

774-1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM. FRI AND SAT 5PM - !!PM

Community
Cable Networl(

waac Df 10/18/91

C·A·F·E
Try Our
LOBSTER ROLL
wI Chips & Pickle
$4.95

r7~~,
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Entertainment 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info.

own."
Margot McWr11iams

175 Pickett St • S, Portland

767-4627

PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE:
Alpha I's Project Mentor &
Spurwink School's Day Aclivilies
Program. (1/2 hr)
POWER & STEELE ON THEATER:
Arts Crilicism (1/2 hr)
HEALTH VIEWS: Where the Aclion
Is - Heallh Cal'll Services Careers
(1 hr)
HIV/AIDS ACTION AGENDA: With
Dr. Richard Keeling Exploring the
Hellth Diversilies 01 Cultures,
Races & Nalionalities.
(1 hr, 20 min)

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.

24

Cosco &y Wukly

2 Dinners for $9.95
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
11 am - 9 pm . Sunday 12-close

HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES

~

I

The Good Table Restaurant
Itt. 77. C1JX-' lli/ahclh. 799

(.()()I) •

~

~'f"\ illg hn'.,kf.hl. IUII<:h &. dilll1('r ~

-.-.-.-.,.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.

CENTER FOR INNER HEALING
Paul Marks Lie. Ac. & Usa Love RN, BSN
offering affordable health
care which activates the
healer within.
• acupuncture • energy medicine • Yoga
78 MAIN ST • YARMOUTH • 846-6464

'Go confidently in the
direction of your
rirt\,,..,rY\< and live the life
you have imagined."
- Thoreau

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

• Center for Inner
Healing, Yarmouth
• Maryanne Vitallus,
Yarmouth
• Kimberly Quality Care,
Portland
• L'Esthetiques Skin Care
Clinic, Falmouth
• Carmine's Italian
Ristorante, Windham
• The Loving Spoonful,
Gray
• Kutz, Portland
• Sony Music
• Saco River Outfitters,
Portland
iii X-Press Copy, Portland
• Back Bay Pet, Portland

October 17,1991

Entertainment

ALlW:OST FR.EE

~

Environment., Congress The Natural Writing Children'. Book. Maine WritResources Council of Maine is holding
ers & Publishers Alliance will offer this
ils first-ever Environmenlal Congress
workshop covering trends in children's
conference. Sialed forSalurday, Oct 26,
lilerature, breaking inlo Ihe publishing
thecongresswilbe held at Pilgrim Lodge,
worklandmore. Participanlsshould bring
lake Cobbesseeconlee in Litchfield. The
a pencil, paper and crayon , and a selecday-long event will locus on various enlion from Iheir manuscript. if Ihey have
vironmental issues facing Ihe stale, inone. Taughl by Emily Herman, aUlhor of
cluding solid wasle, loxics and waler
"Hubknuckles.· Ocl 19, from 1(}-3 allhe
quality, transportation and air pollulion
ada-ass below. COSI is $30 for MWPA
• ContinlUd from page 22
and managing growth in Maine commumembers: $35 for olhers. Preregislranilies. The evening will conclude with a
lion is required ; send paymenl10 MWPA,
19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011 . To redinner and keynole speaker US Represenlalive Tom Andrews. The congress
serve a space, call 729-6333 .
begins at 9:30 am wilh workshops held Writing Suspense Fiction Maine WrilIhroughoullhe day, and concludes wilh
ers & Publishers Alliance will offer this
dinnerfrom 6-8 :30 pm. Regislra tion : $ 10
wOrkshop covering plolting, almosphere
for dinner, $1 0 lor the day work sessions
and crealing lension. Parlicipants may
(including lunch), $18 for all. For direcbring selections from their manu scrip Is
The Children'. Mu •• um of Maine
tions or more info, call Judy Berk or Lorie
Taughl by novelisl Christopher Fahy,
Design Competition The museum is
Vail aI622-3101 .
author of "Elernal Bliss" and "The Lyssa
conduction a design compelition open 10 Exploring the Tao Ongoing group conSyndrome." Ocl 19, from 11-4 at lhe
all Maine residenl, regislered archilecls.
siders how 10 live in alignment wilh The
Belfast Free Library. Cosl is $30 for
headquartered in Maine, 10 submit a
Way as described by Lao Tzu and other
MWPA members, $35 for Olhers. Predesign for the new museum in Ihe former
Taoists. We meel Wednesdays al 7:30
registralion is required : send payment 10
chamber of commerce building al 142
pm at Maybe Someday .. . Bookstore,
MWPA, 19 Mason SI , Brunswick 0401 1.
Free SI, Portland, adjacenllo the PMA.
195 Congress SI, Portland. II's free, and
To reserve a space call 729-6333.
Regislration:S25. You muslregisteryour
all are welcome. Call Jim al774-9217 or
firm and include a check made oul to the
Bonnie al 773-3275 for more info .
museum. Deadline : Ocl 18 by 5 pm.
Competilion programs wil be mailed 10
all regislered compelilors Ocl 21. Competitors may view the new bUilding Oct
26. Call 797-KITE for more inlo.
- • •\
' (. I
Danforth Gallery M.mb.rs' M_tlng
" .... ". ~... '
OcI26 al 1 will fealure slides and discus.. " \ '0
sion by Duncan Slade. The gallery is
Iocaled al34 Danforth SI. Call 775-6245
for more info.
Forgotten Folk Artl.ts: Early Tomb.tone Carvers The Freeport Hislorical
'
•.. •
Society w~1 sponsor a slide leclure by
Ralph Tucker, Iounding presidenl ollhe
Abused Wom.n'. Advocacy Project
Association for Gravestone Sludies,lhat
needs volunteer advocales. We are look".
wit explore the work of early New Ening for women who are available evegland lombslone carvers, including
nings and weekends 10 provide emoFreeport's own Noah Pran. The lecture
lional support and peer counseing 10
is schedu led for Ocl23 al7 :30 pm, allhe
baltered women and Iheir children. Some
South Freeport Church in South Freeport.
limiled daytime opportunilies. Also
Irs free. Following the lecture, a benefil
needed are volunteer children's advoreception will be heldalThe Sugar Maple
cates days and eves 10 play wilh children
House in S. Freeport. $12 per person.
and provide childcare in the sheller. InFor reservations or further info, call the
deplh 32-hour Iraining begins Oct 31 in
Freeport Hislorical SocielY a186~31 70.
Porlland. Applicalions close Oct 22, so
First Annual Bowdoin Lesbian and
Mask-making Workshop led by Deborah
contaci Barbara Hesler at Ihe Family
GayL.ctur. SerieaMinnie Bruce Pratt,
Rule will be held Oct 27 al The Open
Crisis Shelter soon : 874-1 196.
poet, aUlhor of "Crimes Against Nalure"
Siable, 273 Presumpscoll SI, Portland.
and winner of Lamoni Prize for Poetry, Ceders, a home for the elderly, needs
Irs open 10 the public. For more delails,
vol un leers 10 help Iransporl residenls
will speak Oct 19 a17 :3O pm in Daggell
call RUlhann aI739-4749.
from Ihelr rooms to activities and 10 Ihe
Lounge, Wentworlh Han, Bowdoin ColThomas Moser Cabinetmakers will hold
dining room . Wheelchair training will be
lege, Brunswick. Free. Sign language
an Aulumn Open House wilh Iree semiprovided on the firsl day. Volunleers
inlerpreted. Childcare available : call
nars and vieWing of lalesl furniture deshould be Iriendly, cheerlul Individuals
Bowdoin Women's Cenler aI72~3620.
signs. 415 Cumberland Ave, Porlland .
who fike to converse and have fun wilh
For more info, call 725-3201 .
Ihe elderly and should have a patient
For more info call 774-3791.
Grace Paley, award-winning ficlion writer
and sens~ive nalure. The commitmenl
Wolfgang Weingart Portland School of
and poet, will read from her works Oct 28
would be two or three hours per week,
Art will hosta slide lectureOcl24al7 ~m ,
al 8 pm in Chase Hall Lounge, Bales
from approximalety 9:3(}-11 :15 am and
619 Congress SI. Weingarl leaches'tyCollege, Lewislon . Free. Call 786-6330
11 :3(}- 12:30 am. Here's an opporlunily
pography allhe Basel School of Design,
for more info.
10 make new friends and see Ihe pleaSwilzerland, where he focuses on con"How You Can Survlv. and Profit In
sure you give others as you molivale
venlional andcompulerexperimenls with
Tough Times" Portland Service Corps
Ihem 10 join in activities. Cailihe Volun·
Iypography. For more info call77~3052 .
of Relired Executives (SCORE) will give
leer Center a1874-1ooo for more info .
a new workshop for relailers Ocl24 from
The Center for Therapeutic Recre1-4 pm at Iheir offices at 66 Pearl S1. A
ation needs board of direclor members.
video presentalion and discussion foThe board meels once a month and sels
cusing on cUSlomer relations and needs,
policy for Ihe agency. Occasionally, board
gelling ahead of competilion , CUlling
members are assigned or volunteer lor
overhead, banker relalions, spending
various commillee or lask assignmenls,
markel dollars and how 10 sell in lough
such as financial commiUee, personnel,
limes are fealures of the program. A
evalualion and fund raising. Each board
small fee will be charged Call 772-1147
member is asked to give alleasl a onefor more info and reservalions.
year commilment and lend herlhis exMaine Medl. Wom.n will hold an orgapertise in law, advocacy, insurance,fund
nizalional and informalional meeling Ocl
raising managemenl and business. This
24 at 5:30 pm in the Fireplace Room of
is an excellenl opportunily 10 assisl a
Ihe PorUand YWCA, 87 Spring S1. MMW
non-profil agency in providing quality
is a slalewide nelwork 01 professionals
services 10 individuals with handicaps.
in communicalions including newspaTo volunleeryourservices, call the United
pers , radio & TV, graphiC design ,
Way's Volunleer Cenler at 874-1000.
freelance wrilers, public relations and
The Governor Baxter School for the
markeling women , and desktop publishDeaf needs an assistanl 10 Ihe Deaf
ers. This meeting is beiog held 10 plan
Adull Ed. Direclor. Dulies would include
the '91-'92 MMW season and 10 inlrohelping with Ihe deaf adult program, leleduce MMW to anyone wilh an interesl in
phoning, copying, typing and word proleaming whal membership can do for
cessing . Volunleer should have a desire
them. For more info call Mary or Sheila al
to work wilh deaf adulls and sign lan871 -7277 or 773-4495.
guage knowledge is helpful. Pallence
Proprioceptive Writing Center is olferand understanding of communicalion
ing a writing workshop Nov 1 -3. Calilhe
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
barriers is necessary. Volunleer will recenler (39 Deering SI, Porlland) al772Power) is a diverse group of volunteers
ceive free sign language classes and
1847
for
more
info
and
regislralion
.
united in anger and committed 10 nonviogain exposure 10 Ihe deaf culture. Call
lent, direct aclion 10 end the AIDS crisis. Tradltlon81 Native Am.rlcan Teachlhe Volunteer Center at 874-1000.
Ing. David M. McCart ("Inyan Tanka') Jack EI.m.ntary School needs a vo~
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7-9
w~1 offer Iwo presentalions: "The Red
pmatlhe People's Building , 155 Brackett
unleer classroom assistant to be there
Road : An Introduclion to Tradilional NaSI, Pordand. New members are always
for individual ch~dren or smaU groups :
live American Teachings,' Ocl25, from
welcome. For more inlormalion , write to
lislening 10 them read or helping with
7 :3O-9 :3pm, for $10. The second will be
ACT UPlMaine, P.O. Box 5267, Portmath or science or social studies projects,
a weekend workshop Ocl 26-27, from
land 04101 , lei. 774-7224.
sharing career experiences and being a
10-5 each day, lor $85, including admis"Anima and AnImus" The C.G. Jung
good role model. The assislanl should
sion 10 Ihe Friday fiNe talk. Bolh events
Cenler for Studies in Analytical Psycholbe patienl, enlhusiaslic and have an
will lake place al 101 Maine SI,
ogy presenls a lecture by Ann and Barry
inlerest in and concern for children. Call
Brunswick.
Call
725-6370
for
more
info.
Ulanovon the drama of self-support, an
Un~edWayVolunleerCenler : 874-1ooo.
exploration of the cenlral importance of "Transportation via Wat.r - A Maine Retlr.d S.nlor Volunteer Program
Tradition" Ben Fuller will leclure as
Ihe archelypes of contrasexuality, the
Your communily needs your skills and
part of Maine Marilime Museum's fall
clues Ihey provide 10 human identity,
knowledge. The RSVP, a program Ihal
leclure series Ocl 22 at 5 :45 pm. The
and Ihe support they offer 10 the emergplaces people 60 and older in meaningcost is $3 lor MMM members, $5 for
ing person from the firsl claims of the ego
ful volunteer jobs, can malch your abiliCall
443-1316
for
further
info.
olhers
.
10 the forging of a malure self. The
ties 10 those community needs. OpporUlanovs' lalest book is "The Healing "The World of Genealogy" Walker Melunilies 10 help include listening reading
morial Library is hosting Ron BremerOcI
lmaginalion: The Meeting of Psyche and
aloud to school children in Greater
17 from 3-5 pm for aseminarwith inlo lor
Soul." Ocl 18at7:30pm, Kresge AudiloPorUand's schools; leaching a group of
both the beginner and the more adrium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free.
seniors in Portland how to fashion crafl
vanced : intro and organizalion, speedFor more Inlo, call 72~3201.
items for a Christmas Fair; hefping to sel
ing up your genealogy, little-known
The C_co Bay Greens will hold their
up and laking tickets for a counlry fair.
sources, laws & rulesofgenealogy,quesmonthly meeling Ocl 20 al 6 :30 pm on
You can make a real contribution by
lions & answers. Free to the public, bUI
the second Ooor of Ihe People'sBuilding,
commilingjuslone morning oraft9moon
donal ions 10 Ihe library appreciated. Call
155 Brackell SI, Portland. The public is
a week. Call Priscilla Greene al n~
Karen Sherman al 854-0630 for info.
inViled. Call 774-4599 for more info.
6503 for further inlo.
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CLOCK

Finding wonder atop
Mt. Washington
A funny thing happened on the way to the top of Mt. Washington. Actually, it was a peak called Eagle Crag, but that was close
enough when six fortland high school students (from PREP) were
sent out into the White Mountains to further their education
outside the classroom. Assisting were two Chewonki guides, two
Naval petty officers and this PREP teacher. Our mission was as
follows: to survive as a team, to have fun, and to learn some
valuable stuff about life.
All the goals were accomplished, some with more difficulty
than others. There was a moment of truth in this three-day
odyssey that proved there was a greater force behind it all. Some
might call it God, others Mother Nature, still others fate. Whoever
was in charge gave us an awesome sight we'll remember the rest
of our days.
After hiking four miles up unforgiving rock face, forest, heavy
fog and nasty cold mist, we reached the peak of Eagle Crag. At the
top more lousy weather was
there to greet us. After 10
minutes of preparing a modest
trail lunch with iodized stream
water, the miracle occurred . The wet, gray clouds lifted, and gave
us a glorious view of the surrounding mountain range.
The secret of good entertainment is to leave your audience
wanting more. Entertainment as we once knew it was blown
away. The clouds continued to lift until there were 360 degrees of
blazing, breathtaking fall foliage -like we were in the middle of
a bowl of Trix with mountains for the box top.
The view was too much to handle and the ultimate master of
ceremonies must have known this because she mysteriously
brought all the dank dark clouds back, covering up OUT scenic
piece of heaven.

outside

The dramatic timing of this inexplicable natural phenomenon
was reminiscent of the Red Sea, Lourdes and Bobby Thompson's
home run. You had to be there .
The six PREP students survived nicely. Oh, sure, there were
petty arguments, grumpy hikers, and a few expletives that got by
the censors . But fun happened, if not in buckets at least in
moments. And as for that education thing, you could trade in four
~ears of Harvard tuition to have seen the eighth wonder of the
world at the top of Eagle Crag.

Mike Quinn

HELP

Anorexla"Bulimla Anonymous is a fellowship of individuals who share their
experience , slrenglh and hope wilh each
olher, that they may solve their common
problems and help themselves and olh ers 10 recover from ealing disorders. II is
our philosophy 10 find altern ale coping
mechanisms, olher than food, as well as
to find our lrue identilies, olher than
through our ealing disorders. By sharing
wllh N3A members, we explore moving
towards becoming active participants in
life. Anonymily is Ihe foundation of this
support group. N3A is facilitaled by recovered people. Meets every Friday from
6-7 :30 pm al Weslbrook Community
Hospilal, 40 Park Road, Weslbrook. Call
854-8464 lor further info.
Bereav.ment Support Group now forming in Windham. We can help each other
feel better and heal ourselves. Donation .
Call Hal Mermelstein al 892-9042.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Support
Group meels the first and third Sunday
of fiNery monlh from 4-5:30 pm al Mercy
Hospital in the small aUditorium on B-2.
For more info call 77~221 9.
O.C,D. Support Group meels weekly on
Fridays al 6-7 :30 pm, Mercy Hospital,
Upper Audilorium. Portland. Free. For
more informalion, call 773-0976.

Dlabet •• Support Group Sponsored by
the Visiling Nurse Service of Soulhem
Maine, Ihis monlhly support and education group for diabetics and other interesled persons provides a place for sharing and problem solving around the many
facels of diabeles. Informalion and educalion is provided by a reg islered nurse
and a variety of guesl speakers. All meelings are heldallhe VNS' Saco Office, 15
Induslrial Road. Free. For more informalion, call 284-4566 or 1 -8O().660 -4VNS .
Divorced P .....pectlv•• is a weekly meeling held Wednesdays at 7 pm , al
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
Woodford SI, Portland. For further informalion, call n4-HELP .
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Portland Confldenlial support group meeting
Monday nighls in room 112 at the Dana
Heallh Center, Maine Medical Center,
PorUand. For more info, call 774 -4357.
Inc•• t Survivor Group for women survivors of sexual abuselincesl held weekly
at Womenspace Counseling Cenler in
Portland. All groups are facilitated and
strictly confidential. For more info, call
Vivian Wadas, M.A., aI87HI377.
Ingraham Volunt_rs Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. CaM 774-HELP.
It'. P.O.S,S,I,B,L.E. (Parlners of Survivors Slop Incest by Learning and Educaling) offers phone support, workshops
and sell-help support groups. Portfand
group meels bimonthly. For more info,
call 1-547-3532.

Need to Talk? Dial Kids holline Is for
leens who have a problem or need to
lalk. The holline is open from 2:3(}-5 pm
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other
leens who are well trained to lislen and
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
when the caller is in danger. Topics
discussed on Ihe hotline range from family and school to sexuality and relationships, peer relalions, birth control, loneliness, substance abuse & suicide. If you
need 10 lalk, call 774-TALK.
Cancel" Support Group The Visiting
Nurse Service of Southem Maine hold
this monlhlysupportandeducalion group
enabling Ihose affecled by cancer 10
help olhers, providing informal ion aboul
resources and helping 10 decrease Ihe
anxielies fell by those diagnosed and
their families. Info and supporl is facililaled by social workers, nurses,
oncologislS, nUlritionists and cancer survivors. All meelings are held at the VNS
Saco Office at 15 Induslrial Park Rd, at
no cosl. Call 284-4566 or 1-8oo-66(}4VNS for more info.
Out for Good A lesbian discussionlSupport group meelS each Thursday from 79 pm in Saco. Topics vary weekly. $1
weekly donalion . Non-smoking, chemfree meeling . For info, call 247-3461 .
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian , Bisexual and Ouestioning
Youth , offers support and inlormalion for
young people 22 and under, in a safe
environmenl, every Friday from 7:3(}9 :30 pm al the Preble Sireel Chapel,
comer of Preble and Cumbertand avenues. For informalion, wrile or call:
Outrighl, P.O. Box 5028, Stalion A, Portland 04101, leI. 774-HELP.
The Path of Recovery Pordand Sufi
Order offers a series of small meelings
involving meditation based on Ihe Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayal Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spiriluality
inlo our lives. Meetings are modeled
aller 12-Slep groups and welcome anyone wilh a desire 10 recover from addictions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodfords
Congregalional Church, 202 Woodfords
SI, Portland. Open 10 the public. Donalions are welcome. For more info, call
Jan a1878-2263 or Eli at 774-1203.
Portland Parent Support Group sponsored by Mainely Families is now meeting weekly althe PorUand W.I.C. offICe,
222 SI. John St (rear) fiNery Wed eve
from 7-9 pm. Parenls meel 10 gel support and guidance from olher parenls
who share similar experiences in raising
pre-teens and adolescenls, while Ihey
learn new skills to help prevenl problems
before Ihey occur. Open 10 all parenls al
no charge. For further inlo call Mainely
Families al PROP, 874-1140.
Senior Outreach Services In response
to Ihe needs of older people, Soulhern
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing Senior Outreach Services 10 the following locations: Agency's offices al237
Ox lord SI, Pordand, every Friday from
10 am-I pm; Pride's Corner Congregational Church, 235 Pride St, Weslbrook,
firsl Thursday of each monlh, for residents of Weslbrook and Gorham, from
10 am-I ; Ross Center, 38 Washinglon
SI, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
month , for residenls of Biddeford, Saco
& OOB, from lOam- 1 pm. An Elder
Advocate will be available 10 assist residenls with lheir aging-relaled issues and
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
housing , social security, elc. This service is provided free of charge. 775-6503
or 1-800-427-741 1.
Special Interest AAMeetlng for People
Living With AIDS meets weekly on
Tuesdays al8 pm allhe PWA Coalilion,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeling
designed 10 provide a safe space in
which 10 discuss HIV issues, while living
posilively sober. This meeling is open
only 10 those who have lesled HIV/Positive or have been diagnosed wilh AIDS.
For more inlormation, call 871-921 1.
Tran.plant Support Group H.O.P.E.
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a
stalewide syslem of support for persons
with mness or injUry Ihal prevents Ihem
from living life in the manner 10 which
Ihey had been accu Slomed. If you are
wailing or have had a Iransplant of any
kind , we would like you 10 join us every
Wednesday from 6-8 pm, al Uniled MethodistChurch, 618 Washington Ave, Portland. Handicapped accessible . For further information, call 1-800-339-4673.
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HOW TO SUCCEED AT
VOICE-OVERS
Learn the art ofmaking voice-over commercial
spots for radio and television.
Instructor: Daniel Levine has produced hundreds of
commercials for a variety of organizations, locally
and nationally
Saturday, October

26, 9:00 - 11 :00
$55.00

a.m_

Tuition:

For mor~ information contact:
Community Programs
University of Southern Maine
68 High Street, Ponland, ME 04101

874-6500

() University of Southern Maine

BOOKS ETC

FREE BOOK
One Free with 10

Book Card

::"L=-=---~

For gifts or for yourselff
Start your Book Card Now,
38 Exchange St. • In the Old Port· 774-0626 • Mon, - Sat. 10-6, SUIL 12-5

Tired of Credit Companies Calling You?
Interested in a Fresh Start?

\
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STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ,
Attorney at Law
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50 EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND MAINE
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Maine's; Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ouotel'
Summer's over and
the Hometeam has reclaimed
---------{}Your parking space & seat
are here for you.

n.,s

So come on down to

8-'$--.

Mixing Good Peopk, Good Food
and Good Drinks for 13 Years,

772-4828
• Continued on page 26
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BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?

,.

FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
Need a Private
Dining Room with
Great Food G Ambiance?

I

I:

Call for menu information.

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
•!

769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 arn-9 pm . Sat 5-9:30 pm . Sun 5-8 pm

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

• Cmtlb"",d from p<lgt 25

HELP

Tranuupport A poor support group lor
transsexuals, cross-dressers, their
friends and families who desire a beUer
underslanding of gender-related issues.
We a.urently rMet on Ihe second Sunday of each monlh at 6 pm. For more
Inlo, write to Transsupport, PO Box
17622, Portland 04101,
WINGS A non-profit organization thai
serves single parents. New support
groups for 1991-92 will rMetThursdays
from 7-9 pm. For info, call 767-2010,
Women and Overwork: A Path to Balance Oct 19, 9-4, Allen Avenue Unilarian Church, Allen Avenue Extension,
Portland, Presenters are Barbara Sirois
Babkirlland Susan Davis Doughty, Learn
the dHlerence between overworll and
worll addiction and how 10 create balance In your IHe, $75, Send check to
Susan Doughty, 199 Edwards St, Portland 04102, Or call 761-0071 ,
Youngat' WldowonlWldows Support
Group Man and women SO or younger
who have experienced the death of a
spouse wilhin Ihe last Ihree years are
invited 10 aUend a support group to help
and encourage each other Ihrough the
nonnalgrief process, Eight meetings will
be held in Yarmouth on Tues eves beginning in September, For further info,
call 846-5285 or 846-9480,
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Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

Spc)nsc~red

Entertainment

by: Intown Portland Exchange, Casco ~ay Weekly,
Maine Times, WMGX and Leavitt & Parns

Bah. Yoga It is time you got your en- L.L Bean'. Outdoor DlscovOfY Program offers "Antarctica," from which
lightenment Costs no money, just a deyou11leam more about the hiStory, natusire 10 know yourself, Wednesdays at 7
ral legacy and conservations issues 01
pm in !he faaJlty lounge in USM PortIands
the great continent with geologist John
Campus Center, Come and find out il
SpieUSlOesser, who has visited Ihe r.
self-realization is lor you. Call 767-4819
gion eight times, His slides and discusfor more inlo,
sion will provide wonder1ul images of this
Screening Mammograms Martin's Poinl
remote and massive land and its fasciHealth Care Center is offering screening
nating marine life and birds, Free, Oct
mammOgrams at a reduced rate for the
25, lrom7:30-9 pm, atCascoSt Conferentire month olOctober, in recognition of
ence Center, Freeport For more info,
October as National Breast Cancer
cal 865-4761 , exl 7800 or 800-341-4341,
Awareness Month, Martin's Point is 10ext 7800 10 register.
cated on Veranda Street in Portland,
Call 774-5801 lor more info.
Maino Women Outdoors sponsors hiking, biking and camping trips for women
Stretching the Spirit A yoga dass 01
18 years of age and older. For more
gentle brealhing and stretching ending
information, call Sandy at 657-5134 or
in deep relaxation, All are welcome to
Karen at 797-3006,
this aeative approach to body, mind and
spiritual wen-being, Please bring a mat Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
Wednesdays from 5:3(H;:3O pm, Satur(MOAC) brings together people who
enjoy !he outdoors, MOAC offers trips
daysfrom9-10amatlheSwedenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Pordand, $3
and events to people of all skill levels,
beginner to expert, All are welcome to
donation, For more info, cal 772-8277,
aU8nd Ihe monlhly meetings, highlighted
Chi Ch'uan is an ancient Taoist
by a slide presentation, UpcomingactiviChinese martial arts system based on
ties: Oct 19, Leader's Choice Dayhike,
menial and physical balance, unity and
call 772-0583; Oct 19, Moonlight Hayharmony. Excellent for spirMual growth,
ride, call 775-3697; Oct 24, Pumpkin
raciant physical health and unequaled in
Carving, call 871-7028; Oct 24, 6 pm,
reducing the effects of stress and teninformational and planning rMeting in
sion In one's ife, Also an effective melhod
Waterville at Boys and Girts dub, CaH
of developing nUidity, awareness, locus
Mary at 873-0684 (days) or 872-6891
and peace within oneself, Beginners'
(eves), Oct 25-27, Black Angel Trail
through advanced classes, including
Maintenance, call 773-0476, EveryTues
Push-Hands, VISitors welcome, For fur& Thur, after worll leg stretch around
ther info, call Gene Golden at n2-9039,
Baxler Blvd. leave at 6:30 pm from
The ToonIYoung Adult Clinic is a place
Payson Park, For Updated trip info, call
to go if you have a health concem or
the OUtdoor HoUine at 774-1118. For
medical problem, need a sports/school
club and membership inlo, cal Carey at
physical done, or have birth control is772-9831 ,
sues 10 deal with, Open to anyone 13-21 ,
every Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland, Call 871-2763 for an appointment
Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm,
Work and Manhood Counselors Mark
Nakell and Pierre Shevenel will address
worll as livlihood, as creative expression, as victimhood, as meaning, as labor, as play, as product, as self-<lefinition, as competition, as transformation
and as manhood, What works lor you?
This Iree program, one of a series, is
sponsored by Mercy Hospital and USM,
and will be held Oct 23 from 7-9 :30 pm In
Mercy'S Medical Stall Memorial Audilorium, 144 State St, Pordand, For more
info, can 879-3486,
YMCA Young Fathers' Program Advocacy and support for falhers ages 14-24
w~h individual case management, coun·
seling and an ongoing support group
Monday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave, For more info. call
Steve Ives at 874-111 L

ral

FOR

Buddhist-Oriented Meditation Group
now meeting every Sunday, Irom 10-11
am, at 1040 Broadway, S , Portland, Small
donation- For more info, can 774-2174,
FemlnlstSplr1tual Community of Portland will be holding an annual fall retr9at
for women only, Oct 18-20, Call 7979217 lor furfler info,
Free Spinal Health Exams October is
National Spinal Health Monlh, and in
"Chickens Are People, Too· PorUand's
honor of this momentous day, Chirovery own radio show just for kids from 9praclors in Partnership wilh the Commu10 am Sacurdays, 90,9 WMPG-FM, For
nity will perform a health check on you
more info call 773-6733 or 780-4974,
Oct 19, in exchange lor canned goods
How Weather Works Come find out how
and clothing 10 be donated to Preble
weather works with WCSH-TV meteoStreet Resource Center, Each exam will Bird W.lk Tour of the Wells R_rve
rologist Russ Murley in a two-session
include case history, neurological exam
at Laudholm Farm locusing on birds, 7
dass at Ihe Children's Museumof Maine,
& postural analysis, Call 10 schedule with
am on Oct 19, Wells National Estuarine
746 Stevens Ave, Portland (on the camyour local sponsor: A Better Way
Research Reserve in Wells , Call 64&
pus of Westbrook College), The lirst
Chiropractic . Portland, 879-L1FE ;
1555 for more info,
session is Oct 19, frflm 1 :30-2:30 pm, at
Yarmouth Chiropractic, 846-1481 ; eMCO Bay Bike Club meets the third
the museum, The second dass will be
Chiropractic Family Wellness Center,
held Oct 26 at WCSH studios, The proTuesday of every month at 7 pm in the
883-5549,
gram is free with museum admission ,
Portland Salety Building (police station)
An Introductory Meditation Course
Children must be school-age, and acon Middle Street The public is welcome,
wil be offered by the Friends of the
companied by an adult Reserve a spot
The club o"ers: Evening rides every
Westem Buddhist Order at 222 Saint
by calling 797-5483,
Wednesday at 6 pm, in the Yarmoulhl
John St, Portland, in room 313, The
Freeport area, Leisurely paced 15-20 The Portland Public Library'S
course wil begin on Oct 231rom 7-9:30
Children's Room Schedule for the
miles, low traffic. Dinner alter at a local
pm, The first evening is free, The course
week of Oct 17: Oct 18,10:30 am, Tal9s
eatery, Helmets recommended! Call
wil run for six eves, Medtation is an
lor Twos; Oct 21, 10:30 am. Preschool
Charley at 865-3636 or Ketra at 829excellent method for develOping a calm
Story Time; Oct 23, 9:30 am, Finger Fun
4402 for dates and locations. Every
and concen ..ated mind, as well as infor Babies; Oct 23, 10:30 am, Preschool
Thursday at 6 pm: bike & pizza ride lor
creasing positive emotions. Two tra<ione to two hours along Ihe beautiful
Story Time; Oct 25,10 :30 am, Tales for
tional Buddhist meditation techniques,
coast and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
Twos; Oct 26, 2 pm, Halloween Partysuitable lor people from many spiritual
a Halloween celebration wilh stories,
and Scarborough every . All abilities weltraditions, wilt be taught and practiced.
come, Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route 1 (near
crafts, singing and refreshments, ChilCost: $50, For more inlo, call 642-2128,
Oak Hin), Scarborough, Pizza and s0dren of all ages welcome; costumes may
A MornIng forSonlors and Their Adult
cializing after ride, For more information,
be wom, All programs are free and open
Children wi! be held Oct 19 IJOm 9to the public, Five Monument Square.
call KeMh at 799-1085, Call the 24-hour
noon at BaUer Heahh Care, 208 Fore St,
PorUand, For more inlo, call 871-1700,
hoUineat n4-1118, Bob Murray at 892Portland, A panel of senior heallh care
7029 or Gary Davis at 892-8257 for inlo, A Pumpkin Decorating Contest (noC
professionals wil answer questions from Discover the Socrets of the Fornt
carved) w~1 be held till OcC 19 at South
seniors and their families, Free and open
PorUand Public Library for grades PS-K.
Tum a fall stroll through the woods into a
to Ihe public, For Info cal 772-7772,
1-2 & 3-5, Come in (482 Broadway) or
fascinating learning experience Ihrough
Portland SUfI Order is offers medtation
call for details : 767-7660,
Maine Audubon's Il8ture walks at Mast
sessions based on the works of Hazrat
Landing Sanctuary in Freeport Through Pumpkin Picking and Carving Portland
Ill8yat Khan and PirVilayat Inayat Khan,
Nov 22, trained naturalist guides wi.
Reaeation sponsors pumpkin hunt. hayExperienced teachers will olfersessions
introduce school groups, community
ride and carving, Transportation to the
, working with creative visualization,
groups, scout troops & others to lorest
Good Earlh Farm provided, For kids 6brealh, sound, light and divine qualities,
and wildlile ecology during a 1-112 hour
11 ,Oct 26 lrom9 :30-2, $7, Reiche ComOpen 10 aII- no experience necessary .
munity Center, 166 Bracken St, Portwalk, Wednesdays through Fridays at
Bring a medtalion pillow or bench il
Ihe Sanctuary, Each walk features handsland, Register before Oct 24 by calling
desired, No lee, but donations are grate><
on explorations of topics Including plant
874-8793.
lully accepted, }J, 232 St John St (Union
and animal adaptalions, forest succes- Pumpkin Pictures The Children's ReStation), Room 132, Oct 21 at 7:30 pm,
sion, animal signs, migration & bird study,
source Cenler offers pumpkin pictures
Ziraat, a nature meditation, Is offered
Introductory materials are sent to teachfor ages 3-5 Oct 17, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30 &
Oct 27 at 4:30, For more info, call Hayat
ers and group leaders before each walk,
31 from 10:30-11 :15 am & 1-1 :45 pm,
RickiSchechter aI657-26050r Rosanne
Advance reservations are required and
Cost: $1 per chikt The center is located
at·84!HlO3R For newslener with c0mcan be made byoonlaCting Carol LeMere
at Thompson's PoinC, Portland, Reserplete list of activities, call Eli at 774-1203,
at 781-2330.
vations required; call 773-3045,
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October 17, 1991
Youth Fitness Program The USM lifeline Cenler for Fitness, Recreation and
Rehab will be starting two new sessions
01 Youth Fitness Oct 28 & 29, VouCh
Fitness is a circuit weigh I training and
cardiovascular fitness program designed
for girls and boys, athletes and non·
achletes. ages 13-17, A new after-school The AIDS Project win host an Open
House, Oct 26, from 3-5 pm, as part of
session wil run Mon, Wed & Fri from 3AIDS Awareness Month, Come and lind
4 pm; there will also be a Tues, Thurs &
out about the work 01 your local AIDS
Sat session, Sessions run for eightweeks
project, meet new staff, bring a friend ,
and classes am held in fhe :JSM Lil9line
Refreshments, 22 Monument Square.
Bodyshop at the USM Portland gym on
fifth floor , Call 774-6877 lor more info,
Falmouth Street Fee is $65, Call 780Apple Day Maine Audubon invites fami4170 lor more inlo ,
lies to C9lebrate at Ihis free event Ocl19
from 10·3, fealuring cider pressing and
tasting, guided walks 01 the sancluary at
10 :30 and 1 :30; an aple pruning demoal
noon ; crafts lor children indoors and
games outdoors; videos ; an apple vanety display and activities outside throughout the day , The Ihird annual apple pie
contest will also be held, with pieces sold
after the awarding 01 prizes, Maine
Co-ed Teen Basketball through March
Audubon is located at Gilsland Farm,
26 , KinggymTues& Thurs6·8 pm, Jack
118 Old Route 1, Falmouch, For more
gym Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm, Cost: SO
inlo call Carroll Tieman at 78t -2330 ,
cenls each night Call 874 -8793 lor inh Bet H.'am White Elephan Auction will
Gym Actlvitle. Program USM Lileline is
be held Oct 19 at 7 pm at 111 Wescott
offering memberships to the general
Road, S, Portland, Bidding starts at $5,
public in its gym program at Ihe USM
dessert & coffee . SOISO raffle , For more
PorUand gym on Falmouth Street GAP
info call 879-0028,
offers a weight-training facility, squash , Costume Ball Clean & sober, OcC 191rom
recquelbaM and basketball courts, sauna
9-1 , Temple Bethel. 400 Deering Ave,
and locker room, Several membership
Portland. $4 per person , Call 828-0563
options are available, one month. three
lor more info,
monlhs, six months or a year, Flexible The Enriched Golden Age Center inhours, Ongoing registration, Call 780vites men and women 60 and over to
4t 70 for more info ,
Wednesday luncheons, There is a donaPortland Recreation's Adult Men's
tion 01 $2 and programs are as loIlows :
Basketball consists of pick-Up games
Oct 23, Octoberlesl Celebration, reserevery Mon & Wed, Irom 5:t5-7 pm, Fee
vations required; Oct 30, Halloween
is $2 lor resideny;, $3 for non-residents,
Costume Party , contest and prizes, The
ReicheCommUitityCenter, 166 Brackett
center is located on the ground level of
SI, Portland,
the Salvation Army building , 297
Portland Recreation's Adult Indoor
Cumberland Ave, Portland, Reservations
Volleyball consists of pick-up games
must be made in advance by calling
every Tues & Thurs from 7 :30-9:30 pm,
774-6974,
Cost is $2 for residents, $3 lor non- Free Home Weatherization Workshop
residents , Reiche Corrvnunity Center.
Make your home more effICient, save
166 Brackett St, Portland, Cal 874-8793
money on heating costs, receive a $SO
for more inlo,
materials voucher, This six-hour workPortland Recreation's Men's Basketshop will be offered by the Maine State
ball Pick-up games Saturdays from 2-4
Energy Conservations Division and the
pm will be held at Reiche Communicy
Southam Maine Technical Conege ConCenter, 166 Brackett St, Portland, Cost:
tinuing Ed Division Oct 19 from 9-4 in
$2 for r"sidenls, $3 for non-residents,
Hitdrelh Hall, Room 101, SMTC, AdFor more info, call 874-8793,
vance registration required; call 799The Portland Rugby Club welcomes
7303, x 241new and old players alike to join them in Living Lightly Inlerested in sharing wiCh
experienceing the physical and lastolhers ideas about harmonious co-exisl·
paced game of rugby. We practice on
ence with the all of aeation? Here's the
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6 pm, Fox
place to brainstorm and support each
Street lield, Just off Exit 7 of 1-295 in
olher in bringing forth this dream, Come
Portland. For more Inlo, call Peter at
talk. listen and eat great food at our
829-4607 or Gary at 839-3861 .
monthly potluck supper Ocl 19 at Ihe
The Portland YMCA IS now accepting
Swedenborgian Church , 302 Stevens
registrations for its adult men 's basketAve , Portland, This month wewlU have a
ball Ie ague Get involved in the cenlenspecial workshop on "Electricity, HowTo
nial celebration of baskelball! For more
Use It Wisely & Cheaply,- Bring your
info. call Michael Legage aC 874-1111 ,
eleclric bill and a calculator for this prac·
The Portland YMCA is now accepting
tical learning expenenC9 For more info,
registrations for Its adult co-ed volleyball
call 772-8277,
league CaCch the action , For more info . Maine Parents for GlftedlTalented
call Michael Legage at 874-11 t f ,
Youth provide networking slalewide for
Senior Fitness for Men & Women 55
parents of gifted youth, Monthly newsleland Over USM Lifeline offers classes
ler plus children's newsletter available .
Mondays, Wedn esdays & Fridays from
Call 642-3302 lor schedule of events,
10:30-11 :15 am at the USM Portland New England Boiled Dinner The Miscampus gym on Falmouth Sireet Prosions Dept of the Woodfords Congregagram consists 01 progressive exercises
tional Church (202 Woodlord SI, PortRegistration is ongoing , Call 780·4170
land) will sponsor a dinner Oct 26 , from
for more info,
5-7, in Memorial Hall lor the benefit 01
Ski Fit USM Lifeline is offering this ski
Habitat for Humanity, $5 adults. $3 kids .
conditioning program lor ihecoming seaOpen 10 the public, Tix sold at doo" Call
son , This three-month program is de774-8243 with questions,
signed to help individuals work on car- The South Portland Music Boosters
diovascular condilioning, muscle
wi! host Iheir annual marching band
strength and endurance, Individually la~
competition -Music in Motion' at the S,
lored lor the downhill or cross country
Portland High School athletic field Oct
skJe" Ski Fit is conducted in the lifeline
26 at 6 pm, As many as 16 Maine high
Bodyshop at the USM Portland gym on
school bands will be competing, The US
Falmouth Street Participants make their
Coast Guard Academy drum & bugle
own schedules, Flexible hours, Regiscorps will also perform in exhibition,
tralion is ongoing, Call780-4170 lor inlo, Southworth Planetarium Astronomy
ThIrtysomething Soccer A group of inshows take place at 7 pm Fri & Sat; laser
dividuals Irom the PorUand area, ages
light shows, 8:30 pm Fri & Sat The
30 andover, meet to play soccer Sunday
planetarium is localed in the Science
eves at 6 pm on thelowerlield behind the
Builcing, USM Portland, Admission : $3
high school in Cape Elizabeth, Events
adults, $2,SO children/seniors; for reserinclude pick -up games , challenge
vations & special presentations calt
matches with olher area clubs and occa780-4249, •
sional toumamenCs, For more info, call
767-7122,

ETC

SPORT

Starring ...
They don't call them stars for nothing.
We'd like you to move back - way
back, say one or two light years - and
try to identify the luminary at the right.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There
is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The second-prize
winner receives two free passes to The
Movies on Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span, Only one
entry is allowed per person per week.

All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wednesday, Oct.
23. The solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the Oct. 31 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #93
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle #91
(Track record)
POSITION
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

HORSE
"Wearing Silver"
"Gold's Pony"
"Black's Stallion"
"Carrying Green"
"Brown's Mount"

JOCKEY
C. Green
M. Brown
W. Silver
S. Black
P.Gold

COLORS
green
black
gold
brown
silver

This week,
Yannouth's Christine Manderson and
a friend will dine at
Alberta's.
Falmouth's Katie
McCrann and a
friend will take in a
movie at The
Movies at Exchange
Street.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)
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roommates
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE, MATURE
house mate wanted, NlS, to share quiet,
comfortable, sunny Victorian with 40's professional woman. Fireplace, laundry, yard,
garden. $3201mo. includes all utilities. 7721831. Leave message.

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD

body & soul
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an opponents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid
system based on meditation in movement.
Excellenlforspiritual growth, radiant physi cal health and unequaled in reducing the
effects of stress and tension in ones life.
Beginners through advanced classes, including Push-Hands. Visitors welcome .For
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
The art of being yourself. The art of being
creative. Mark Nakell- Psychotherapist,7734413.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist.
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches,
neckandshoulderstiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic performance. Byappointmenl,
865-0672.

CLIENT-CENTERED MASSAGE THERAPY
and BODYWORK: Take some time to give
yourseH exactly what you want. October
Special, $25 full session. Andrea E. Price,
Licensed Massage Therapist, Portland.8710121 .
MAYBE SOMEDAY... '92 calendars are in,
folks, don't waste a minute! We also have
thoughtful children's books, health & healing, Eastern philosophy, appropriate games
and toys, and alternative magazines. 195
Congress on Munjoy Hill. 773·3275. Hours
1-6.
FREE lecture on how POLARITY THERAPY
as consciousness orientated touch works
to bring you through the translormative
process lowards sen realization. Lead by
Nancy Risley, author with over 20 years
experience in Holistic healing field and
founder of the Polarity Realization Center.
Sunday, Oct. 20th, 11 a.m. at Mad Horse
Theatre, Portland, Maine. Information call
7744:XJ7.

OPENINGS IN ONGOING WOMEN 'S
THERAPY GROUP. Thefocus- bUilding upon
recovery work in progress. Wednesday 6:157:45 pm. Call Diane Paige, M.A. 828-0526
or Jane McCarty, LCSW, 761-7783 for information .
DREAM GROUP LOOKING FOR a couple of
new members. Meets Thursday evenings.
If interested please contact Nishit Mehta,
772-4126.
PARTNER'S OF INCEST SURVIVOR'S support group now forming to offer support,
education and feedback with issues like: the
impact of incest on the partner and survivor, getting needs mel, intimacy, trusl and
sexuality. Contact Paulette M. Bonneau,
LCSW, aI775-1849.
BALANCING YOUR BODY- A 2 day workshop, (11/2 & 11/3), for beginners, Understand how you damage your body and can
correct it. Learn a simple movement program you can do long after the workshop is
over- to restore graceful, pain-free move ment to your body. For info call Caroline
Loupe- 871 -8274.

I

Ongoing Men's Group in
Falmouth has space available
for new members.
Meets Wednesday evening,
5 :30-7
For more informatior1, conlact
Howard Lehrer, LCSW
Counseling Services of
Scarborough,
883-9040,
or Jerry Grondin, MAE
Greater Portland Counseling
Cenler, 781-4226

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor
The Hole /fl the Soul Gang!
A Women's Therapy Group.
Openings beginning
September 23.

874-0526

Expressive Therapy Center

WORKSHOP: HEALING YOUR SCAPEGOAT
IMAGE.Salurday, 1112191, 10a.m.-3p .m.,
Saco Bay Counseling, Saco. $30 (or $25
before 10123). Janet Maynard, M.S., Elaine
Goodrich, LCSW.Call934-1212, 967 -4064.
GROUP FOR WOMEN GOING THROUGH
DIVORCE, nowforming. Group goal to support and empower women moving Ihrough
the emotional and legal divorce. Facilitated
by Diane Paige, MA, psychotherapist specializing in work wilh women , changing
families, persons "dealing with " abusive
family histories. Greater Portland,828-0526.

MEN'S GROUP

BALANCE YOUR BODY Workshop
' Rediscover the healing, natural rippling motion of the spine

I~I
li~~~I£.~~*~1:
~
rcleaslflg stored memo ry through touch , m oveme nt,
dial ogue, imagU13tion and, humor. .
A gentle integration of body, rrund and Splfll.

871·8163 in Portland CAROL
363-8939 in York

V. JENKINS, M.A., c.R.S.

HAVE YOU LOST TOUCH WITH
YOUR BODY?
USE YOUR MIND TO HEAL YOUR BODY

Holistic health measures that apply LO a variety of menLaI. and phys ical
problems will be discussed. Come and lc.arn about the Mmdoody
Integration Program, a course that starts m late October.

You Are Invited To A

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

Presented by Conrad R. WU.rtz, ~h .D .
Licensed Psychologtst
7 PM, Monday, October 21 , 1991

at
New Meadows Inn, West Bath
Dircctions: From US Route I, take West Bath exil. At end of ex it, turn lefl.
At SLOp sign tum right, New Meadows Inn will be on you r lefl.

$12

add't
weeks

$6

$8

each additional word .25¢
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds, 20 word limit.

DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

9:00 - 4:30
For information call :
Rick Lynch 874-0681
Mark Nakell 772-4413

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

772-6411

Portland Yoga Studio
Certified Iyengar Yoga

-When you are fully in Ih e
you meer the soul.•

bod,,'

- B .K.S 1)I""'€4"

A SYSTEMATtC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAtN

Elaine & Francis

McGillicuddy' 797-5684

II A R R A S E EKE T HEALTIl

&

WiU Taylor , MD - 174 SOUlh Freeport Road - Freeport

865.1469

POlARITY
THERAPY TRAINING
Le.arn

(0

work w ith Lhe Healing Energy

142 High St.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Licensed Clinical Social 'Mlrker

160 hou r weekend Certification Program

Il<stN Noy. 16·17.

Polarity Realization Center
Scarbo rough 772-0066

- Recovery Issues
· Women's Issues
-Sexuat Abuse
Treatment

o body & eoul
o roommates
Oaptelrent
Ohou_'rwnt
o officeelrent
o studioel.. nt
o ....a.onall.. nt
o ..at estate
Oeuctions
Ochildcarw
o help w.nted
o job. wanted

Individual,
Couple,
Group,
Family
Psychotherapy

o buainea service.

o bu.ines. opportunities

Classified eds must be paid for in advance wAh cash,
personal check, money Older, Vi"" 01 Mast...card. Lost
& Found items listed free . CIas8Jfred ads are
non-refundable.
shall not be liable lor any
typographical errors, omisstorlS , or changes 11 the

Are you co nfused and frustrated by relatio nships?
A successful relationship is a SKll.L that CAN be LEARNED.
Our 4 sessio n workshop will focus on:
• relationship strategies and options for the 1990's
• identifying your relationship needs (and blind spots)
thru personality profile testing
_ u nderstanding (& successfull y deal ing with) the
personality type that you are repeatedly attracted to
• identifying w hat is a "fatal attraction" for you
• lea rn ing safe sex and sexu al options
Four 1 1/2 hour even ing sessio ns, $99. All w o rksh o ps
co ndu cted in small gro ups by award winning university
lecturer, autho r, and therap ist, Dr. Glenn R. Robmso n.

51 Ocean Ave., Portland
Call 773-5573 for registration and/or information

ORDER FORM

o dating ....rvice.
o stuff for aate
o garagelyard sales
o wanted
Ocomputerw
o mu.iclinstrument.
o wheel. ,
o theater arta
Oleaming
o pubtic:lotiona

o anima'"
o lost & found (free)
o legal notice.
o bulletin board

ad which do not affect the valiJe 01 content, 0<
8ubstantially change the meanng of the ad. C redrt wi!
be iesued when a viable error has been

deter ~ ined

within one week of publication. Tear sheets available
for $2/copy.

PART -TIME ROOMMATE WANTED to share
nice large Portland home w/prof. M & F.
Perfect for sales person or Airline personnel. Reduced rent. 772-7317.
GRAD STUDENTI YOUNG PROF. sought to
share cooperative household with law student and art teacher. $290/mo. +heat. Cozy
8 room house with fireplace near law school.
Call 871-7212. Leave message.
SUNNY, SPACIOUS, QUIET 2 BR, 2 LR apt.
to share with 1 person. Great condition,
hardwood IIoors, near USM. I am F grad
student wl2 cats. $3OO/mo. +utils. Available now. 775-5865.

RESPONSI BLE MIF ROOMMATE wanted 10
share apt. with two males. Nice view on
Tyng St. in Portland. $166/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Call Scott, 871-1)126 and leave
message.

REHAB

207-775-1849

NORTH DEERING 10 ROOM insulated Colonial needs professional MIF 25+, 2 LR's,
family rm ., pets negotiable, w/d,iII. yard,lg.
rooms! closets. $295 includes everything
except effICient FHW oil. 878-2312.

HOUSEMATE WANTED, MIF, to share Ig. 3
BR2nd IIoorapt., near Deering center. WID,
no pets, NlS. Call 772-8465.

Listen to someone you can trust. .. Yourself!
BIOFEEDBACK is Whole Body Learning

Your classified ad: ____________________

FINE PRINT

caw

Saturday, November 9

775-6601

CATEGORIES

RATES

31 to 45 words

Join us in moving
from 's tuckness to
empowerment

Your mind and body arc not really separate. Find out how you can
improve your health through easily learned tcchniques that can restore the
body's natural balance and bring an increased sense of controlLO your hfe.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

$9

A Workshop for Men

874·234 1

of lhe Life Force

For more infom1ation cal1 : 729-99 16

Up to 30 words

Mediw."on- m-Mouon

The Next Step

PhoeniX Rising Yoga Therapy
K lnl Chandler
10 Exchange ST

Carolinc Loupe· Dircctor - 150 &int John Strcct - Tcl871.827 4

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

1 week

'1 NNE It 'r 1 G H ;:rr
Kripalu Yoga

GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE MIF to share
new contemporary cape in Scarborough.
Nice quiet neighborhood, near beaches.
$350 +112 utils. 883-8454.

ROOMMATE WANTED MIF. Woodfords
area, clean, courteous, energy conservative
person to live in beautiful house. Call 8790725 after 6:15 p.m.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 2112 BR
house, East End, $250/mo., heat, HW, and
eleclric included . OIl-street parking, yard,
washer. Call 774-7905.
LARGE SCREEN T.V.- Roommate wanted.
Washington Ave.- 2nd IIoor, 3 BR, spa·
cious, WID . S225 +utils., sec. dep. 8796088 ASAP, avail. now.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, Nis FEMALE
ROOMA TE WANTED to share cozy house in
qUiet, safe neighborhood with large private
yard and parking. Mustvalue privacy and be
committed to keeptng the house clean and
comfortable. Spacious, sunny living room
with fireplace, bright working kitchen with
dishwasher and storage space. Avail.
immed. $300 + utilities. Call 775-0205,
leave message. Security deposil and references.
SPACIOUS LlVINGARRANGEMENTforprofessional or student in safe Western Prom
household. On bus line. No fumishings
required. Reasonable rentlorshort or long
term possibility. 772-1402.
2 BR TO SHARE· Spectacular view, walking
distance to Old Port, partially fumished. NI
S. $4oo/mo. including utilities. 772-2654.
SEEKING ALTERNATIVE WOMAN to share
log house on private road in Brunswick.
$275 +1/2 utilities. 725-7154.
OAK HILL- SCARBOROUGH. Private room
and bath. Garage, NIS, NID, no pets. $3001
mo. 1st and last month. 772-2518.
32 Y/0 MALE with spacious West End apt.
looking for MIF roommale. $175Imo. +11
2utils. Call 774-4195.
SEEKING NISIF- COUNTRY SETiiNG in the
city. Beautiful, secluded Portland neighborhood. Two of four sunny BR's, great yard,
storage, parking, phone, cable, WID, and
more. $335 +112. 773-8618,772-9557.

Name:_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Address:;..'_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Total words: _ _ _ _ _ __
1st week:. _ _ _ _ _ __
_ .__ add'i weeks at:._ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone:_ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _

Total:._ __ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order
o Visa 0 Mastercard
FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastetcard
Credit Card #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St ..
Exp.date·:..-_ _ _ _ __
Portland, ME 04101

GM AND OF LOOKING FOR GM or tolerant
SM 2 share 2 BR apartment in South Portland, as of November 1. $235 includes all,
for more info call 774-4183.
TO SHARE NICE, QUIET 2 BR condo in
O.O.B. Rentvery reasonable. Questions call
934-7202.
ROOMMATE WANTED BY NOV. 1- Three
seek a fourth for large apartment. We're
responsible, non-conformists looking for
somebody with a similar sense of humor:
warped. $155/mo. +1/4 utilities . 772-8529.

PINE STREET AREA- GM seeks roommate,
MIF to share 2 BR apartment. Gas stove, oil
heat. $200lmo. +112 utilities. Available now.
828-2033.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 10 share
Deering apartment with small, supportive,
alternative family. Smoke-free, drug-free,
chem-free, mostly vegetarian, parking, on
bus~ine, no pets, TV-free. $225/mo. includes most everything. 774-4679.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share sunny, spacious 3 BR, 2 LR apt. Artist couple and their
dog, cat and parakeets. $200/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Call 761-9425.
MIF HOUSEMATE WANTED to share new 3
BR house on 14 wooded acres in StandiSh.
Must be NIS & responsible. $3oo/mo. +1/3
utilities. 642-2534.
AVAILABLE NOV. 15 OR DEC. 1: Responsible female wanted to share sunny, second
IIoor apartment on Munjoy Hill; $290/mo.
includes heat, laundry and parking. (Sec.
dep. $200). 871-8078.
RELIABLE, NIS, ROOMMATE WANTED to
share huge, beautiful, intown apt. wI 1
adult, 1child, 1kitten .Near USM/artschool.
2 LR, 3 BR, kitchen + bath. Easy-going
atmosphere. $2751mo. includes all. Amust
see l Avail. Nov. 1st. Call 871 -1399.

apts/rent
OLD ORCHARD BfACH- Suony 1 or 2 bedroom apartment, newty renovated, new
kitchen. DIW, WIW carpeting, sundeck, 4
minute walk to beach. '10 Fern Park. 5390
& $465 respectively. 773-5573.
WEST END TOWNHOUSE ROOM : Attractive, clean, quietspace in large professional
couples home. Chem·free and NIS. $3101
mo. includes all utilities. Shared living,
kitchen & bath. 775-5022; 1-326-8810.
PORT'S WATERFRONT AT FOOT OF
STREET: 2 BR wI historic brick view channels on centuries old upper India St; across
from restored firebam on same block as
Levinsky's store. Onty $4621mo. includes
heatl hot water & parking. Marigold Inc.
761-1764.
MAINE MED.AREA-Nice one BR studio aot.
No pets. $425 includes utils. 774-8691 or
781 -4590. Leave message. Avail. 1111.
TOPSHAM- ATTRACTIVE 2 BR, 1 112 bath
condominium wliarge attic forstorage. Close
to schools, shopping, and 1-95. $GOO/mo. +
sec. dep. Call 846-5517.
PEAK'S ISLAND. One bedroom heated,
$425, two bedroom with waterview heated,
$550. Spacious rooms, big yard .766-2628.
SOUTH PORTLAND- VERY QUIET 2 bed·
room apartment, cheap to heat! Laundry in
building, parking, secure building. $4951
mo. plus utilities. Sorry, no pets. 799-9265,
please leave message.
ONE WEEK CAPE COD, PROVINCE-TOWN
time share for rent November 2-9. This
studio apartment is also for sale. OIl-season months, November - May. Please call
626-2730. Leave message.
845 CONGRESS ST- Large, sunny 2 BR,
living, dining, kitchen. Available immediately. $480/mo. +utils. 839-6175 or 7720479.
MUSIC LOVERS & MUSICIANS- Conve·
nient intown location, close 10 Old Port.
Roomy, 1 BR in middle floor of brick building at 112 Smith st. Musicians on 1st and
3rd floors rehearse in house. Only $4251
mo. heated, includes parking. For appoint·
ment to see, call Marigold, Inc. 761-1764.

studios/rent

help wanted

STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue. Join
other artisV craft people in building. From
400-1200 sq.ft . Light and heat included.
Parking available. No lease required, call
772..,527.

EVERYDA YIS EARTH DAY! Work to protect
Maine's environment and make Health Care
affordable and accessible to Maine's citi ·
zens. The Maine People's Alliance is hiring
canvassers lor it's Citizen Outreach Pro·
grams. $22O-$300tweek. Jobs based in
Portland. Call 761-4400. .

STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building . All in·
clusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high energy environment. Darkrooms to suites with
views:$125 to $2751mo. 799-4759 or 7997890.

real estate
BEAUTIFUL RENOVATED VICTORIAN
CONDO, Quietbuilding, near Eastern Prom,
2 BR, WIW, appliances, laundry facilities,
12' ceilings, parquet floor, stain glass window, low fees and heat. $85,000. 7730749.

HELP!! HELP!!
WE "NEED"
THE MONEYI

FOR

real
4

80's from $18,388 to
$25,270, 70's $14,995,
$15,771, $22,100 and
$28,979. Double
wides from $24,865 to
$41,428. All one of a
kind. Homes from
Fleetwood,
Henderson, Holly
Park, Mansion and
Norris. (207)
539-4759. Daily 10-7,
Sunday 10-5.

SUNNY,ATTRACTIVELY FURNISHED space
for therapist (Holistic Health practitioner
such as acupuncturist, body worker, etc.).
Excellent location w/parking. Rent on parttime orper client basis. Call 772-1896 or 1326-881 0.
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WANTED: CHILD CARE, 10 hours per week
on Peaks Island. Live-in potential, $5 per
hour. 766-2604.
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Casco Bay Weekly is lookin g f () f a n Ad vcrtbing S,)il':-' \I1 .II1Jg,-'f to
share the leadership of this exciting yo ung compony.
. We are the fastest-growing newspaper in the s tate. We .HC clea nin g
up m a market covered with cobwebs: o nc d ail y has cio!->l'd . the o lh(,f is
down more than 26% from las t year, and the radio statio n ra le cil rJs n .'. lJ
like Stephen King fiction. But Casco Bay Weekly's sail'S h~ vc d o ubh l
during the last 18 months - and are still growing.
You arc an able and dynamic leader with several years of media SJk-s
experience. You are ready.to work hard for a socially co nsci ous yo ung
company. And you arE!'ready to double our sates again w ithin IhrL'C
years.
You will sell and serve clients with zeal; yo u will ins pin· a tak'nh.'C.1
sales staff by your aampl~; you will brainsto rm and C)((,'C Ul l' c osl -t.., (f<.'C h v l'
promotions. and you will work sidc-by-sidc with an ;lggr(·~" !"lvc Edito r/
Publisher /Founder.
Your income will start low - $26k to $31k (plus heolth cu re and
benefits) - but will rise as fast as your deportment's soil'S do . /I hi!;h
achiever will double her or his starting salary within 0 ft'w yeors.
If you know how to sell advertiSing. you know what n..'a l Ica(h 'rs llip
is, and you love this newspaper, submit a coyer k.>ttcr JllIJ n..'~ uml' - in
complete confidence - to:

551A Congress, St .Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Ad Manager Search
CAsco &y Wukly is an J:qw..1 Opporhm Jiy LmpJuy'-r

Charge your Classified ads

by
phone

775-6601.
One owner, spacious 4 bedroom,
2 1/2 bath, tri-Ievel w ith garage. Oak
noors, living room with fireplace,
large family room, applianced
k itchen, economical gas 3-zone
F HW heat (new burner), qUiet
street, nice yard/gardens,
excellent schools. $ 134,900.

Connie Dinsmore,
Mark Stimson Realty
Office : 773-1990
Residence: 892-7725

oUlces/rent
EXCELLENT, BRIGHT, CLEAN, open, new,
multi-purpose space. 1100 sq.ft . Old Port
West. Rent for day, week, or month. Longterm also available. Must be seen to be
appreciated. 871-0112 or 799-1401.

0
J>
rr-

Z

NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionistl secretary, bookkeeper, accounts clerk, warehouse
laborer, construction trades, delivery routes,
hotel, restuarants. Up to $400-$600 weekly.
1·800-832·2626.

LUVHOMES
Rt 26 OXFORD
Quiet Neighborhood

m

:D

ADVERTISING SALES LEADERSHIP

BUILT
MAINE
SAI E

EASTERN PROM APARTMENT ove~ook
ing Casco Bay. Large sunny 2 BR, 2 LR
plant-filled, nurturing ambience to share
with professional woman. NIS, easy-going
mature person wanted . Lots of room for
your things, too. Parking. $325 +112 utils.
775-4941. Please leave message.

"U

BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all ages. For casting info. call
615-779'7111 ext. T-1265.

1-800-551-1738

Rt. 3, Tilton, NH
Daily 11 -6, Closed Wed.,
Sundays 1-5

s:-<

$40,OOOlYR! READ BOOKS and TV scripts.
Fill out simple "Iike/don'tlike" form . EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranleed paycheck. FREE 24 hour re o
cording . 801-379-2925 Copyright
IMEI14EB.

Full nme, General Help
To $14 Hr.

(603) 286-4624

Deering Center

-<

LABORERS

FAIRLANE
MOBILE HOMES

a

m

NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionistl Secretary, Bookkeeper, Accounts clerk, Warehouse laborer, Construction, Trades, Deliv·
erydrivers, Hotel, Restaurants. Up to $400·
$600 weekly 1-800-832-2626.

• 80 ' 2 bedroom, 2 baths
$19,047
• 70' 3 bedroom $14,995
• 52 'X28' $28,722
plus lots of others

and

J>

C
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child care
LOCATED NEAR MILLION DOLLAR BRIDGE,
ChildMind has full and part-time openings.
Program includes sound educational experiences that nurture social, emotional, physical, and intellectual growth and developmen t. Call 799-1987.

business services
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK available todo odd jobs and moving. Very handy
and can fix most anything. Experienced
mover who will move you for less. 7742159 anytime.

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM
Recycles and find out more. Casco Bay
Weekly is using our service and we can
work for you, personally or professionally.
Call Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998.
Todayyou need aPERFECT RESUME. Laser
resumes (Macintosh) for as little as $18.00
Computer resume fax service, laser envelopes, and same-day service available. Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972.
B & B TAXI and PRIORITY DELIVERY Inc.
offers complete lUXUry taxi service 10 and
from the Portland Jetport and throughout
the Greater Portland area. Ourcomfortable,
lUXUry taxi's will safely deliver you or your
packages to any destination.Call 772-2538,
or write P.O. Box 10766, Portland, ME
04104. Commercial accounts welcome.
OK, SO, LETS SEE: You invested thousands in your education, hundreds in your
clothes, and now you're looking for the
cheapest resume you can find. You might
reconsider that strategy, and if you do,
come to L&L Kem for a GREAT resume.
Writing, editing and typesetting services all
available . 477 Congress St., 871-7277.

...
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business services
Jean Ph1llppe LeFevre
- QualilyPlaster Repair· Taping
Painting - Interior & Exterior
Woodwork Restoration· References
General Contractors ~come

dating services
U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo brochure and details of beautiful, faithful, marriage-minded ladies from overseas, write:
P.O.Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or
call 702-451-3070, leave mailing address.

774-2984

LAS E R
CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING

$5

4~~R

CARTRIDGE
100% GUARNflEE
FREE PlCK-UP
&DEUVERY

People hesitant to call a
dating service-until they
learned about the
NEWWAVTO
MEET IN THE 90s.
w. _y /m".,., __om _peeiiU
.,.,,,.nnD to know you.

883-1066
Portland

VOICE LESSONS- Beginners to advanced.
"Free Your Voice Inside". Jazz improvisation & Classical technique. Your choice of
material! Call Diana Hansen, Yarmouth,8465712.
CAN'T DRAW? TAXE THIS CLASS. Learn all
over again in a supportive atmosphere,
drawing from outward observation and innerexperience. Tues.I-3pm, Wed .7-9 pm,
start Oct. 29. $75 for 6 weeks including all
materials used during class. Page Rozelle
761-2431, Portfand.

YOUR JUNK
COULD BE
SOMEONE ELSE'S

TREASURE

BACK COUNTRY BIKE EXCURSIONS- Daily
guided Mtn. Bike treks (leisurely, foothils of
White Mtns.) From May IS-Nov. 1, singles
or groups to 10.1 hr. from Portland. Spectacularviews & terrain. Call1Write BackCountry Bike Excursions, RFD Box 365, Umerick, ME 04048, 625-8189.

NATIVE JAPANESE SPEAKER will tutor the
Japanese language (individually or in
groups). Time/location Hexible. Fee reasonable. Call Yayoi at 774-2566.

Classifieds

call 775-6601for
. more itiformatWn

783-1500
Lewiston

~~Lf

Compatibles

N

I:

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE/CLEA NI NG
and other hie suppon servICes

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life
Katherine Clark
772-8784
commercial

residen tial

Costumes for

BEAUX ARTS BALL
October 19

·Reconstruction of Vintage Clothing.
• Wedding Goum Designs·

N T F.

stun lor sale
NINTENDO MACHINE AND CARTRIDGES
FOR SALE'!!!! GREAT CONDITION - PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT. Selling to buy new
system. Machine with gun $60.00 selected
cartridges $10.00 each. Please call 8656722. l.llave message.
ARTIST MOVING: ITEM'S MUST GO! Queen
size futon & mattress- 5200; 13· color TV$100; table & 4 chairs, honey pine- 5175;
funkyHoorlamp-$15; Chevy Cavalier, 1984,
great condition- $1500 .Also, some artwork
for sale! Call 761-4759.
LARGE DRESSER. Sturdy, will hold a wh'Ole
wardrobe. $50. Holly. 874-0280.

C.

II

All forms of Dance and Movement are good cardiovascular exercise. BUI
as well as exercise, IT'S FUNI StreIch & tone; tap; jazz; modem; ballet.
Come to GOlla Dance . OeL 19 for dance demonslr.Hions.
Cali to recieve our new faU Schedule.
rnOMPSON'S POINT, POR1UND

If Yo'U're

S~gle,

Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Years

~AMERICAN
~ STEEL AIIO AWMINUM CORP.
E CoIr;OMskJn

115 Wallace Ave. So. Portland, ME 041 06

INTRODUCES
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
A NEW SALES PROGRAM
FOR ALL METAL PRODUCTS
MON-FAI 7 AM - 5 PM
YOU PICK-UP
CASH OR CHECK
NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL

CALL 772-4641 OR
1-800-442-6763

CHARLES n, MELCHER

·1~if"'.t"'{"'("',lr,:"'I,f",t"ij

'VVe're Free

For more information about Casco Bay Weekly

r :f nm personal ads, Personal Call~ and Fax Free
II_Itt.)
~ I. Thursday call us at 775-6601 .

MOVING- MUST SELL-Sony stereo cas-

PHOTOGRAPHER

(207) 775-6301

Bureau, 525; bookcase, 520; lamps, futon,
ladies bike, books,large brown rug, 525.
874-0132.

music
by Lynda Barry

PIANOI VOICE STUDIO- ClaSSical, Opera,
Broadway Musicals. Beginners to advanced
piano. B. of M., M. of M. Evenings, 7727208; days, 879-2606.

CHEAP' FBI/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes ...
5200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 Mercedes ... 5100;
'65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thousands starting $2S.FREE 24 hour recording
reveals details: 801-379-2929 Copyright'
MEI14JC.

IS EVERY MONDAY
AT6PM

CALL MICHAEL 775·60601
~

.

TWO BEAUTIFUL BLACK WOMEN- one 5'4·,
light complexed, other 5'6", golden brown
complexed, both 125 Ibs., very sexy, who
enjoy giving all over body massages and can
be very dominant if that's what you prefer.
Non sexual. Prefer mature middle-aged or
older men, any nationality. .. 5746

1980 Scirocco -Looks bad bul runs good.

SEEKING PROFESSIONAL, financially independent NlS under 40, attractive, 5'2"5'6", 115-1401. Meet: 39 y/o, 5'9· handsome SBM, professional who lives in the
Portland area. Racial or ethnic background
not important Call now and leave message!
.. 5769

BOO! Who? Lonely ghost of "ChristmasFuture" seeking Jack of All Trades. (32-45)
Would like to experience "ChristmasPresent" with him, and my brood, (yours,
too?) Hoping to plan a frightfully warm and
friendly season to deck the halls, and be
jolly. CBW Box 815. ,. 5782

TALL, ATHLETIC uncomplicated, 31, SWM,
professional would like to meet SWF, 2535, who enjoys health, fitness, windsurfing,
mountains, education and an energy for life.
Photo appreciated. .. 5783

WALKING TOGETHER ON CHILLY NIGHTS
to BJ's for heathbar capuccinos. A shelter
when you're caught in life's hurricane. A
shoulder to cry on, supporting arms, hugs.
I'm 20, beefy, attend USM, hate Robert Bly,
in control of my hormones, romantic. Let's
become friends and then maybe tempt fate .
CBW Box 813. .. 5770

900-370-2041

DWF, MID 30's, intelligent, educated, attractive, N/s; kind, generous, witty; loves kids,
pets, nature, culture and much more; seeks
Call costs 99¢ a minute.
company of 810M, 34-50 with similar quali- L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J
ties and interests for companionship, etc.
CBW Box 809.
5754
OWF, 40, ATIRACTIVE professional lady
who enjoys movies, dancing, refinishing furniture and children seeks a S1DWM with
similar interests. .. 5765
FINALLY OVER PAST ROMANCES? Tall, intelligent, gorgeous, DWF, seeks compliment
(S1DWM, sensitive, gentle, NIS, forties, Portland- Bath), to share city delights, natures'
beauty, friendship- while seeking soulmate
for the journey. .. 5766
I WANT AMAN. He's 25-35, enjoys dancing,
movies, good conversation. Fun, companionship- romance?Nodeadbeats or mama's
boys. Tall, thin SF, 24, looking forward to
meeting you . Call me. .. 5767

PETITE SWF, 31 , Brunette seeks somewhat
unconventional SM. If you own a well worn
pair of hiking boots, can be witty in conversation, and enjoy movies not found in the
Action section of the video store, we have
something in common. .. 5779

DWM, 33, HOUSE TRAINED- Doesn't bite,
great with kids, acts on command. Affectionate, well-behaved, faithful, neutered,
unique, outdoors Maine breed, in search of
owner, 30-35, tall, slim attractive, down to
earth, caring, affectionate, growth oreinled
woman to rescue me from life's kennel.
CBW Box 816. .. 5772

I

WE I\IIAKE NEWS MATTER

learning
WATERCOLOR CLASSES FOR WOMEN.
Unlock your creative potential this fall . 6week, 2-hour sessions now forming. $60.
Conducted by artist! educator Jane Wray.
Register now to 775-2442.

I

SWM- 32 YEAR OLD PROFESSIONAL,
height 5'11·, weight 170, brown hair, blue
eyes, moustache, and smoker. My interests
include reading, writing, motorcycles, camping, travel. Would like to meet attractive,
20-36 year old woman with similar interests, and sense of humor. .. 5774

person 01 the week
Intergalactic traveler stranded on this planet awaiting parts
for disabled spacecraft. Anticipated delivery: 60 years.
Have inhabited 32 y/o WM. 6'2, tall. dark and handsome
body. Interested in fit/trim earth nymphs to explore planet.
To that creature of light one secret of the universe will be
revealed. Klatu barada niktu (let me explain). no androids.
11'5778
Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as
CBW's "Person of the Week" and is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas.

men .. women
ARE YOU A WOMAN deeply louched by
touch, touching deeply, loving to touch and
be touched? Touch me. Are you a woman
deeply moved feeling her body moving,
moving joyously, loving to move and be
moved? Move me. P.O. Box 143, Peaks
Island, ME 04108. .. 5745
BLUE-EYED BLONDES, CHECK THIS AD,
what you read will make you glad l DWM,
real nice guy, seeks your company for romantic tryl Rt and trim, with face pretty?
Let's have dinner and do the city . Sense of
humor? Me, too' Maybe I'm the one for
you! .. 5747

LOVING, SUPPORTIVE MAN, 34, seeks
woman who wants honesty and sharing in
relationship . NlS, non-drugger, occasional
light drinker. Love and light. .. 5775
INTERGALACTIC TRAVELER STRANDED on
this planet awaiting partsfordisalJlad spacecraft. Anticipated delivery: 60 years. Have
inhabited 32 y/o WM, 6'2, tall, dark & handsome body. Interested in fit! trim earth
nymphs to explore planet. To that creature
of light one secret of the universe will be
revealed. Klatu barada niktu (let me explain), no androids. .. 5778
Respond to any personal ad
on this page. Call

900-370-2041

SWM, 31, SEEKS WOMAN that is smart,
independent, and approximately his age.
This person should be a positive thinker,
who can express hersell c1earty, and likes
the outdoors. .. 5752
COME TO LONG ISLAND, N.Y.- Seeking
relocatable, attractive female for this handsome DWM, 6', successful, who's roman tic, sincere and passionate for relationship.
Send letter, photo and phone to: P.O. Box
584, Old Bethpage, N.Y., 11804. ,. 5753
ARE YOU A PREm, trim, sexy WF with
senses of humor & adventure? Do you li~e
home cooking, intimate conversations, unbridled passion, movies, long walks? If you
answered yes, this attractive, fitDWM would
enjoy making your acquaintance . .. 5773

Call costs 99c a minute.

(Calis cost 99¢/min)

women .. women
"I SHALL SING BEAUTIFULLY for my
friend's pleasure"- Sappho. Bisexual woman
seeks same for fun and pleasure. P.O. Box
4417, Sta. A, Portland, 04101 . .. 5776
BF, LOOKING FOR ANOTHER BF, for laughter, fun and quiet times to develop a friend ship and try new experiences with reply.
P.O. Box 7801, Ptld. ME 04112. ,. 5771

men -- . men
GWM, 3Osomething, 6'3", 185, professional,
looking forsimilarestablished rerson. Let's
share as friends, great dinners, fun times.
You be open, honest and not afraid of
committment. No addictions. CBW Box801 .
GWM, SELF-MADE ATIRACTIVE PROFESSIONAL, mid 40's, into travel, theatre and
the arts. This spontaneous, highly moijvated fun-loving man seeks NIS gay professional male between 30-45 with similar
interests. CBW Box 811 . .. 5756

Respond to any personal ad
on this page_ Call

900-370-2041
Call costs 99¢ a mlnute_

others
ANYONE INTERESTED IN JOINING aswing ers dub in Portland send photo, phone &
brief letter. CBW Box 812. .. 5777
SWM LOOKING FOR SLIM COUPLES for
intimate friendship and more. Love photography and have my own lab. .. 5755
BWM, LATE 30's, wants to meet couple for
intimate, sensual, adventurous relationship.
I have lots of fantasies that I want to make
a reality. Let's share our fantasies, explore
the limits of our sexuality. I'm clean, discreet, seek same. Call or write. Will Answer
all. CBW Box 808. .. 5751
EROTICISMWITHOUTTOUCHING- Couple
looking to find couple to model erotic clothing w/o touching. Justforfun and to create
a fun fantasy. We are both very physically
fitl early ~O's , and looking for similar types.
Your interest peaked? .. 5750
FANTASY SHOULD BE FUN- Attractive
couple, 30's, looking for BiIF to enjoy an
enjoyable erotic adventure. We are clean
professionals and straighl. First sojourn
into something new I This will be aone time
thing for us. Interested? ,. 5749

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ACBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99c/min)
How to respond to a personal ad

1988 VW FOX Gl. Navy blue, 4-door, low
mileage. Excellent condition, $3800 or B.O.
727-5633. Leave message.
1989 SUZUKI SIDEKICK, 5 speed, 4WD,
low miles,AMlFM cassette, dark blue, white
rag top, $6950. 883-8454.

PERSONAL

WE ARE ARTISTS. Our life is our masterworle. "Security": paint by numbers what
society has drawn. Scary: paint our inner
vision in all its splendor- bright colors, deep
shadows, bold and gossamer, monstrous,
marvelous, miraculous views . P.O. Box
143A, Peaks Island, ME 04108. 1r 5780

ARE YOU UP TO PAR? Do you want to spar?
Are you avant gar(de)? Have you read this
far? Two sporty, statuesque women (median age 30) who aren't afraid to engage in
the grueling game of mini-goll, seeking 2 r-------------,
men of equal fortitude and daring for an
Respond to any personal ad
evening at the NEW mini-goH in Windham .
on this page. Call
Strictly mini-go~ . .. 5748

r

caw

TWO SW, DAMSELS IN DISTRESS, mid
20's, tired of kissing frogs, desperately
seeking SW prince charming and knight in
shining armor. Rescue us, we'll spend days
exploring the kingdom, and quiet nights al
the castle. We don't turn into pumpkins at
midnight. CBW Box 814. .. 5781

$300 or best offer. 773-3006.

1985 BUICK SOMERSET- 2 door, S speed,
cruise, 85,000 miles, gray, 2 snow tires
included. Good condition . 52850 or B.O.
892-6122. Leave message.

CASCO BAY WEEKlY ClASSIFIED
UNE AD DEAOUNE

women .. men

SF, 27, ATIRACTIVE, articulate student and
dreamer. Her usual escapes include music,
poetry, politics and old movies, but there's
something missing- namely, a touch of romance and a litHe fun. She is looking for a
SM, 20-34, caring, aware,emotionally stable
and perspicacious for love, laughter, intimate conversations, sup rises and exploring
the possibilities of a mutuallyfullilling longterm relationship. If this sounds like you,
please write telling me about yourseH, your
hopes and dreams. P.O. Box 9715-980, Portland, ME 04104.

wheels

1987 PLYMOUTH RELIANT LE- 4 cyl. automatic, 2door, PSlPB, AMIFM. 47,000 miles.
$3500. 929~863 .

YOUVE WArrED LONG
ENOUGHI

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

A GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND! SWF, 27,
seeks tall single male, 28-?, whose length is
proportional wilh height. .. 5768

BMW 2002, '75. $2000 negotiable. 6422542.

-

AVOID EMBARRASSING BOUNCED
CHECKS and fees. Method accurately balancesyourcheckbook monthly. Nocomplicated math! Send $6.95 and SAS.E. toP.O. Box 2256, South Portfand, ME 041 06.

Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay Weekly's Personal CallI!!!. On FAX FREE THURSDAY
fax your ad of 30 words or less to 775-1615 between 9 am and 4 pm and get your Personal Call I!!! ad
absolutely FREE. Oon't forget to include your name, address & phone number so we can send you
your Personal CallQ!I number.

1978 FORD PICK-UP, 8' bed, 302 engineautomatic. Minor body work, runs well.
$1000. 926-3345 after 5:00, weekends;
days- 874-8468.

-

PROF. FEMALES MEETING ONCE a month
to experience various restaurants in Portland area. If you are interested in getting out
of the house, meeting new people & just
having some fun, why not join our dinner
club. For details- 774-3043.

772-9878 sette olaver. oood condition. 5350 or B.O.

Cheslye Larson

:- . .

ADOPTION : A MOM, DAD, & DAUGHTER
are anxious to adopt again. We long to
share our warm, secure home with your
newborn. Please call collect, Rick and Judy,
603-898-1980. Incompliance with Title 22,
Chapter 1153.

UNSECUREDI PERSONAL LOANS $50$5000' Fast and easy as 1-2-3' Bad credit
no problem! Must have verifiable income.
24 hour free recorded message- 303-341 1088.

DANCE FOR YOUR LIFE

773-3558

FREE TO LOVING HOME-Wonderful bunnyl
Healthy, active, beautiful mini-lop who loves
people. Nine months old . Comes with many
supplies. 774-4679 early eveningsl weekends best.

bulletin board

THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE- A unique
means for addressing problems of health,
posture, performance. Maria Jackson
Parker, certified teacher. 729-oa39.

DO WORRY, FEAR, ANXIETY get in your
way? Constructive Living, based on Japanese principles, helps you accomplish more,
suffer less, get on with life. Instruction in
Portland. Perri Ardman, 594-2457.

animals
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Jusl call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call1ll> answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit 1r number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter ano ther .. number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 9ge a minute.)
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write 10 the P.O.
box or CBWbox indicated. When addressing mail toaCBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left
hand corner of your envelope.

How to place a CBW personal ad
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downtown Portland.
Call 775-6601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal adoomes with free use
of a Personal CaHill> ,. number. When you place your ad,
you'l be you'l be given a ,. number and an easy-to-Iollow
instruction sheet. Irs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you won1 miss any of your responses.
When recording your gO-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don1 leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your lirst name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call .

You can change your .. message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:
o women" men

Personal ads 01 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25e each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of !wo weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call<Kl" number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CfNoI box w/o a" number costs $9a week. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to : Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04102.
Phone: 775-6601. FAX: 775-1615

Omen" women

o women" women
Omen" men

o others
o companions

Confidential infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without it.)
phone

name

addrau

city, state. zip

, of words: - - - (tt more than 45)

CostIw. .k: - - - See ral_ at taf1

, of weeks: _ __ _
2·week, ninimum

CBWbolC

Add $5 or S9lweek - - - See ratea ar left

Tot•• due: _ __ _
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LUNCH SPECIALS

ROCCO'S

11.30 am to 5 pm, 7Days

Italian Restaurant

• Fish &: Chips
• Soup &: 1/2
Sandwich

Fine Itallan
Cuisine

Steaks a:
Seafood
50WharfSt.
Portland, ME
774-6000

: ROCCO'S ~ui=~-;:

I Fine Italian Cuisine, Steaks .I Seafood I
I BUY ANY REGULAR I
I DINNER ENTREE GET I
2ND DINNER FREE! I
I (Fntedlnner, ....rorequalvalu.. NotvllUd with I
....) Exp_10131191 . P\eeoe ~
I dinner.pec'
coupon when _ g . " 15" g.-lully 10 lho
I
I total check wi' be added befotw dilCount.
___-=~~!:, -!.ire2:~ __ I

Open daily till 11:30 PM, Friday & Saturday till midnight

HOT & COLD
Sandwiches
Meatball & Sausage
Spaghetti Buckets
Lasagna • Tacos
Pizza & Pizza Slices
Veggie Delights

• Ravioli
u/ Mea/haJJ
or Sausage

• Broiled Haddock
• Chicken
Parmigiana
• Fried Maine
Shrimp
• Lobster Roll
• Fishennan's
Planer

Breakfast 6:30 AM

$495

(Haddock,
Shrimp & Clams)

your
cboiu

Vittles (i~: ':'~:Spirits
87 Brackett Street Portland 772-2427

• Baked Scallop Pie

lWOGREAT
WEEKEND
RAW BAR & GR ILL

SPECIALS

EVERY
FRIDAY

EVERY
SATIJRDAY

SHRIMP
SPECTACULAR

PRIME & WINE

Choice of ...
Beer Battered Shrimp
Shrimp Scampi
Baked Stuffed Shrimp

A Full Cut of our
Tender Prime Rib
Served with a Glass
of House Wine or
Domestic Draft Beer

$9.95

$9.95

Wise
Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABUSHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH - - Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram

BlTY-SELL-TlUUDE
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932

Available 5-11 p.m Both served with choice of
Potato, Vegetable, Salad and Fresh Baked Bread
164 Middle Slreet • Portland· 773-3760

Available at:

Records, Tapes
and CDs
Exchange St. • Lower Level
Old Port • 773-1310

